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‘‘THE ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL” ADVOCATES THE ADOPTION OF THE 
METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, 

and urges all who are interested in the simplification of our present complicated 
and unsatisfactory systems to aid, by. their active sympathy and encouragement 
the early intrupoction of this muchneeded reform. 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS. 
[OFFICIAL BULLETIN. J 

The members and associates of the Institute are hereby informed, in accord- 

ance with a recent decision of the Council, that the ENGINEERING AND MINING 

JouRNAL will not be sent to those in arrears for the current year after July 1. 

The Journat will be resumed when the annual dues are received, but the Insti- 

tute cannot guarantee that back numbers will be supplied. 
Easton, Pa., June 1, 1877. Tuomas M. Drowy, Secretary. 

FERRO-MANGANESE IN BLAST FURNACES. 

We publish in another column a letter from Mr. Wittarp P. Warp, of Car- 

tersville, Georgia, in reply to the recent communication of M. Vatrton to the 

Institute of Mining Engineers. Private advices from Mr. Warp convey the 
pleasant intelligence that his furnace has been running very satisfactorily since 
the erection of the new Weimer blowing-engine. The product is now about 
two tons daily of 50 per cent. ferro-manganese ; and there are orders in hand 
for a month ahead. We congratulate Mr. Warp on the success with which his 
skill and perseverance have been crowned. = 

SILVER DOLLARS.—IL 

It seems a hopeless task to stem with argument the tide of vague and reckless 
assertion which, born of the convulsion of a desperate financial crisis, and im- 

pelled by the wind which demagogues know how to raise, threatens to sweep 
away the landmarks which experience, after many centuries, had succeeded in 

establishing. We are called to meet fallacies which we supposed were dead ; 
to repeat experiments of which we thought the world had had enough ; and to 

go back, to ‘‘the fathers” for expedients which the fathers themselves found 
futile. The party which recently shouted for unlimited greenbacks now sounds 

the praises of the silver dollar—the only apparent recommendation of which is 
the fact that it happensat present to be worth about as much asthe paper promise 
of adollar. The chimera of a double standard raises its two heads once more 
with unabated vitality, and unhorsed politicians, deeming this monster a likely 
stud for a ride to power, are making haste who shall be first in the saddle. 

There are, of course, many degrees of this mania, involving different degrees 
of peril to the country—from the wild notions which would inflict upon the 
public credit an almost fatal wound to those which would merely involve us 
anew in the embarrassments which a double standard involves, and from which, 

in the return to specie payments, we have an admirable opportunity to make 

goodourescape. Weshall not commit the error of pronouncing all these schemes 

equally bad ; but we cannot surrender our judgment that the only safe and wise 
course is an adherence to the single standard, and that standard gold. Whether 
the labor be hopeless or not, we deem it our duty to set forth, to the best of our 
ability, the reasons for this opinion. 

The talk about the desirableness of a bimetallic currency, and the inadequacy 

of the supply of gold alone to transact the business of the country, deceives 

many, who suppose that silver is excluded from use by the maintenance of a gold 
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standard. But the truth is that the two metals can be kept in circulation 
together in two ways only: first, bya general agreement among commercial 
nations fixing their relative value as money ; or secondly, by the simple expe- 

dient of making one of them standard and the other subsidiary. The first is the 
condition recently insisted on by M. Cernuscut, whose views on the subject so 

keenly disappointed Senator Jonzs and his party. We shall on another occa- 

sion discuss them more particularly. The second is the present system of Eng- 

land, Germany, and the United States. 

It should be clearly comprehended at the outset that in establishing a single 

standard the State does not attempt to fix any value whatever. All it does is to 
furnish a convenient measurement by which values may adjust themselves. It 

says, ‘‘ The pieces of coin which we issue shall have such a weight and fineness, 

of which our stamp is aguaranty.” The word ‘dollar ” would be entirely super- 

fluous but for the habits of business, which render it more convenient than the 

current terms of weight. But everybody knows that it means a certain weight 

of a certain fineness, and that a gold coin, when worn by circulation below its 
legal weight, is no longer a legal tender. Nor would any contract to pay 
‘dollars ” be equitably fulfilled by the payment of “dollars” of another weight 
or fineness than those contemplated. It is to save the citizen from the necessity 
of specifying, in every transaction of business, the exact weight and fineness of 

the coins he promises to pay or receive that the government fixes the legal defi- 
nition of a dollar. If this be true, money is simply a commodity, selected as the 

most convenient measure of the value of other commodities ; and it is evident 
on general principles of political economy that the system which does not inter- 
fere to fix, or attempt to fix, the value of any other commodity in terms of that 
one is the best. Theory shows such an attempt to be unwise ; experience proves 

it to be futile. 
At this point we must meet and answer several questions which plausibly 

impugn the principle we have laid down. 

I. In the case of a single standard does not the standard itself vary? 

Undoubtedly ; and its variations play some part (we think a subordinate one) 
in general advances or declines in prices throughout the world. These cannot 
be avoided; but they are reduced to a minimum by the employment of a metal 

as standard of which there is a large stock in the world, and of which all nations 
recognize the value, so that local surplusage or deficiency can be equalized by 
international overflows. When the ocean is the reservoir, freshets and droughts 

on the ceast do not perceptibly affect its level, and only slow continental changes 

can affect the average distribution of the rain. 

2. Would not equity and convenience be better served by the employment of 
two metals, either of which might be the legal-tender standard, so that practi- 

cally the standard would be optional, and at any given time that metal which 
was overvalued in coinage would take the place of the other? This we answer 
in the negative, reserving, however, for a more extended discussion the consid- 

eration of the point. 

3. What is the nature of the measure by which a government issues legal-ten- 

der notes? It is a forced loan, without interest. The notes are the promises of 
the government to pay money. They may be used as currency, because the 
government decrees that courts shall consider the tender of such notes as legal 
satisfaction for contracts ; that is, the validity of the promise of the government 
to pay money shall not be questioned, and the holder of that promise shall be 

content to wait for its performance. If the promise is never fulfilled, the loan 
becomes confiscation. 

4. What is the nature of the measure by which a government establishes a 
subsidiary currency and makes it legal-tender for small amounts? A true sub- 

sidiary currency is a token-coinage, containing a smaller amount of fine metal 
than its nominal value indicates, but redeemable at the treasury, according to 

its face, in standard coin. The intrinsic value of the coin is made as high as is 
consistent with the necessity of keeping it always below the nominal value—the 
Scylla and Charybdis to be avoided being the disappearance of the coin on one 
hand, and profitable counterfeiting on the other. Hence, the loss to the citizen 
in accepting it for small debts is insignificant, and even this may be recovered 
at any time by the simple process of exchanging it at the treasury. In this 

transaction, therefore, the public convenience is served without sensible injustice 

to the citizen. When subsidiary coinage is not exchangeable at the treasury, 
the restriction of its amount by the government may produce practically the 
same effect in keeping it afloat; but no artificial adjustment can be as good as 

that natural equilibrium which comes from self-adjustment. 

We shall have occasion to discuss this subject still further, and to consider 
more particularly the arguments in favor of a bimetallic standard. But we 

repeat that all such arguments, if they are absolutely unanswerable in the 
abstract, would be futile in support of the proposition now advanced by the 
inflation party, that the United States shall attempt single-handed to remonetize 
silver. 7 

AFFAIRS IN THE BLACK HILLS. 
Staff Correspondence of the Engineering and Mining Journal. 

The rush of miners to the Black Hills this summer is unprecedented in the 
history of the West since the opening of California in 1849. The arrivals amount 
to fully 100 per day, the vast majority of whom reach Deadwood with almost 
nothing left with which to support themselves. It is estimated that there are 
now fully 10,000 men in the Hills, aud many judge as high as 15,000. Of course 
there is not enough day work for these, and so far no new gulches capable of 

supplying ground for as many men as Deadwood has have been found. 
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Prospecting parties are already starting off to Big Horn, Wind River, the Yel- 

lowstone, and Tongue River. The gulches and ranges of these localities are 

thought to be auriferous, and before the 1st of July, judging by the number of 
men already starting off, there will be five thousand miners scattered through 
the gorges of Northern Wyoming. The country to be explored lies to the south- 
east of the Montana placer districts. In 1861, 1862,and 1863,repeated attempts were 
made by prospectors from that Territory to explore these ranges, but in every 
ease the venturesome miners were either driven back by the fierce Sioux and 
Crows or massacred. This year the results will be different. The season’s 

work, even if it should result in no important gold discoveries, which is highly 

improbable, will doubtless inaugurate another excitement over the wonders of 
the Yellowstone Valley, and, by calling attention to it, indirectly aid in opening 

a new route from Cheyenne or some point on the Union Pacific in Wyoming to 
Montana. 

In Deadwood good work is being done. A majority of the claims are yielding 

finely, and the production of dust is footing up better than was expected. A 

great deal of attention is being given to lode mining. At the head of the gulch 

a number of very large veins have been found which are easily worked and are 

quite tich. About 60 stamps are now running, and fully 200 more are on the 
road or in process of erection. The charges for crushing are down to $5 per 
ton, and will probably go lower when the new mills are up. There is an abun- 
dance of water for all purposes. 

No new discoveries of silver mines have been made. In fact, the silver excite- 

ment has died out. In all probability there will be some valuable discoveries of 
ores of this metal outside of the Black Hills before long in that part of the 

Nasatch Range which extends through Northern Utah and Idaho. A revival of 

interest in the Sweetwater mines would also not be a surprising outcome of the 
present rush to Wyoming. 

SUMMER TRIPS AMONG THE MINES.—No. 1. 

Staff Correspondence of the Engineering and Mining Journal. 

It would seem strange to most of the readers of the Journat, if they could take 

a look at Caribou to-day, to select this camp as the first in a series of ‘‘Sum- 

mer Trips.” For Caribou town is over 9,000 feet above the sea, and the great 
snow banks which accumulate in the winter are still lying on the norti side of 

the hills to the depth of 10 and 20 feet, and covering many acres. Aud from 
these the water is pouring in hundreds of streams down the narrow gulch, swell. 

ing the flood that rushes down through the steep and precipitous caiion below. 

To reach Caribou one takes the Colorado Central or Boulder Valley Railroad 

at Denver, and after a few hours’ ride reaches the town of Boulder at the mouth 

of the cafion of the same name. At this pretty and enterprising little city the 
traveler bas his choice of the stage, a buggy, or a horse to take him up the 

gorge to the silver mines. At this time of the year the cafion is beyond descrip- 
tion beautiful. The stream is bank full, and the water rages and tosses in its 

narrow rocky bed til it is white as chippedice. The gulch is everywhere a 
bright fresh green, except where the granite cliffs tower up so perpendicularly 

that no soil can obtain a foothold upon it, and even in these places, here and 

there, the hardy spruce and pine find root in the crevices of the rock and shoot 
upwards. ° 

Passing up the gulch, all traces of the dull farmer who struggles with drought 
and the grasshopper on the plains disappear, and nothing is seen but the work 

of the miner. For the first few miles one passes mills and concentration works. 

About six miles above the mouth of the gulch the edge of the tellurium belt 

is reached, and the peculiar bluish gray granite in which those lodes occur shows 

itself very plainly. Farther on the formation changes into one of a more gneiss- 

oid character, and the prospect holes and tunnels show the silver rock of Grand 

Island District. The gulch broadens out, the mountain slopes become less 
precipitous, and suddenly the traveler emerges from the shadow of the great 

Castle Dome rock, upon the level and wide bottom in which is nestled the little 
town of Nederland, sixteen miles up the cafion. 

Nederland is a little camp, supported heretofore almost wholly by the silver 

mill of the Mining Company Nederland (now defunct). Since the unfortunate 
failure of that company the town has been a quiet one, living almost wholly on 
hope and in the future. At Nederland the road branches off into Beaver Creek, 
and for four miles winds up the eastern slope of that gulch, gradually gaining 

altitude until the town of Caribou is reached, nearly on the edge of timber line, 

and surrounded by banks of deep snow. Back of it only a few miles and in 
plain sight is the White Range, rising up to altitudes varying from 10,000 to 

13,000 feet above the sea. 

In winter and early spring there is a wind in Caribou. Whether it starts as a 

zephyr or a full-grown tempest on the range or not has never yet been satisfac. 
torily determined. But it comes bowling down from the snow-banks at any 

velocity you may imagine, and drops down into the town with a vigor and per- 
sistence that ‘‘makes Rome howl.” A wilder spot than this in a good moun- 
tain storm it would be impossible to find. The cutting blasts from the west, 
laden with sharp snow crystals, are fearful to contemplate and horrible to 

experience. The traditional scape-goat of the paragraphist, who innocently 
leans against a circular saw making 2,000 revolutions a minute, and then calmly 
folds his hands and is measured for a coffin, would experience new delights in 
bracing up against a Caribou storm. But in summer and fall the little camp 
rests quietly amid the thick timbers of the surrounding hills, and enjoys a cli- 

mate that is incomparable. The great belt of mines that has made the town fam- 
ous crops out on Caribou and Idaho hills, on the north side of the town. It is 
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about three-quarters of a mile wide, and fully four milesin length. Within this 
area the mountains are completely cut up with mineral veins, crossing each other 

at every conceivable angle. A close study of the veins on Caribou Hill has 
revealed the existence of three sets of lodes of different age ; and probably the 

same could be shown on Idaho and Boulder County hills. It is difficult, however, 

to walk fifty feet in any direction on the former without passing over well- 
defined crevices. Of course it is highly probable that below many of these will 
unite, forming a comparatively few fissures of great size. 

Caribou has a history, with a great many interesting details in it. In the flush 
days of the Dutch Company which bought the Caribou lode for $3,000,000, it 
was a “roaring” town. Itis difficult to write or think of that unfortunate 
company without feelings of regret—first, that the poor Holland burghers were 

so fearfully taken in, and, second, that during their brief reign so few were 

found who refrained from reaching down ihto the pockets of the Dutchmen in 
search of a little stake for themselves. It may be unpopular to refer to this at 
all, but many were the games of poker played in Caribou when the stakes were 

silver nuggets, worth from $10 to $70 each, brought out from the mine in dinner 

pails and overall pockets. In those days the mine was showing a number of 
magnificent ore pockets in which lumps of solid silver would occur, and huge 
bunches of wire metal, and chunks of rich sulphurets. It is said that that mine 

has yielded from $50,000 to $100,000 in specimens, hundreds, nay thousands 
of which were preserved as pocket pieces, paper weights, etc., for years, and are 
still. And many thousand pounds of rich ore answered the purposes of chips at 

faro and poker, and only went to the melting pot after considerable wandering. 

But those halcyon days ended when the Mining Company Nederland passed 
into history. To-duy the town is quite orderly and comparatively dull. A new 

set of miners has taken the place of those who worked for the Hollanders, a 

new spirit has animated the place. It has taken many long months to 
clear away the wreck of the big company, but now all the debris has been swept 

aside, new capital has come in, and new enterprises have sprung up. 
Another mine has come to the front—the Native Silver, yielding the same 

rich ore, and in as large quantities in proportion to the development as did the 
Caribou. : 

The two mines, in fact, are on one and the same great vein, the mother fissure 

of the district. The Native Silver is the west extension. It is now sunk toa 
depth of 275 fect, is in the hands of a strong and capable company, which has 
built a mill tothe west of the town a few hundred yards further up the gulch, 

and which is spending money freely in opening the mine. So far these oper- 
ations have been attended with complete success, and there is no doubt what- 

ever that future development will show anything unfavorable. 

To show the new spirit abroad in the life of this wonderful little camp, it is 
only necessary to look around on the hills and see what is being done. The 

Sherman and No-Name Company is working its mine solely for development. 

The Monitor Company is building a fine shaft-house, and will, as soon as that is 
completed, go to work in earnest to open that excellent vein. On the Boulder 
Company a systematic plan of operation has been adopted and is being carried 

out. On the Spencer and Poorman, which have both been remarkably rich and 
productive, development is progressing steadily, and it would be difficult to find 

two mines anywhere that will show a finer record than these. A few minor pro- 
perties are working, and more will soon be opened. For it is shown beyond 
question that this belt of silver mines is second to none in Colorado in point of 
richness, quality of ore, and productiveness. When a proper degree of develop- 
ment is reached on a number of mines, a very heavy production of ore will be 

maintained, and it will be beyond the power of any one or two companies, by 
reason of failure, if that should occur, to affect the growth and prosperity of the 
camp. Many think this time has already arrived. I believe this summer's 

work will bring about such a state of affairs, beyond the shadow of a doubt. We 
know,now too,much of the mines, and of the ore they will produce, ever to doubt 
the capacity of the camp or lose faith in its future. 

In spite of its great altitude, its fierce winters, and its snow banks, some of 

which never entirely disappear, Caribou is a town never to be forgotten by 

those who take the trouble to pay it a visit. To drink the ice-cold water of the 
guich will be a new sensation to the man who spends his life in the city, 
and only tastes that element after it has traveled through miles of iron pipes, 

which steal its bead and rob it of its purity. To stand at the mouth of any of 

the great silver mines on Caribou Hill, and look eastward over the hills to the 

brown plains beyond, whose level horizon stretching to the north and south for 

a hundred miles reminds one of the ocean, gives new ideas of the extent of our 
fatherland, and leads to broaderthoughts. To go down into the mines and see 
the sparkling ore in its granite safe, to follow it as the miner tears it out with 

his drill and pick, as it is loaded in the cars and carried through the long levels 

and up the shaft to daylight, as it falls into the iron jaws of the mill, and after 
tortures innumerable emerges a bright and glistening bar of white metal—in 

other words, if the traveler will take a look into the minutiz of silver mining as 

jt is to be seen in this little camp among the clouds, he will find himself in- 

terested toa degree most unexpected. 

When the Caribou people put up a stove anywhere, it is put up to stay. There 
is seldcm an evening in the year when its glow is uncomfortable, while two 
blankets on the bed are always a necessity. Consequently, when one retires, the 
hours of the night are devoted strictly to business. There is no growling with 
Morpheus over the heated term and the thermometer weil up in the nineties, © 
no gasping for a breath of cool air. The night breeze comes to you straight 
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from the white snow banks two miles away, dry as tinder, and bracing as wine. 

Verily the home of the silver miner has its charms. 
Carrsou, June 12, 1877. 

A GLEAM OF DAYLIGHT.—PIOCHE, NEVADA. 

Staff Correspondence of the Engineering and Mining Journal. 

The news from Pioche is more favorable now than it has been for many 
months past. A change for the better has apparently taken place in the 
lower levels of the Raymond & Ely Mine, and, consequently, there is a 

brighter look to the once famous camp. The ebb and flow of life in a mining 
town is always more or less the result of changes in the fortunes of the “ big 

mine,” and eras of depression always come and go periodically, until there are 

so many well-opened mines that one or two can be out of pay without being noticed. 
Pioche has certainly had for the last ten years a hard time, and since the discovery 

of the Leeds Mine, just across the border in Utah, it has passed through the 

mortifying experience of suffering almost total extinction in favor of a younger 
rival. 

The history of the great vein of Pioche, on which the Meadow Valley and the 
Raymond & Ely mines are the principal claims, is an interesting one, and 
especially of late when many have been disposed to consider the mine exhausted. 
In 1869, attention was first drawn to the camp, which then was so remote from 

any settlement, and so comparatively unknown, that it was not certain whether 
it lay in Utah or Nevada. The first company of note formed was the Meadow 

Valley, though previously to the commencement of operations by that organiza- 
tion Messrs. RayMonp and Exy, two prospectors, had erected a,five-stamp mill 

at the camp, to work the ore from their part of the same lode. The Meadow 
Valley Company commenced business by building extensive smelting works, 
under the impression that the ores were of a smelting character and contained 
a high percentage of lead. Results showed this to be a very serious error, and as 
the stamp mills erected did not save 50 per cent. of the precious metals, the dis- 
trict commenced its history with a very heavy drawback, and mining almost 

ceased fora time. In the spring of 1870, however, the Meadow Valley Company 
began to test the ores at White Pine, and it was shortly found that the Washoe 
process was admirably suitedto them. A 20-stamp mill was immediately built 
on this system, which started in August of the same year, and after some few 

weeks’ delays, caused by the usual difficulties in working in a remote camp, the 
mill was put into successful operation. Up to the end of the year the district 

had yielded about 2,200 tons of ore, worth nearly $175,C00, and enough had 

been done on the mines to show that the camp was an excellent one, and worthy 
of extended exploration. 

In 1871 the district opened so magnificently, so far as the two principal mines 
were concerned, that a genuine excitement arose, and Pioche received a large 

addition to its inhabitants and a great accession of capital. Numerous new 
companies were formed on outside ledges, a great many of which were found, 
and, in general, these ventures were successful. The most noted were the Alps, 

Bowey, Pioche, Washington, and Creole companies, At the close of the 
year the bullion shipments of the jdistrict footed up the handsome figure 

$3,982,000. The Raymond & Ely Mine had produced 12,250 tons, which 
yielded $1,360,000 in round numbers, $615,000 of which was paid out in 

dividends, and a depth of nearly 400 feet had been gained on the vein. In the 
same time about 17,000 tons of ore, which yielded about $1,800,000, and the 

developments, which had been pushed to a depth of over 300 feet, had thrown 

into sight as much more. The other mines turned out about $800,000 between 
them. 

The succeeding year showed Pioche in its glory, the second best mining 

The production amounted to the enormous figure of 
$5,200,000 in silver bullion, $130,000 in argeatiferous lead, and $50,000 in 
gold. Almost the whole of this came from the Meadow Valley and Raymond 

and Ely, the outside mines having rather retrograded, and showing but meager 
results. But while the success was gratifying from one point of view, it was 
exceedingly discouraging from anotker, for, induced by the enormous pro- 
duction, numerous lawsuits sprang into existence, adverse claims were filed 
against the two great mines, and a vast amount of expense entailed. Never- 

theless, dividends to the total amount of $2,470,000 were paid, and there was 

apparently no reason to believe that the two mines would cease their produc- 

In this year the Raymond & Ely forged ahead 
of its rival, producing $2,900,000 against $1,600,000 from the Meadow Valley. 
Of the outside mines, the Pioche Company was the only one paying dividends. 
A depth of nearly 700 feet had been attained at the close of the Year on the vein. 

The returns for the year 1873 showed the effects of the litigations which had 

The yield of the camp had decreased to 
$3,700,000, of which the Raymond & Ely produced $2,300,000, the Meadow 
Valley $750,000, and outside mines about $700,000, A decrease in the value of 

ores had also tuken place, and a large block of ground, containing some of the 
finest ore found, was closed up by the courts till the questions of title at issue 
were decided. In the Meadow Valley the deeper explorations failed to show up 
any new bodies of ore, and the prospects for the mine were rather discouraging. 
The same condition of affairs to a somewhat less degree prevailed at the Ray- 
mond & Ely. In the stock market these troubles were noted by a decided 
decline in the value of the shares, but at the mines no lack of confidence 

was felt in the results of deeperexplorations. The total dividends paid amounted 
to $630,000. But the troubles which came to the camp will be more clearly 
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understood when itis stated that nearly $600,000 (all but $9,000 of which came 
from the Raymond & Ely) were paid out during the year on account of lawyers’ 

fees and to purchase disputed ground. 

accounts of the two mines were also unusually large. 
During 1874 the bullion yield of Pioche showed a steady and gradual decrease. 

It became evident that the great ore body which had given the district its fame 
had been exhausted, and that extended explorations must be made before mine 
deposits could be hoped for. Nevertheless a total of $1,900,000 in bullion was 
shipped from the camp, of which the Raymond & Ely Mine yielded $700,000, and 
the Meadow Valley about $900,000. At this time the vein had been penetrated to 
a depth of 1,200 feet with no encouragement. 

duced was taken from ore mined above this depth. The vein, though almost 

completely barren at this depth, still showeda pertect formation, and encouraged 
prospecting. A heavy body of water was struck, however, at this depth, and 

new and more powerful machinery was required. These difficulties finally 
placed both mines on the assessment lists, where they have remained with con- 

Explorations have never ceased, however, on 

the larger veins. Shafts have been suuk, levels driven, and enough ore taken 

out to make the levies on stockholders always light, and trequently unnecessary. 

But the bullion yield from the camp decreased during 1875 and 1876, till now it 
is averaging about $12,000 per week, or $576,000 per year, the bulk of which 

still comes from the two prominent mines on which the camp was founded. 
Recent reports from Pioche indicate an improvement in the character of the 

ore found in the lower levels of the Raymond & Ely Mine, and the explorations 

promise to result in a general improvement in the yield of the district. 

of the great vein some important consolidations of adjacent mines have taken 

piace, and the prospect uf the camp is decidedly better. 

The construction and exploration 

The bulk of the bullion pro- 

Outside 

We hope these antici- 

Pioche has had a long turn of ill luck, and 

the tenacity with which own rs have held to their property is worthy of reward. 

Gen. F. L. Vinton, now visiting Colorado on a professional tour, intends, 
we hear, to establish himself permaneutly in that attractive State. 
graduate of West Point, and of the Paris School of Mines, and was one of the 

founders of the Columbia College School of Mines, where he has held the 

Chair of Mining Engineering since the organization of the school. 
VINTON’s extensive acquaintauce with the literature of mining, supplemented 

by some experience in several of the mining regions of this country and of 

Central America, will be of great value to him in his new field of labor. 

General, who is an accomplished artist as well as an engineer, will certainly be 
welcomed as an acquisition in the professional and social circles of the new 

He isa 

General 

By ArTHUR M. WELLINGTON, 

1876. Pp. 304. 
E. pp. 124. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE WISCONSIN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ARTS, AND LETTERS. Vol. III. 

On léxputston RESULTING FROM RADIATION. PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE OTHESCOPE. 
By Wuuiam Crookes, F. R.S. London. 

Wituiams’ Tourist’s GUIDE AND MAP OF THESAN JUAN Mines or CoLorapo. Price 50 cts. 
Tourist’s Map oF CoLoraDv, AND KouTes oF TRAVEL TO SAN JUAN MISEs. 
AxD PLEasuRE Resorts oF THE Rocky Movatains. 

HEALTH 
Henry T. Williams. New York. 

COMMISSIONER'S REPORT, 1873-74 

CrRowN Point GOLD AND SILVER MINING CoupaNny.—(Annual Rep: ri.) —The an- 
nual meeting of this company was he:d ia San i'rancisco on the 4th inst. The Super- 
intendent in his report states that during the past year 1,150 feet of drifts and 
cross-cuts have been run on the 1700-foot level, developing nothing but low grade 
ores, assaying from $2 to $5 per ton. The main incline 
feet. It has been thoroughly demonstrated that no pay ore exists on the 
1700-foot level, and to open a new level it was deemed best on the score of 
economy to continue the incline to a depth of two thousand feet and there open a 
new level. On this level a distance of 300 feet, through hard blasting ground, 
was run before the vein was struck. At the time the vein was struck they also 
tapped a strong flow of water, and they dare not increase this flow 
of water with their present pumping facilities. The vein, so far as ex- 
posed, shows quartz of a good character, giving assays of from $2 to $7 per 
ton. From the 1100-foot level 5,1011g tons of ore were extracted, from the 12.0- 
foot level 6,986 3-5. from the 1300-foot level 5,893, from the 1500-foot level 425 
from the 1600-foot level 1,137 1-5. Most of this ore was of a low grade, 
which has been accumulating during past years and been stowed away for 
future working. The shaft has been retimbered from the 700-foot level to 
the bottom. The joint pump shaft has reached a depth of 1950 feet. At 
1950 feet a new level has been started easterly to tap the ledge. He 
concluded by saying that the mine has never been in a better condition for 
the extraction of ore, and all that is needed is that pay ore be found. In 
the Secretary’s report it was shown that the receipts of the company for the 
year were from six assessments, $525,314.80 ; sale of bullion, $277,584.85 ; over- 
drafts, $129,153.27 ; other sources, $17,201.26. Total, $948,254.18. 
ments were: General milling expenses, $383,862.35 ; Rhode Island mill, $8s,- 
828,08 ; Nevada Mill Company, $105,250.85 ; legal expenses, $5,651.65 ; office ex- 

mses in San Francisco, $10,326.20 ; taxes, $3,133.25 ; advertising, insurance, and 
expense of the Gold Hill office, $25,590.26 ; mine improvement, $21,587.02 ; dis- 
count on_ bullion, $30,596.50 ; interest and exchange, 14,510.77; assayin, 
$2,972.87 ; Belcher and Crown Point joint shaft, $149,320.84 ; reclamation of bull 
and freight on treasure, $2,573.17 ; Superintendent’s balance on hand, $ 
overdraft of May 1, $100,020.23. Total, $943,254.18. The 

i assessments other 
which there is none, valued at $463,462.39.—Stock Report, June 5. 
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CARBONIC ACID GAS APPARATUS FOR EXTINGUISHING FIRES. 

The accompanying illustration, which we take from the Scientific American, 
shows an apparatus devised by Mr. A. M. Granoer for extinguishing fires on 
board ships, and which is said to be in use on the Protector, a vessel used to 

prevent fire among shipping in New Orleans Harbor. It is equally well adapted 

for use aboard the ship it is to protect. Last year it was the means of extin- 
guishing fire on three cotton-loaded vessels in the above-named harbor, These 

ships carried respectively 1,400, 900, and 3,200 bales of cotton, and were valued 

with their cargoes at an aggregate sum of $375,000. Weare informed that, with 

the exception of the bales of cotton which had actually been on fire, in two of 
the vessels the cotton, after the flames had been subdued, was discharged ‘in 

as good order and condition as it would have been at port of destination had 

there been no disaster.” In one instance the flames, which were rising twenty- 
five feet above the hatches, were brought under control in twelve minutes after 

\ \ 

= 
the gas had been admitted to the ship. The United States Board of Inspectors 
examined the vessels saved, and in an official report recommends the adoption 
of the apparatus aboard all steam vessels. 

We have several times called attention to the advantages that might result to 
vessels engaged in carrying freight more or less subject to ignition (more partic- 
ularly coal and petroleum vessels) from carrying carbonic acid gas, or the means 

of producing it rapidly, in some convenient apparatus. The Granger apparatus, 

illustrated herewith, seems to us exceedingly complicated and expensive, and 

probably unsuited for general use on ships ; but it seems to have done good ser- 
vice in a special vessel for harbor use. In the ENGINEERING aND Mininc Jour- 
NAL, July 3, 1875, we described a very much simpler apparatus, devised by Lieut. 
F. M. Banser, U. 8S. N., in which he proposes to use liquid carbonic acid, which 

he claims is produced by the chemist at Newport torpedo station at a cost of 

fifteen cents a pound. We reproduce extracts from this article as follows : 

THE ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL. 

x | 

[JunE 30, 1877. 

‘The proposition is to make use of the well-known extinguishing properties of 
carbonic acid gas; but in a manner which I believe has not hitherto been proposed. 
The plan isto have, in some convenient locality on the spar deck, or in any other 
suitable place, a flask or flasks, about three feet in length and one foot in diam- 
eter, containing about one hundred pounds of the gas in a liquid condition. From 
the top or upper side of the flask a small iron pipe is to be permanently fitted along 
the water ways (or just under the deck) throughout the entire length of the ship. 
From ‘this main pipe, at suitable intervals, are branch pipes at right angles 
to the main, passing down next the skin to every store-room and hold of the ship, 
so that every compartment of the vessel shall have its own pipe or pipes, reaching 
from its bottom to the main pipe on the spar deck. There is to be a cock in the 
main pipe near the gas flask, and one in each branch pipe near the main, any one 
of which can beturned from the spar deck. . . . 

‘* Liquid carbonic acid exerts a pressure on its containing vessel of about six 
hundred and ninety pounds per square inch at 42° Farenheit, eight hundred and 
fifty-five pounds at 60° Farenheit, and twelve hundred pounds at 86° Farenheit.” 

One of the chief objections to the use of carbonic acid gas is in the danger 

caused by its diffusion through portions of the ship where it is not wanted. 

up 
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There can be no doubt it can be adopted with advantage in ships carrying bitu- 
minous coals, and more particularly those that are liable to spontaneous ignition. 

In extinguishing fires in mines it has been employed with advantage in many 
cases,* but the Granger apparatus is much too complicated for mine use. Indeed, 
we illustrate it merely because it has received successful practical application, 
not because we consider it the best apparatus of the kind in use. The following 

is a description of the apparatus : 
A, copper cylinders (generators) lined with tin. Strength, 300 lb. per square 

inch. They are about 26 inches in diameter by 9 feet long. Each holds 448 
lb. bicarbonate of soda, mixed with water to a paste. 

B, domes 36 inches high, through which chemicals are admitted. 
CO, D, gearing and crank for rotating shaft for mixing acid in generator. 

* See ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL, Vol. xxii. p. 411, for description of apparatus 
used at Wynnstay Colliery, Ruabon, Wales. 
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E, F, water supply pipe. 

G, waste pipe. 
J, acid reservoir of lead ; capacity, 213 gallons. 
L, distributing receptacles to hold acid in small amounts till needed. They 

are of copper, lead lined. The acid is pumped by an air pump, N, from the 

reservuir, J, to the vessels, L. 

R, gas holder. 

A MINING LABORATORY.* 

By Prof. Robert H. Richards, of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass. 

The Institute of Mining Engineers has shown so much interest in the educa- 
tional problem of profitably combining theory and practice, that it seems espe- 
cially appropriate to lay before its members the methods and aims of the mining 
laboratory of which I have charge, and in which one form of combination of 
hand with head work is now being tried. If anything may be contributed 
toward the solution of this problem by the discussion which follows, my purpose 
will be attained. 
Whether it were wise or not to establish a mining school so far from the prin- 

cipal mining centers, does not now enter into the question. Given, a mining 
school already begun, how shall it be made most efficient in developing engi- 
neers who are trained to think for themselves as well as versed in the works of 
others? This is the question with which we have had to deal. 

In considering the bearing of this laboratory work upon the students’ prepara- 
tion, it will be convenient to take it up under five different heads : 

1. The methods and aims of the laboratory. 
2. The advantage to students of having a part, at least, of their practical work 

in the curriculum of their school. 
3. The advantage to be derived by mines and works. 
4. Degree of accuracy which may be attained in working ores on a small 

scale. 
5. Results of work in the laboratory. 
1. The Methods and Aims of the Laboratory.—During the May meeting of 1873, 

held in Boston, I had the privilege of reading before you a paper stating the 
lans and aims of this laboratory. Since that time we have been constantly fol- 
eter out those plans, and are more than ever convinced that we are working 

in the right direction. We do not feel that the time we have spent has been in 
any sense thrown away. Perhaps the aims of the laboratory can be most clearly 
shown by illustration. Many young engineers leave school thinking that they 
know everything. They go to the works and expect to teach the superintendent 
something and the men a good deal, regardless of the fact that it is this spirit 
that has prejudiced workmen against schoolmen, They are often more trouble 
than they are worth for a considerable period of time. They have simply learned 
metallurgical processes from books, but they have not derived from them a real- 
izing sense of the meaning of the word economy, nor do they understand how to 
carry it out in actual practice. They are too apt not to perceive that the profit 
of works lies in the little savings in material, in labor, in time and power, etc., 
and that the difference between making these little savings and in not making 
them is almost always the difference between profit and loss or between success 
and failure. In fact, our young engineers are not, as a rule, fully enough aware 
of the fact that failures in mines and works are quite as often the result of errors 
in judgment as they are from poverty of the deposit or process. 

The aim of this laboratory is to correct this state of aoa. and to turn out men 
who have learned somewhat of the value of economy ; who have found out by 
their own experience that little losses taking place here and there and everywhere 
in their work mount up enormvusly in their final account of stock. 

For the sake of example, we will suppose that a silver lead ore is given to a 
student who is entirely inexperienced in such matters and who is inclined to be 
self-sufficient. On reading 7. he finds that such ores, when worked on the large 
scale, are subject to a loss, which we will say is 15 per cent. of the silver, and 
which takes place largely in the smelting. He is surprised at this, and thinks it 
is a large loss, and expects to do as well or better. On taking account of stock, 
however, we will suppose he finds his losses are : silver in dust while crushing 
and handling, 2 per cent. ; roasting, 15 per cent. ; agglomerating, 3 per cent. ; 
smelting, 15 per cent. ; fume in refining, 2 per cent. ; handling in refining, 6 per 
cent. ; fume in cupeling, 4 per cent. ; parting and recovering, 3 per cent. ; 
total, 50 per cent. 
He is astonished to find that his total loss amounts to 50 per cent., and 

that by carelessness in handling alone he has lost 11 per cent., the whole of which 
might have been obviated as well as not ; that in roasting he used too high a 
heat, and in cup:ling the same ; that by having large condensing flues he might 
have saved a large proportion of the loss in smelting and refining. 

In fact, this man has either learned a lesson in the economy of metal working 
that will last him his life, or he has failed to learn it. 
In either case, whatever may be the risk incurred by a works in taking an un- 

tried man from a school, the risk is in some degree lessened by this test of the 
man. We believe that ability to offer to works a selection of men is all the in- 
centive we need for developing this laboratory. We hold that the school owes a 
duty to the works as well as to the student, and that the supplying of works 
with good men is fully as important a duty of the school as the finding of places 
for the students. The methods of working the laboratory will best be given by 
a brief ee of the last year’s work. The course began in February 
with a class of thirteen students. The work was allotted so that each student 
a the — wr “ —— process or of a part of a process. 

quantity of low grade ore from the Merrimac Mine, weighin 
treated on har shcaiar anneal 

Two students, A. and B., took charge of the mineral examination, and of the 
crushing and washing. They were assisted in the washing by their whole class, 
who had this opportunity to operate the washers, and to make themselves 
familiar with the principles on which they work. The class came on, five men 
at a shift, and they worked ten shifts of four hours each ; in this way every man 
had an opportunity to work and to study every machine. ° 

The eaptains, A. and B., meantime took charge on the alternate shifts, so that 
one of them was always on hand to keep watch, and to see that waste did not 
take place, that samples were taken at the proper intervals, and that everything 
went on as it should. When the work was through, they dried, weighed, sam- 

pled, and assayed all the final products. They found out then whether the re- 
was poor enough to throw away. They found out which machine did the 

greatest work, and which the least. In fact, they were in condition to report 
upon the economy of the a from beginning to end. They afterward made 
numerous tests on sands falling into water, and speculated on possible altera- 

*A paper read before the American 
meeting, May, 1877. Institute of Mining Engineers, at the Wilkes-Barre 

-| tions which would be desirable if the washers were to be used exclusively for 
the ore in question. These tests were rendered possible by means of a series of 
samples which had been taken at every stage of the process. A. reported espe- 
cially upon the crushing machines and the washing jigs, while B. reported upon 
the Spitzkasten and on the tables which are used in washing. 

Three products were the result of this treatment : 
1. Smelting ore. 
2. Middle grade ore. 
3. Refuse. 

C. and D. took charge of the smelting ore; this was first roasted by rever 
beratory furnaces. The whole class came on by shifts of four hours each, and the 
operation went on night and day continuously until finished. The total time re- 
quired was 52 hours. ©. and D. then agglomerated the ore, sampled it, analyzed 
it, and also their fluxes (limestone, tap cinder, magnetic iron ore, etc.). They 
planned their smelt to obtain a given slag, matte, and metal. When it was 
smelted in the shaft furnace all the class came on by shifts, and by means of 
this run, and several others during the term, every man was able to serve in 
every place, and thus to learn the principles which underlie the whole opera- 
tion, as well as the details by which it is carried on in the laboratory. This 
smelt yielded 

1. Lead. 
2. Matte. 
3. Slag. 

C. followed up the metal, and turned out silver, lead, and gold. D. followed 
up the matte, and turned out copper, lead, and silver. Their reports consist of _ 
a detail of the operations, results of analyses, and tables showing where, when, 
and how the losses took place, with suggestions as to how they would mitigate 
them another time. 

Messrs. E. and F. undertook to work the middle grade ore, and'they tried 
Ziervogel, Augustin, Von Patera, as well as roast, chlorination with amalgamation, 
and a number of other methods. They divided the processes, one taking the 
responsibility of a part, the other of the rest. They report moderate success in 
some and dead failures in others. ; 
A sulphureted copper ore was allotted toG. and H. This ore, as a matter 

of course, required to be first roasted. We have two methods of roasting, by 
reverberatory furnace and by kiln. But as a kiln had never been tried in the 
laboratory, and as it was to a certain extent doubtful whether it could be made 
to work, a division was made. G. took the kiln roasting, followed by the sub- 
sequent smelting, roasting and smelting, etc., while H. took the method by 
reverberatory furnace, followed by the subsequent processes. This work was 
carried on in the same spirit as before indicated. 

K. took up nickel, looked up the published methods, and experimented upon 
its extraction. : 

L. worked a gold ore by Atwood’s amalgamators, concentration, and gas chlori- 
nation. This method is still in its experimental condition with us. 

M. Had a barrel of quartz galena assigned to him. 
N. had a barrel of silver ore assigned him, which was to be treated by pan 

amalgamation. . 
O. worked out a problem on a copper ore from a mine atSanta Fe. The ques- 

tion to be settled was whether it would pay best to turn out a slag lean in 
copper, and at the same time a poor copper pig, or to turn out a pure copper 
pig, and at the same time allow some metal to enter the slag. His results are 
very interesting. 
Thus it will be seen that every student who has worked in the laboratory dur- 

ing the last year has not only had a definite work of his own to do, but has also 
had the opportunity to watch or to assist in a very considerable variety of other 
work. 

2. Advantage to the Student of having a part of his Practical Work in the Cur- 
riculum of his School.—We learn by our mistakes. Men can try, and fail; can 
find out usually why they failed ; can repeat the work with the failure in part or 
in whole corrected. They can learn economy by their own lack of it. 

Large works cannot afford to spoil a charge to show a student what happens 
from a little carelessness. A well-regulated establishment may go on a long 
time without such a slip, and unless the superintendént is used to giving instruc- 
tion, and takes pleasure in it, the student may be at a works months without 
finding out what the KEY to the success of the establishment is. 

Again, a student learns the value of chemistry as a check upon metallurgical 
work. Who would attempt to run a blast furnace on lead ores or on iron ores 
without knowing something about the composition of slags and of the fluxes at 
hand? The students here plan the proportion of the fluxes to be used from their 
own analyses of the same. And if they find from their reading that a slag of 30 
per cent. SiO,, 45 percent. FeO, 15 per cent. CaO, 10 percent. Al,O,, should give 
a good melt and a slag clear of lead, they put in fluxes containing these elements 
in the above proportions, and when they get through they analyze their slag, to 
see if they got what they tried for, and to see if 1t was as lean in lead as they 
wished it to be. 

But perhaps the greatest advantage of all to the student, and the one which 
will stay with him through his whole lifelong, is the spirit of investigation which 
is awakened by his work, and which is made evident by the questions he asks 
and by the zest and intelligence with which he carries on his work. This we 
consider has been proved beyond all question. 
We wish to disclaim any pretensions which we may be supposed to have that 

this laboratory is in any sense of the word a substitute for the works. What we 
do claim is that it prepares students to go into works and profit by them. 

3. Advantage to Works.—We have already noticed one advantage, viz., that the 
men have had a chance to test themselves and find out where they are weak. 
There is, however, another advantage which may grow out of their experience in 
the laboratory. These men are used to testing processes on a small scale, and 
if they are, when older, called upon to erect costly works and to devise new and 
expensive processes, they will naturally spend a thousand or two dollars in trying 
the process practically. Most of us are familiar with large and costly failures 
which might have been prevented if the process had been studied in this way. 
For while work on the small scale does not pretend to deal with the relation 
between the cost of production, of transportation, and the market value, it does 
test most thoroughly the chemical and mechanical principles on which the pro- 
cess must depend. Again, this practical work enables us to make a far more 
just division of hand-men from head-men than could possibly be made from reci- 
tations and examinations alone. And if we have an application for a man who 
may by-and-by be needed to superintend, we recommend a very different man 
from what we do when we are asked for an analyst or a surveyor. 

Advantage to Mines of having their Ores treated in the Laboratory.—We will cite 
one example. The Merrimac Mine of Newburyport has recently called an engi- 
neer from a distance to systematize their smelting works. He informs me that 
-ue figures furnished by the students’ work were of very great value to him in 



ene his ore charge. And again, as soon as the mine is prepared to estab- 
ish washing works, and the matter is under consideration at the present time, 
the results of our washers will be at their service. 

To sum up what has been said: We believe that such a course of instruction 
will bring out latent originality if a student has anything of it in his composition, 
and that, if he is nothing but a copyist, his instructors, as well as themfan bim- 
self, will be convinced of the fact before he ieaves his school. And again, that 
such instruction will enable him to profit far more by his visits to works, or 
studies in them, than he otherwise would. 

The testimony of graduates of the school and of their employers bears us out 
in the above statements. 

4. Degree of Accuracy of worlcing Ores ona Small Scale as compared with the Large 
Seale. - On the large scale the operations are continuous. 11 a little is lett by 
one « harge, it is taken up by the next one, and does not affect the total. On the 
smell scale, however, what is lost in one charge by carelessness is not picked up 
by the next, because there 1s no next charge to fullow it. In large works men 
are chosen to fill places by their skill or aptness for those places. Ou the small 
scale the students spend a part of the time ot doing the work in learning how to 
do it. To be sure, they learn vastly quicker than the ordinary hunds who are 
usually employed for such work ; but still this does not wholly make up for 
their lack of skill in the first instance, nor does it make the small works quite 
on a par with the large ones in this respect. 

5 The following examples will serve to show the kind of work that is done by 
the students, as well as the scale of it and the degree of accuracy attained. 

A lot of poor ore from the dump heap of the Merrimac Mine of Newbury- 
port, weighing 8,485 pounds, was crushed and washed to separate the argen- 
tuferous minerals trom the gangue rock, and yielded these proportions : 

1. A smelting ore...... weighing 62414 pounds, 
2. A middie grade ore, - 1,823, “* 
3. Refuse 6,01644 

Referring this yield to one ton of crude ore, the intrinsic value of the metals in 
the products obtained from it would be : 

“cc “ 
eee ee eres sees 

1. Smelting ore, 147°14 lb., containing 39°4 ~—s per cent lead, or 57'92 ~—siIb., or $3 47 
‘07 ce silver,or ‘103 ‘“ I 73 
‘002g *S gold, or ‘00353 “ I 06 

$6 26 

2, Middle grade ore,429°8lb., containing 9°11 —_ per cent. lead, or 39°15 Ib.,or $2 35 
O31 "vet, @ “133 * 2 13 
“Wl I4 ‘“ gold, or ‘0049 “ I 47 

$5 95 

1418'06 lb., containing 1°25 per cent. lead, or 17°72 
‘0116. ** silver, or *1645 
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The ore itself was valued for lead and silver, but not for gold, with this result : 

; 1 ton contained 5.23 per cent. lead, 104°6 lb., $6 28 
‘oz per cent. silver, 4 ‘“ 6 42 

$12 70 

The values of the above products per ton would be : 
1 ton smelting ore, 39°4 percent. lead, 788 Ib. $47 28 

‘07 ‘¢ silver, 20°41 02. 23 47 
‘oo2g “gold, = “6998 “14 42 

. $85 17 
1ton middle grade ore,g'11_ _— per cent. lead, 182 lb. $10 92 

"031 = silver, 9°039 0% 9 94 
‘oorrgs gold, °3324 ‘* 6 85 

$26 49 
1 ton refuse.......... 1°25 per cent. lead, 25 Ib. $1 50 

0116 “silver, 3°382 0z. 3 72 

$5 22 
A lot of lead ore, composed chiefly of galena with alittle pyrite, blende, quartz, 

and feldspar, from ore of the veins crossed by the Burleigh tunnel of Georgetown, 
Colorado, was roasted, agglomerated, smelted, refined, and cupeled. It gave 
the following resu.ts : 

Oi wsvs icinwnassweeewaci caves ve snnon 1,100 Ib. @ 67°37 per cent. lead, 675°07 Ib, 
095“ 

9961¢ Ib. @ 60°68 per 
“086 

After smelting and refining to soft lead, 429°75 lb. @ 98°95 lead, 425°24 Ib 
"197 silver, 12°33 oz’ 

From which it appears that the loss in roasting ard agglomerating was 70-55 
pounds lead and 2-76 ounces silver ; smelting and retining was 179 28 pounds 
lead and ‘15 ounce silver. This loss in silver is too little to represent the truth, 
as 12-33 ouuces is known to be too high ; the sumple was taken from the tops 
of the pigs. pn The ziucking wasaccomplished by stirring in one per cent. of zinc with melted 
lead, und then casting it in ingots and sweating it. This operation was repeated 
three times, and each time yielded a rich argentiferous zinc dross and a poorer 
zinckiferous lead; the actual weight of silver in each of these six products is here 
given: 

429°75 pounds refined lead, @ *197 per cent. contains 12°33 ounces silver 
ist. Argentiferous dross 9°73 ounces silver (a little high), sample poor. 

silver, 15°24 oz 
cent. lead, 604°52 Ib’ 
‘* silver, 12°48 oz 

After roasting and agglomerating 

“ 

“ 

ist. Sweated lead...... 3°99 by assay. 
2d. Argentiferous dross 2°895 * (by difference). 
2d. Sweated lead ...... "195 - by assay. 
3d. Argentiferous dross ‘145 - (by difference). 
3d. Sweated lead ...... ‘ogo ‘ by assay. 

This last sweated lead contained but -oo1 per cent. of silver. The distilling 
and fiual cupeling were not as successful as the rest, as from breaking of the 
cupel and other mishaps only 9-73 ounces of pure silver were obtained. 

A copper ore from Santa Fe was worked by a student who was preparing him- 
self to go to the mine. His main object was to experiment on slags, to find out a 
suitable composition that would yield soft, clean copper in the blast furnace. 

‘Lhe ore was composed of malachite, chryscoilx, cuprite, atacamite, with a very 
large quantity of grossularite (lime garnet), and also quartz, calcite, and a little 
pyrolusite. Its chemical composition is given in the tavle below. 

The run was divided in halves; after theffirst was through, the furnace was run 
out and then charged up again with a new mixture. During the first run the 
slag was planned to carry a high per cent. of iron, during the second run it was 
planned for a high per cent. of lime. 

The results are as follows : 
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First run slags. Second run slags. 
—_—_————_—_—_—_—_—_—K——_— ’ LN, 

; Ore. Asplanned. Asobtained. Asplanned. Asobtained. 
ee 38°40 40 46°07 40° 49°90 

eR EPhc sive nsaw 14°95 16 20°92 17°5 10°53 
J eee 13°11 pg iy OS ieee Suasit ithe tiers 
ae 34 16°65 ox? 14°17 

| A 10°63 10 7'o1 21.5 20°61 
DEOL oeensee trace cs trace ‘3 
ee 8 2°35 "43 

[Se ee 12°32 1°23 1°55 
H,0 & CO,, ete. | 
undetermined. | 

It will be noticed at onc- in the first run slag as obtained a monstrons 
deficiency in FeO. This will be accounted fur by the pig copper from this run, 
which contained 18 per cent. iron. 

The second run was much more nearly adjusted to suit the furnace reactions, 
as is shown by the slag, which is not very far from the plan, and also by the 
copper, which was soft and malleable, and coutuined but -3 per cent. of iron. 

PROVISIONS OF THE MINING LAW OF MICHIGAN, 
Onr attention has been called, in a circular from the Auditor General of the 

State, to the following important provisions of the revised mining law, approved 
May 11th ult.: 

Src. 32. It shall be the duty of the President and Secretary of each corpora- 
tion, annually in the month of July to make a report for the preceding year end- 
ing December 31st, containing a statement of— 

1. ‘The amcunt of eash paid in on the capital stock. 
2. The amount of capital paid in by the conveyance of property to the cor- 

poration. 
3. The entire amount invested in real estate. 
4. The amount of personal estate. 
5. The amount of the unsecured or floating debt of the corporation, as near 

as may be. 
6. The amount of the secured or bonded debt of the corporation. 
7. The amount due to the corporation. 
8. The number of gross tons of copper obtained. 
g. The number of gross tons, of 2,240 lb. each, of iron ore mined and shipped. 
10. The number of gross tons of mineral coal mined. 
11. The number of gross tons of pig iron manufactured. 
12. The number of tons of any other mineral or ore mined. 
13. The amount of slate or stone mined. 
14. The name of each stockholder of record and the number of shares held by 

him on the said thirty-first day of December, and when stock is held in trust, or 
in some representative capacity, it shall be so stated. 

Crc. 33. Such report shall be executed in duplicate by said President and 
Secretary, aud shall be sworn to before some officer authorized to administer 
oaths. If sworn to outside the limits of the State, it shall be before a commis- 
sioner for Michigan, a notary public having a seal, or any other person authorized 
to take acknowledgments of deeds. Such duplicate report shall be filed on or 
before the thirty-first day of July annually, one copy with the Auditor General 
of this State, and the other with the Clerk of the County in this State where the 
mine, or smelting, or manufacturing works of the corporation are principally or 
wholly situated. If any person signing such ae age report shall, ..s to any 
material facts taerein stated, willfully swear falsely, he shall be deemed guilty of 
perjury. Blank reports shall be prepared by the Auditor General and furnishep 
to any corporation on application therefor. Whenever any corporation ceases 
to carry on business for one year or more it shall not be required to make such 
reports until it again commences business. 

Sec. 34. If said officers or either of them, mentioned in the preceding section, 
willfully and ———— neglect to make and file the report required in said 
preceding section, they shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. 

(Report to the Secretary of State is no longer required. ) 

SHAFT SINKING AND SALT MINING AT GODERICH, HURON COUNTY, 
ONTARIO, CANADA.* 

By John Henry Harden, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 

In 1874, with Mr. H. Y. Attrill, of Baltimore, Md., I made an examination of 
some property at Goderich in reference to sinking for and mining salt. -With 
this end in view we visited all the wells in the neighborhood, but the informa- 
tion sought being of so unreliable a character I advised the putting down of a 
bore holeon the property. This has since been done, the result of which has 
lately been published by Dr. T. S. Hunt in the Toronto Globe. From this there 
appears to have been passed through six beds, of an aggregate thickness of 126 
leet. 

Rock-salt was known to exist, for, by the boring of existing wells, small crys- 
tals had been brought to the surface in the dirt, but no attempt had betore 
been made to obtain a reliable sample or to prove the number and thickness of 
the beds. The question now remaining for discussion is. Shall the present 
method of obtaining the salt be continued, or shall the beds be won by a shaft 
in a regular mining fashion, by which means the salt may be gotten in a con- 
dition almost ready for the market ? 

The present mode of obtaining salt is by bore holes from 6 inches to 8 inches 
in diameter drilled to the beds ; into this is inserted a pump, the *‘ feeders” of 
fresh water intersected in drilling the well being allowed to descend on the 
outside of the pump tube to the salt beds, there becoming saturated, when, on 
use of the pump, brine ia obtained for evaporation. In the beginning brine 
can only be had in limited quantity, but by the daily application of the pump, 
and the gradual dissolution of the salt, a larger surface becomes exposed to the 
action of the fresh water, and a continuous supply of brine is obtained. It will 
then be understood that the supply of brine is dependent upon the “ feeders” 
ot fresh water intersected in boring the well, which, we are told, has never shown 
any sign of diminution, and this isthe water that must be encountered in sink- 
ing a shaft. 

There are ten wells in operation at Goderich, the most important one to the 
present projeet being known as the Hawley Well, located at an elevation a few 
teet above Lake Huron at the mouth of the river Maitland, at a much lower 
level and nearer to the proposed shaft than any other well in the district. At 
this well the feeders of fresh water intersected by the boring overfiow at the 
surface from the space unoccupied by the pump, the area of which may be raid 
to be eleven square inches, and the overflow about 300 gallons per minute, 

* A paper read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers, at the New York meet- 
ing, February, 1877. 
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which under no circumstances has been known to decrease in quantity. It is in 
equilibrium at an elevation 36 feet above its present outlet. From observations 
made at the several wells there is no doubt but they are all connected with the 
same sourceof supply. ‘The depth necessary for the working barrel of the pum 
is that due to the elevation of the mouth of the well above the level of the fres 
water, to which must be added the difference of level of the salt water within 
the pump as being of a greater specific gravity. The suction pipe (tail pipe) 
is made of sufficient length to penetrate the beds as the only means of dividing 
the salt from the fresh water. The foregoing, together with a knowledge of the 
fact that the lowest feeder, said to be given off at the depth of 360 feet, yields a 
pressure of 150 pounds on the square inch, gives not an incorrect idea of the 
labor to be encountered, 

The location of a shaft, keeping in view the dissolution of the beds by the 
present wells, requires some study, from the fact that large cavities have been 
formed in the beds which are now reservoirs, having direct communication 
through the bore hole with the feeders already spoken of as being in the strata 
above. 

These cavities, itis hardly necessary for me to say, must be avoided as fatal to 
the enterprise. An approximate estimat« of the cubical capacity of them may 
be roughly estimated, but of their form: and superficial extent we can know but 
little, or how much of the beds severally ; yet no one anticipates that any of 
the present operations will interfere with the projected shaft. Still, the time 
may not be far distant when a solution of this question may be desired in 
another location. 

An examination of the map of the Province of Ontario shows Goderich as 
occupying one of the most favorable positions for the distribution of any pro- 
duct to be obtained in mining. The quantity of salt shipped during last year to 
the American market being given as 11,375 tons, at the same time there were 
shipped to the Canadian market 5,965 tons, making a total of 17,350 tons. 

About 600 feet distant from Lake Huron, and 40 feet above its level, on the 
north side of the river Maitland, witbin the harbor of Goderich, is a most desir- 
able position for the location of the proposed shaft. From there the product can 
be shipped direct from the mine into vessels trading to any of the Lake ports of 
Canuda or the United States. The construction of a bridge over the river Mait- 
land would make a connection with the Grand Trunk Railroad and all its con- 
nections. 

For sinking the shaft one of twomethods may be adopted. These I will call the 
English system and the Chaudron system. By the former the sinking through 
strata bearing heavy feeders of water is performed in the ordinary manner of 
dry sinking, pumping the water to maintain the bottom of the shaft in a suffi- 
ciently dry state for men to work until the feeders are severally passed, and 
impervious measures found, upon which to rest the lining. This may be of 
two kinds : for feeders of high pressure brickwork will answer all purposes, but 
for heavy pressures metal tubbing must be resorted to. 

The former is bailt upon an oak curb of sufficient strength to carry brick- 
work of g or 14 inches thickness, as the case may be, filled in with 
puddled soil. This is commonly cailed brick coffering, and is built with the 
best material, the brick being made to suit the form of the shaft. Work of this 
kind has been used with success in excluding water from shafts under consid- 
erable pressure. The latter, necessary, as before said. to sustain heavier pres- 
sures, is built upon a metal curb in line with the earlier work. Upon this the 
tubbing is erected in segments. Between every joint is laid (with the grain 
towards the center of the shaft) sheet pine lumber, about 3g of an inch thick 
and the width of the flange of the tubbing, each tier or course breaking joint 
with the preceding one until the casing of the shaft is complete to the last 
course or matching pieces, when it is not unlikely special castings of a suitable 
height to close in the work will have to be made. If the curb has not been laid 
level, or from any cause the tubbing has not been built uniformly the last space 
then becomes of variable height, and a special pattern for every segment be- 
comes a necessity. The building up being complete, all the joints are wedged |. 
with dry, soft pine wedges, first the horizontal, then the vertical, until it is 
almost impossible to enter a steel point. Each segment has in the center a small 
hole for convenience of handling, the lower course having larger ones, that the 
pressure may not be brought upon the tubbing until the work is complete. These, 
then are all plugged up, beginning at the bottom. Where there is more than one 
setting it is in all cases necessary to connect them to permit the flow of water 
or air from one to the other. Concrete is used to fill in behind giving great 
strength to the work. As illustrating the method of sinking through water- 
bearing measures by the English system, no better example can be had than 
that of the Marton Wirning, in the county of Durham. This work, consistin 
of three shafts, was began in 1838 and pursued under great difficulty unti 
complete. Engines and pumps were employed equal to 1,478 horse power and 
10,000 gallons per minute. For further detail see Winning and Worlcing of 
Collieries by Matthias Dunn. 
The same plan of operations was used by my father in England sinking the 

Exhall shaft. The tubbing was founded at 411 feet from the surface, and built 
to the height of 183 feet. Upon this was built 168 feet of brick coffering 14 inches 
thick, and 60 feet 9 incnes thick. The water stood at 351 feet above the foun- 
dation of the tubbing. The heaviest pumping done during the sinking was 
1,646 gallons per minute, and the measures for long distances from the shaft were 
coupletely drained, so that at the Victoria Colliery, about a mile distant, they 
took out the old and putin new metal tubbing. 
Toe ‘* Chaudron” system is an improvement by a Belgian engineer of the 

original invention of ‘‘ Kind,” and is known by their joint names (Kind snd 
Chaudron). It has been used on the Continent of Enrope with great success 
after the failure of other methods, and is now about to be adopted in England 
by the Cannock & Huntington Colliery Company. By this process all the oper- 
ations are performed from the surface under water, th2 details of which it is not 
necessary for me to enter into, the process having been lately so fully described 
by Mr. Juhen Deby, C. E., of Belgium, in a paper read before the Institute. 

Those who will consult the latest example of shaft sinking through water- 
beating measures for purposes of mining will find but little improvement in the 
shape and form of application since iron was first introduced as a material for 
tubbing back water. Weare not bound to have the interior of the shaft per- 
fectly smooth. The flanges should come on the inside, the joints planed perfcetly 
true, and the segments put together with screw bolts, with a more perfect 
material for the joints after the manner of steam fitting. 
_ It is undoubtedly wrong to make the joints of wood, relying only on the wedg- 
ing (and that from the inside in direct opposition to the pressure) to secure a 
water-tight shaft. By the former process the work would be finished in as many 
days as by wedging it now takes weeks ; besides the cost is immense. 

Shaft sinking through water, in whatever form it may be pursued, is a costly 
operation, taxing not only the finances, but the ingenuity and skill of the best 
mining engineers of the present day. Three years ago but little was known at 
Goderich of the number and thickness of the salt beds, the difficulties to be 

encountered in sinking to them, or the cost of such a work. To-day these dif- 
ficulties are reduced by the knowledge obtained in putting down the bore hole. 

In so far has Mr. Attrill profited by opinions and advice given nearly three 
years since. 

CARBON IN PERRO-MANGANESE. 

To tHE Eprror: Srr—Some remarks from me seem to be called for, on the 
subject of the percentage of carbon contained in the ferro-manganese produced 
at the Diamond Furnace, by the communication of Mr. F. Valton, read by Mr. 
Holley before the Institute of Mining Engineers, at the Wilkes-Barre meeting. 

If Mr. Valton means to say that all ferro-manganese contains six per cent. or 
thereabouts, of carbon, he is certainly inerror. An analysis of my product, 
made by Mr. Werth of Pittsburg, Pa., who is usually considered one of the 
very best analysts in the country, and who enjoys particularly the confidence of the 
steel-makers of the country, gave 55.22 per cent. of metallic manganese, and 
1.86 per cent. of carbon. 

Mr. Valton says that he ‘‘ would have had no other observations to make on 
Mr. Ward's paper had he taken into account the results obtained in the same 
line in other centers of production,” and then proceeds to give an account of 
what he saw in Sweden in 1°71 (an 18 per cent. spiegel), and of the exhibit at 
the Vienna Exposition of 1873 of 33 per cent. ferro-manganese. It seems to me 
that he ought to show same published account of the production he refers to, 
before implying that I had not been willing to give credit to others for what 
they had done. I saw many engineers who visited the Vienna Exposition, but 
nev:r heard any of them mention such a thing as blast-furnace ferro-manga-- 
nese, and the American reports of the Exposition were not published till 1876, 
Prof. Blake, it is true, read a paper on the subject before the Institute at the 
Washington meeting, in February, 1876, but as I presented a paper giving my 
results to the same meeting, I do not think that I can be said on that account to 
have failed to give due credit to others. I know that eminent metallurgists 
engaged in the steel industry were unaware of the production of ferro-manga- 
nese 1n a blast-furnace till they heard of my results. Can Mr. Valton cite the 
publication of the facts which he mentions in any American or English scientific 
periodical? 

I should have no further remarks to make concerning Mr. Valton’s paper had 
he not shown his want of knowledge regarding the manufacture of alloys of iron 
and manganese in blast furnaces by saying that ‘‘ before 1870 spiegel with 8 to 
10 per cent. of manganese Only was known among blast furnace products.” In 
Percy's Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, London, 1864, page 119, will be found the 
following sentences : *‘A fine quality of German spiegeleisen, analyzed in my 
laboratory by Mr. Tookey, contained 11.12 per cent. of manganese and 4.77 per 
cent. of carbon. The late Mr. T. H. Henry found 11.50 per cent. of manganese 
in spiegeleisen made from Franklinite in the United States, and not less than 
6.90 per cent. of carbon. Richter, of Leoben, in Styria, found 7.578 per cent. of 
manganese and 1.902 per cent. of silicon in a spiegeleisen from Jauerburg in 
Carinthia. In another specimen from Theresienthal, in Bohemia, the same 
observer found 22.183 per cent. of manganese, 2.732 per cent. of silicon, and not 
more than 2.311 per cent. of carbon. It was not attractable by a magnet, and it 
did not throw down metallic copper from a neutral solution of the chloride 
(CuCl), but redu-ed it simply to dichloride (Cu,Cl), which separated.” This last 
analysis is taken from the Berg- und Huttenmannisches Jahrbuch, G. Faller, ii. 
p. 295, Wien, 1862. 

The importance of the subject to me is such that an insinuation of unfairness 
on my part, in not crediting to others what they have accomplished, cannot be 
passed over in silence. It may also be noticed that the ores I employ are a 
brown hematite iron ore, almost free from manganese, and manganese ore, a 
mixture of manganite and emg almost free from iron. 

ours truly, Wiuiarp P. Warp. 
CaRTERSVILLE, Ga., June 15, 1877. 

LECTURES ON MINING.—No. XLII. 
By Prof. W. W. Smyth, M. A,, F. B.8., Boyal School of Mines, London, 

UNDERGROUND HAULAGE. 

Fifty years ago there was a great difference as regarded one point in different 
districts ; the mineral was conveyed along the horizontal drifts in vessels which 
were not intended to pass up the shaft. In metal mines, for instance, where tbe 
barrow, or ‘* dog,” was employed, the material was capsized at the bottom of the 
shaft, into heaps or into plats, ready to be drawn up when convenient. This 
necessitated a second filling of the mineral into the kibble, which passed only up 
and down the shaft, thus increasing the expense, and in the case of such minerals 
as tender coals breaking them up more. A very few years ago this method 
might be seen surviving in Somersetshire, in Belgium, and other districts. But 
the plan in the North of England was to load the coal into baskets, and then 
place the basket ona sled, to be pushed to the main or rolley way, where the 
basket was placed on a frame set on broad wheels, called a rolley, or troiley, 
which was intended to carry three of the corves, or baskets. This constituted a 
great difference and advance on the old plan, but it has again changed toa 
great extent within the last forty years. Sometimes the wheels are made to turn 
on the axle, so that each can turn separately, but inasmuch as this, amongst 
other things, produces a great side friction of the flanges against the rails, it has 
generally been sought to fix the wheels to the axle, and make the axle turn in 
bearings; or, again, where they have to ran through irregular places both wheels 
and axles may be loose. At the present time it has become almost universal in 
the larger works of northern and central England to endeavor to get the rails as 
near to the face of work as possible, and then to carry the coal in the same 
wagons, without any shifting, to the shaft, draw them up to the surface, and 
then run them to the screens, or wherever the material is needed. The most 
convenient form of wagon is very much that which was proposed by Mr. Curr, 
which was adopted in Somersetshire in 1835, but it was a number of years 
after that before its use became general. From about the year 1840, from the 
great improvement due to the use of cages sliding on regular guides in the shaft, 
and carrying from one to six of these wagons, they have become universally 
adopted. It may be that the tubs cannot be brought close to the actual face of 
work, they will then be brought as near as possible, and the material carried to 
them. Very commonly, instead of strong boys being employed in pulling the 
wagons to the main roads, small ponies are used in the northern collieries 
driven by younger boys. On reaching the main roads horses are employed 
to drag a set of wagons to the shaft; in some of the larger mines from 
80 to 200 horses are employed, so that the whole question as to the horses 
and wagons becomes a very serious one. Where the roads are properly con: 
structed the horse may draw twelve to fourteen of these small tubs; in the iron 
mines the number may be less, but exch may weigh more. In some of the irott 
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mines, where a large quantity is taken out daily, and where there is head room | 
sufficient, they find it advantageous to employ the best and finest horses they 
can get. The question of the road must also be brought in in considering the 
amount which can be done by the horses; both the preliminary roads and alse 
the main roads, the latter being sometimes miles in length. 

Another plan of conveying the coal to considerable distanees may be used 
where the coal is worked to the rise—the ‘‘jig-brow.” At the upper end of the 
road is a wheel, round which a rope passes, the full tubs running down one side 
draw up the empty tubs, the speed being regulated by a simple brake. This 
principle, in a ruder form, may be sometimes seen where a little face of long 
wall is carried up at sufficient inclination; a boy goes duwn with the full sledge, 
which, on slippery clay, may have no rolls at all, the boy regulating the speed 
with his feet. Sometimes a counterpoise is used instead of the empty wagons, 
and occasionally the employment of a horse is assisted up a hill by means of 
what the colliers call a ‘‘billy”—a horizontal wheel, round which a rope goes, 
fixed at one end to full wagons, the others being fastened to the empty wagons, 
which have a tendency to descend. In certain cases the cost of conveyance is a 
not inconsiderable fraction of the total value of the mineral, so that the question 
is one which deserves very careful consideration in all its bearings in order to 
determine what is the most satisfactory system. 
Much valuable information is to be found in the ne of Mr. Nicholas 

Wood in the Transactions of the Northern Institute. His experiments were 
very interesting, showing that at the outside, with every advantage, a horse on a 
level road, pulling an ordinary tram with edge rails, would, at the maximum, 
draw 133 tons one mile in a day, or we may say that a common performance of 
an ordinary horse on a road kept in good repair would be 100 tons for one mile 
per day. In mining work, unless there is very accurate discipline, there is apt 
to be considerable delays in passing, to say nothing of the carriages getting off 
the rails, etc. When Mr. Wood examined what was being done in the collieries, 
he found it very much less than the maximum; with wheels of 12 in. diameter 
only 30 to 50 tons per day were drawn by each horse, while with 10 in. to 11 in. 
wheels, and with very considerable delay, only 11 to 15 fms. per day were 
drawn. The use of larger wheels with the tubs preferred in the central and 
northern districts is very difficult; in South Wales they prefer much larger 
tubs, of sheet iron, which may contain as much as one ton, and with larger 
wheels, instead of the tub weighing three to four cwts., and conveying only 
eight or nine cwts., as used in the former districts. The disadvantages of these 
larger tubs are that they cannot always go up the shaft, and if they get off the 
rails it requires several men to get them right again, and this may occasion 
much delay, whereas one man could probably put right a smaller tub. In 
Germany and France the subject of tubs has been carefully studied, and one 
may see a great variety there; in some cases, in order to get a higher wheel, they 
have greatly modified the form, but it is doubtful whether such has any advan- 
tage as to economy over the simpler English tubs. Iron and steel tubs have 
been used during the past few years, and while some praise them very much for 
their strength and durability, the objection to them is that, if an accident 
occurs and they get twisted out of shape, it is a difficult matter to repair them, 
while with a wooden one the taking out of a plank or two is a matter easily done 
by the mine carpenter. 

One of the greatest improvements in mining has taken place in the last quar- 
ter of a century, though it is quite true that certain varieties of machinery were 
brought into play comparatively early in this century. It is quite evident that 
the fruitful mind of George Stephenson was at work on these things, for in the 
classic mine of Killingworth he introduced apparatus for bringing the coal to the 
pit bottom when the coal to the rise had been exhausted. In most of these 
early cases the engines were erected at the surface, and a rope or chain passed 
down to the bottom, and was taken down the inclined plane by a pulley. Both 
by calculation and experiment Mr. N. Wood showed that an inclination of 1 in 
30 was the most suitable for the main roadways. If you have an angle of 1 in 
30, you may make the full wagons run down of themselves, and draw up the 
empty ones, if the road is in tolerably good order; below the angle you require 
horses or machinery. If you have a dip of I in 28 below the level you may let 
the empty wagons run down by themselves, and they will drag out the rope for 
the drum, but must draw them up by the engine. The improvement specially 
referred to was that of the employment of underground engines, placed some- 
where near the pit bottom for the purpose of drawing the mineral along the 
roads. Usually a small double-acting cylinder engine is placed in a special 
chamber, and worked either by steam brought down the shaft or from boilers 
adjoining, the steam and smoke being delivered into the upcast. 

In the main and tail rope system drums or rope rolls are used; a main rope is 
attached to the full tubs, which are hauled in by the engine winding the rope on 
a drum; at the same time a lighter rope is attached to the hinder end, and is 
being drawn out; this will serve afterwards to draw back the train of empty tubs 
to the far end of the working. The ropes hrve to be protected and carried by 
pulleys, which prevent their rubbing on any point. The economy to be gained 
is so obvious that where there is a considerable output a plan more or less of 
this kind must be carried out. The second system is that which has been 
practiced in some parts of Lancashire with success. Instead of having a train 
of wagons and a rope, there is substituted for the rope a chain traveling at alow 
rate of velocity, and the tubs are brought in from the place of working, and the 
chain is thrown over a fork on the top of each tub, and carries it on, the chain 
hanging in a series of catenary curves between the several tubs which are trav- 
eling. The distance between the wagons varies from 10 to 30 yards; an empty 
wagon may be put in here and there to keep the chain off the ground. In this 
manner the whole series of wagons will be brought in to the hanger-on, who will 
= unhitch the wagon by throwing off the chain. The third plan is that of 

ving an endless wire rope, the wagons being clipped on to this rope; or in 
another modification the endless rope rests on the wagons, just as in the case of 
the chain in the second plan. This reminds one of the plan of conveyance at 
the surface by a wire-rope, about which so much has been said in late years, 
and which in certain parts of the country, and where small quantities only have to 
be conveyed, seems very satisfactory. The rate given to the wagons is, of course, 
very moderate in the two latter systems, not more than three or four miles an 
hour; where the main and tail rope method is used a considerable velocity is 
got up; a train of 20 to 50 wagons will be carried along at the rate of 
10 to 15 miles per hour, the speed being easily checked as they approach the 
shaft by throwing them on to an inclined plane. ‘The systems of endless chain 
or rope are very suitable for one line of communication, but scarcely suitable 
where you have branched communication to follow out. With the tail-rope 
system this branch communication is easy; there will be a pulley at the end of 
the branch, and the two ends of the rope in the branch can easily be attached to 
the two ends of the principal rope unhooked. In some of the larger collieries 
this underground work has been admirably carried out with engines working 
by compressed air, the compressing machines being situated at the surface. 
The engines have enabled the horse labor to be done away with, unless it be the 
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use of small ponies in the subordinate roadways, and as the expense of this 
engine plane varies between 1d. and 2!¢d. per ton per mile, the gain is enor- 
mous. The question has even asked whether locomotives could not be 
employed, and in some American mines, in the partially covered-in surface 
levels, special locomotives have been used; the engines being only 12 ft. by 4 ft. 
4in., with gauge 3 ft. 6 in., and the engine weighing only 1,100 lbs., with fuel 
and water included. It is very doubtful, at the present time, where locomotives 
could be employed in many cases for underground traction, it having to be 
remembered that the quantity of carbonic acid generated by the fire of a locomo- 
tive is very great, and this, together with the smoke and steam, would be quite 
incompatible with any ordinary ventilation. 

There is still one other method of underground conveyance to be mentioned— 
water conveyance. About 100 years ago this was very differently thought of 
from what it is now; it was thought great advantages might be obtained in some 
cases by cutting the levels somewhat deeper than usual, and using them as 
canals. A very remarkable instance may still be seen in the Bridgewater mines 
in Lancashire, where, at one time, upwards of 40 miles of navigable under- 
ground canal was open. These canals were Io ft. wide, the boats were small 
and flat bottomed, and each contained about 10 tons, while certain larger boats 
were used, which could be drawn out into the open canal adjoining. There is 
no comparison of this system, however, with railways, and the improvements in 
the latter have led to their ousting this method of water conveyance.—London 
Mining Journal. 

PETROLEUM NOTES. 
PRODUCTION, STOCKS, SHIPMENTS, ETC., OF THE PENNSYLVANIA OIL FIELDS, BY DISTRICTS, 

FOR MAY. 

PRODUCTION ACCOUNT. DRILLING WELL ACCOUNT. 

, No. of wells produc- ng. 

Number and Name 
of Districts. 

No. of bbls. of oil pro- Average per day for 
the month of 31 days. 

No. bbls. of oil on hand 
duced in the month. at the wells at the close of the month. 

Total No. of bbls. of 
oil held {mn all the dis- tricts. 

Daily average of new Aggregate daily pro- 

| wells. 

No. of Rigs building. 
iron tanks, pipe lines and duction of new wells. refineries. 

No. of wells drilling. No. of bbls. of off in Dry holes in May. | 
747,410 

108,500 

13,175 
3,100 

31,000 
12,400 
12,400 

45247 
3,100 
3,100 

40,920 
6,200 
6,200 

13,330 
153779 

toc,533 
6,200 

-| II1,910 |#427»594 

3,500 
425 
100 

1,000 

400 
400 
137 
10c 
100 

1,320 
200 
200 
430 

Oil City 
Rouseville ... 
Rynd Farm... 
Columbia 
Petroleum Cr. 
Shamburg .... 
Titusville. .... 

95,000 

5 95796 
« 35243 130,566 

200 

36,374 |3,061,098 | 3,173,008 

PiTROLEUM DISCOVERIES.—New discoveries are continually being made in the 
Bullion Run region, in Venango Co., Penn., and the prospects for an oil excitement, 
like that which the ‘‘strikes” of 1863 created are likely to be renewed. A cor- 
——— of the New York Times writing from Bradford County, Penn., says : 
““This place, from a country cross-roads, has grown toa city, and with it Tas . 
port, Limestone, Babcock’s, and State Line, villa of from 1,000 to 3,000 in 
population, have sprung > in the valley, each of which is the center of active oil 
operations. Over 500 wells, producing about 3,000 barrels of oil a day, are now 
in operation, and probably as many more are going down. Some of the wells 
have been sunk as deep as 1,600 feet before striking oil. Many of the original test 
wells have been deepened and are among the best in the region. The oil business 
has turned the attention of the people of this section away from every other in- 
terest. Formerly, lumbering and farming were the principal industries, the 
Tuna Valley sending annually immense quantities of pine and other lumber 
to market by way of the Allegheny. The 7 products were also important. 
Farms are now leased to oil speculators, and the lumberman has deserted the 
woods and joined in the search for a shorter way to fortune. The excitement ex- 
tends up and down the Allegheny for miles, through Cattaraugus County, and 
into Chautauqua County, N. Y., in the west, and thence into Wasson County, 
Penn. Eastward, the fever has penetrated to the very center of Alleghen 
County, and great discoveries in oil are expected as the result of hundreds of we 
now going down in all that territory. At Salamanca, Rock City, Randolph, 
Little vee Jamestown, in New York, and all along the river in Pennsylvania, 
oil is being found in paying quantities, and operations at Olean and other places 
eastward are meeting with satisfactory results. By a pipe line from Bradford 
and the other places along the Tuna, the oil of the Bad arf. mills is pumped to 
the Erie Railway at Olean, 13 miles from Bradford, over a high bridge. The 
crude oil of this district is of a dark amber, with an average specific gravity of 
about 4odegrees. The wells are mostly pumped, although there are several flowing 
ones. The oil developments made in Warren County, Penn.., are still more import- 
ant than those in the McKean district as regards capacity of wells. Several wells 
that flowed 200 barrels and over have been struck near Warren, and a 50-barrel 
well isa common strike. Some of the greatest oil operators in the country are 
interested in the development of that sectiun, and no territory was ever so com- 
pletely metamorph in a short time as that about Warren. . . . Among 
the great enterprises that are to be carried forward to early completion by the 
operators in oil are a pipe line from the heart of the Bradford district to Buffalo, 
so that the product can forced directly to that city, and the gigantic under- 
taking of extending a line of pipes from the Allegheny up into the State of New 
York, and thence following somewhat the course of the Erie Railway through 
the counties of Allegheny, Steuben, Chemung, Broome, Delaware, Sullivan, 
Orange, and Rockland, to a point, probably Piermont, on the Hudson River.” 

The Pittsburg Commercial Gazette, under date of the 23d inst., says: “A 
rough calculation shows that the strikes at Bullion Run constitute an increase of 
production equal to 25 or 30 per cent. of the average of last month. In that view 
of the case it is not remarkable that prices should give way from $2.25, the quota- 
tion at the opening of the month; to $2 at the first of the week, and then take a 
sudden plunge down to $1.50. It is not alone the increase of production thus de- 
veloped, but the large addition of possible producing territory which sends prices 
down, and makes it possible that prices this summer will seek the level they 
reached in 1873. As some of the banks have loaned quite freely on certificates as 
collateral at $1.50 they will be obliged to call for more ins, which is likely to 
further assist the demoralization. ere is another view of e matter which is 
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worth considering. When oil went up to $5 we argued that such an increase in 
rice must necessarily restrict the consumptive demand and produce a reaction. 
hether the history of the past six months has justified that view we leave others 

tosay. Now when the demand, both foreign and domestic, seemed to be about 
equal to the old production on a basis of $2.25@$z2.50, it is no more than reason- 
able to suppose that a decline of a dollar will bring an increase of consumption 
fully equivalent to the increase of production. If, therefore, the petroleum trade 
could be established on a steady basis free from the domination of rings and the 
influences of speculation, we see no reason why the market should not be sus- 
tained, and the entire production marketed on a basis of $1.25@$1.50, with a 
moderate degree of prosperity, both for the old and new districts of production.” 

The Pittsburg Commercial of the 18th inst. says: ‘‘ We have no means of getting 
at the exact production at the present time, but it is estimated at from 32,000 to 
35,000 barrels per day, whereas the consumption is placed ‘at 40,000 to 45,000 
barrels ; there appears to be nodoubt that the consumption is in excess of 
the production, but the increase in the latter has been so rapid recently 
as to weaken the market despite the very heavy consumption. The Bul- 
lion Run district promises to be the most prolific territory opened up for several 
ears, and in consequence of the numerous strikes there recently, some operators 

commenced to cry out dollar oil again. It is said that the Standard Oil Com- 
ny have sold some 900,000 barrels within the past ten days, of which 250,000 bar- 

rels are to be delivered at Baltimore. We do not know that this is true, yet there 
is no getting over the fact that the business, to use a common expression, has been 
immense during the past month or two.” 

The Philadelphia Ledger says: ‘* There seems to be a good prospect of the inau- 
guration of a spirited combat between the giants representing the two combina- 
tions now seeking to gain supremacy in the oil fields of Pennsylvania (where as 
much, if not more, capital and enterprise are represented as in the coal regions of 
the State), and it remains to be seen which will become successful in the great 
struggle, which must eee occur before the close of many days. Both organ- 
izations are well fortified with capital and influence, and the contest for power 
must be a warm and long one.” 

The New York ore ng and Commercial List of the 27th inst. gives the exports 
of Petroleum to that date, since January 1, as under: 

1877. 1876, Same time 1875........... gals 89,951,831 
From N. Y. gals. 97,923,834 47,946,821 * WINS S conta cec cia ae 100,230,071 

Other Ports 38,951,708 45,473,267 

Total..... gals. 136,875,542 93,420,088 

“The dealings in certificates at the Petroleum Exchange have been fair and at 
improved prices, the market having partially recovered from the panicky feeling 
occasioned by the recent discovery of large wells, but closing with the advance 
partly lost. The transactions since the 22d inst. aggregate 165,000 barrels. United 
at $1.70% @ $1.853¢ regular, of which 45,000 do. yesterday at $1.70% @ $1.78. 
Oil City $1.7114 bid; shipments not quotable. Parker’s—United $1.73}<; ship- 
ments not quotable.” 

EMLENTOWN AND SHIPPENVILLE RAILROAD.—The contracts for the extension 
from Edenburg, Pa., to Clarion, Pa.. have been closed, and the work is being 
ushed as rapidly as possible, the grading being nearly completed to Shippenville. 
The funds for the extension are provided by an issue of $150,000 first mortgage 7 per 
cent. bonds, a considerable amount having been taken along the line. The road 
serves a large oil region, and the completed section is said to be doing a large 
business. 
Tue Pxrrouia (Ontario) Om Inpustry.—From the Toronto Monetary 

Times, we learn that the Home Works at Petrolia are making a business of 
shipping refined oil to Manitoba and other western points. There have been a 
few paying wells struck, but the best was that on Durham Creek, Enniskillen, 
by Townsend & Fish. These gentlemen are troubled with a great deal of water 
coming into the boring, but when that is reduced the well is good for 40 or 50 
barrels per day. 

Tue London Oil Association is still working, and their object is to keep all 
other refineries from doing the same by making the price of refined so low that 
small refineries cannot compete. They are now trying to form another control- 
ling association, taking crude oil as their basis. 

Tue total shipments of oil from January Ist, 1877, toJune 14th, are :—Crude, 
146,093 barrels; Distillate, 38,551 barrels; Refined, 7,216 barrels. For the 
week ending 14th June :—Crude, 5,525 barrels; Distillate, 1,320 barrels; 
Refined, 66 barrels. Business is generally flat. Markets, June 18: Crude, 
$1.10 to $1.25 per barrel ; Refined (per wine gallon), roc. to I1¢. per gallon. 

Rartway GRaNnT To THE Or ReGions.—Petrolia has granted a bonus of 
$25,002 to the Sarnia, Chatham & Erie Railway Company. The township of 
Enniskillen will shortly vote upon a by-law granting $10,000 to the same 
company. 
Laxe Arnstre Or Company.—The Halifax Chronicle of the 9th inst. says: 

‘‘ Private advices from Lake Ainslie are to the effect that oil is being taken 
every day. The oil is remarkably pure, and has already been pretty generally 
utilized in a small way by the farmers in the neighborhood of the lake for 
grease for their wheels. A gentleman who lately visited the scene of the boring 
operations could hardly account for the strong odor of petroleum noticeable 
while traveling about in carriages, etc.” 

Staff Correspondence of the Engineering and Mining Journal. 

COLORADO. 
It is highly probable that the Boston & Colorado Smelting Works will be re- 

moved from Black Hawk to Denver this summer. The company have had such 
a move in mind for some time, ead are now only delaying until it is ascertained 
whether Colorado lignites can be used in the furnaces in place of wood. Fuel 
(wood) is rapidly becoming scarce in Black Hawk, and advancing in price. In 
view of this fact a move of some kind is necessary. Probably the company con- 
clude it is cheaper to move their furnaces towards the coal than to carry coal up 
the cafion to the Black Hawk. This move will be an important one. 

From a recent supplement of the on Sentinel we clip or condense the fol- 
lowing in regard to the mines and placer works of Summit, Park, and Lake 
counties: 

“ The Revenue tunnel at Geneva is 650 feet in length. On the mine there are 
three shafts 130 feet deep each, in which there is shown a good body of ore, 
The tunnel will cut this vein after 150 feet more of work. 

‘‘ Fairplay Gold Mine.—In 1876 540 feet of fluming was laid. The average 
width of ‘cut,’ 40 feet ; average depth, 14 feet; out of this was taken 342 oz. 6 
dwts. 12 grs. of gold, averaging $18 per ounce, currency value, or $6,161,385. 
The amount of gravel removed and washed, 11,200 yards ; an average of 55 
cents per yard. In addition to this, thrcugh the medium of side sluices, 35,414 
yards were removed, from which there was 1,182 oz. 2 dwts. and 2 grs. gold ; 

currency value $19,477.87. Total amount of dirt removed during the season, 
46,614 yards ; number days’ work on the flume and small sluices, 9,000, giving 
an average of over 5 yards per day of ten hours tothe man. During the season 
298 boxes were laid in the lower and upper flumes. Labor employed, Chinese. 
Dividend on capital invested, 18 per cent. 

** Dolly Varden.—Statement of the number of tons of ore and the number of 
ounces of silver produced by the Dolly Varden Mine in the years 1874, 1875, 
1876, and from January I to May 1, 1877: 

Year. Tons. Lb. Silver. Year. Tons | Lb. Silver. 

sleepin aneddeesieginnastthetiniteetsiintesl eiaceesnentibcaiaipi ||——_—_—— sgt cael eiameaiidas: ad 

oz. |dwts || oz. |dwts 
1874 159 | 1190 | 15,061] 34 1876 460 | 1971 | 61,801] o22 
1875 233 | 214 | 28,668] 08 1877 .O May tr. 57 | 1836 | 19,161] 93 

| QI1 § 1211 |124,692| 377 

** French Gulch Placer Mine.—The mine is two miles in length, with an 
average width of 800 feet. The main flume is 1,600 feet in length, with a grade 
of three inches to the box of twelve feet, giving ample force and dump suffi- 
cient to carry off the waste material of the mine. That this may be facilitated, 
a dam has been built near the mouth of the flume across the Blue River, and 
that stream so diverted that the full force of the current is utilized in carrying 
off the debris which otherwise would accumulate and be a great hindrance to 
the economical and successful working of the mine. The water privileges are 
first-class and belong to the estate. The yield of the gold is one-half ounce in 
gold per day to the man employed. 

‘* While the construction of the flume is progressing, the development of the 
mine was being carried on by means of ‘bed rock’ drifts and tunnels. These 
were driven at right-angles to the gulch, a distance of 200 feet. The bed-rock, 
thus explored for a distance over 3,000 feet, has demonstrated the gravel to be 
half-ounce diggings. 

‘London Mine, Mosquito Gulch.—Up to the present time there have been 
driven on the London and its extensions, the Paris, Liverpool, and Mother 
tunnels, aggregating upwards of 1,500 feet. The openings show, in each in- 
stance, large and well-defined veins of ore, varying from eight to fifteen feet in 
width. The main tunnel openings of the London are 288 feet in length, with 
an average width of pay matter which mills at $200 per ton of six feet. The 
upper tunnel on the same vein is 120 feet in length, and in this a continuation of 
the ore veins noted in the lower are noticeable. The ore in the main is carbon- 
ates of lead, carrying gold and silver. The vein material is nine feet in width, 
and the ore vein proper four feet. 

‘“‘The Paris, lying to the westward, has been opened by a tunnel 134 feet in 
length, and in this, as well as the London, the general characteristics prevail as 
regards width of veins between walls. The ore on the pay streak is twenty-eight 
inches in width, and mills for $180 per ton. On the dump 400 tons await treat- 
ment by the company’s works, which will be in active operation the present 
summer. 

‘*The Mother lode, a continuation of the Paris, is well defined and yields a 
high grade of ore. The seam is four inches in width, and mill runs have deter- 
mined its value to be 200 ounces of silver per ton. In linear feet these lodes are 
over a mile in length, and the number of acres embraced in the estate for mining 
purposes is upwards of sixty. The entire management of the mines and con- 
struction of the mill devolves upon Larkin Ford, Esq., a practical miner, and 
one well adapted to fill the responsible position he occupies. 

‘* Ford. —The Ford has been opened by two tunnels or adit levels ; they are 
about twenty feet apart. One is 200feet in length, and the other 150feet. They 
are not parallel, for one intersects the other, and were driven to inclose a large 
bedy of ore. From the point of junction a level or drift has been carried forward 
40 feet, and in the end a seam of very rich silver ore, four inches in width, is 
now standing ; on the weet side the deposit appears to be without diminution 
in quantity. The ore body, like that of its neighbors the Moose, Hiawatha, and 
Dolly Varden, lies chiefly on a floor of clay. These floors constitute the normal 
slides or primitive displacements. They dip at‘an angle varying from 15° to 
45°, but where cut into are generally well defined ; polished slickensides form 
a characteristic feature in many places. The ore ground is from eighteen inches 
to four feet in thickness ; but where pockets occur, it is sometimes from eight to 
twelve feet in thickness. The silver produce is from 36 to 400 ounces per ton, 
specimens assaying as high as 800 and 1,000 ounces. Last year the mine was 
worked under.a lease by Moynahan & Co. The average milling value exceeded 
130 ounces per ton, with the low grade ores to hear from. 

“* Security.—The mine, on first being opened, carried an abundance of the red 
oxide of iron, yielding gold, silver, and copper, and carrying but ,very little 
gangue. For the last two years the product was 1,400 tons ; average value per 
ton, $41.42—a gross value of nearly $58,000. Of this amount 300 tons were 
treated in arastras, and gave an average yield of $16.48 per ton, or about 80 per 
cent. of its value in gold. As a flux ore for smelting the silver oresof the region, 
it is invaluable, and finds a ready market at the Boston & Colorado Smelting 
Works. Last year’s sales amounted to $30,000 ; the cost of mining does not 
exceed $10 per ton, and transportation a trifle less than $3 per ton. The work- 
ings consist of about 1,500 feet of tunnels and drifts. Tramways for the trans- 
portation of ore traverse the mine in all directions. The ore veins vary from 
three to five feet in width. 

“* The Lead Deposit in California Gulch.—The RockjMine has opened splendidly, 
exceeding the most sanguine expectation of its owners. The work during the 
past winter has been shaped exclusively, to the end of opening up the mine, and 
has resulted in tracing the vein for 800 feet long, and has an average width of 40 
feet. The openings are five in number, four of which are connected by drifts 
and winzes, affording excellent ventilation. Winzes at two different points, 
which are at present 25 feet deep, show the ore firm, and the usual grade. The 
amount of ore in sight may safely be represented by these dimensions : 800 feet 
by 40 feet by 25 feet ; 800,000 cubic feet, which, in place, weighs 300 pounds 
per cubic foot ; 240,000,000 pounds, or 120,000 tons. 

‘*The Stone Mine has been opened at three different points—at both ends and 
in the center—showing the same grade of ore, and of like quantity. Present 
developments show the ore to be practically inexhaustible. One thousand 
tons mined last fall averaged $130 per ton. 

‘‘The Lime Claim vein is wanes at two points, and shows an immense body 
of carbonate ore, with some galena‘at points in the northerly opening, where the 
most work was done and perhaps 150 tons taken out. The ore shows rich and 
pure, and of the thickness to yield 40 or 55 tons per fathom across the vein, or 
say a thickness of about 8 feet. 

‘*In the next opening south on the Lime, but little is done beyond showing the 
vein in place and of good quality. 
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**On the west end of the Stone claim, a large opening shows the vein large 
and rich ; 200 to 300 tons of ore were taken out, and the opening shows a vein 
that will yield 35 to 45 tons of good ore per fathom across the vein, or about 8 
feet thickness. 

‘‘The Bull’s Eye, near the north end, where opened, shows a foot wall of lime- 
stone. The opening is small, but shows good ore in considerable quantities. 

‘* The Dome Lode has been sunk 12 feet in length, extending across the vein, 
the cut being in ore mainly lead carbonates. 

‘La Plata, eastward from the Rock, is owned by Miller & Co. A tunnel has 
been run a distance of 70 feet, and near the breast a fine body of carbonates has 
been exposed, 6 feet in width. 

‘“*Wm. Redick, owned by McLain, Dougherty & Co. The mining superintend- 
ent in charge, John Hayes, Esq., has sunk his main shaft 60 feet, the last 13 feet 
being in solid ore. Drifts have been started north and south, and the deposit 
gives indications of widening. The ore is principally carbonates of lead, although 
some galena is occasionally found. The ore mills 70 ounces of silver and 60 
per cent. of lead, and contains a trace of gold. The daily produce averages five 
tons. 

‘* The Adelaide, on the southern slope of Stray Horse Gulch, belonging,to Walls, 
Powell & Co., has been opened by two tunnels, each 69 feet in length. In the 
Discovery Tunnel is a vein of ore 6 feetin width, and carrying 25 ounces of 
silver and 50 per cent. of lead per ton. At the breast of tunnel No. 2, the ore 
pitched into the hill, and at this point a vertical shaft has been sunk 15 feet in 
solid ore. On the western boundary of the Adelaide, a shaft has been sunk 25 
feet, and in this the depth of ore is 5 feet, and is worth $250 in silver, and car- 
ries 60 per cent. lead per ton. 

‘‘The Terrible, belonging to McConville & Appleby. The shaft is 25 feet in 
depth. The ore deposits vary from 4 to 7 feet in depth, and are rich in silver, 
and carry a high per cent. of lead. 

‘The Pine, belonging to Drennon, Milner & Co., has been opened by a shaft 22 
feet in depth, and the mineral exposed is a very high grade, and ranges from 5 
to 8 feet in depth. First grades mill from $350 to $400 per ton in silver, and 60 
per cent. of lead. The discovery shaft proper at 25 feet has been sunk through 
4 feet of carbonates. The boys owning this property are hard working miners, 
and are driving the work of development as rapidly as possible. 

‘*The Camp Bird, belonging}to the Gallagher Brothers, by reason of extended 
developments shows to better_advantage than any mine in the immediate 
vicinity. The main tunnel is 135 feet in length. At the face of the tunnel, and 
extending a distance of thirty feet toward the entrance, the ore will average six 
feet, the height of the tunnel, which has been driven through solid ore. Drifts 
have been started north and south, and in these seven feet of ore has been ex- 
posed. One hundred and five feet from the entrance a drift has been run south 
in the form of an arc a distance of eighty feet. The dimensions of the drift will 
average three feet in width and six feet in height, and throughout its entire 
length it has been driven through ore, and at this writing it is impossible to de- 
termine the width of the deposit. About thirty feet from the main tunnel, in 
the south drift, at the point of intersection with the discovery shaft, it has been 
sunk through nine feet of ore, and with no visible signs ot its giving out. 
Throughout the main tunnel and the south drift of the Camp Bird the deposits 
carry a vein of ore varying from six to fifteen inches in width, fhat mills 702 
ounces in silver, 344 ounces in gold, and 5444 per cent. in lead per ton. Large 
and commodious shaft and ore houses have been built, and every convenience 
introduced which will facilitate mining. 

‘* Near the head of Evans Gulch, and in a formation which is doubtless iden- 
tical with that in Mosquito District, several valuable veins have been found. 

‘‘The Best Friend, owned by Lee & Doyle, is a true fissure, well defined and of | 
good width between walls. The average width of the ore vein is twelve inches. 
The ore mills $200 per ton, while specimen assays have given returns ranging 
from three to four thousand ounces per ton. The openings consist of a tunnel 
on the vein fifty feet in length. The ore is galena, gray copper, ruby, and brittle 
silver. The mine has been worked throughout the winter, and on the dump 
the owners hare about thirty tons of ores awaiting shipment. 

‘‘Little Nellie, belonging to the Lee Bros. & Doyle, is lime. 
valuable, and the openings show a good deposit of ore. 

“‘The Victor, owned by Demara & Co., is large, shows well, and produces a 
fine quality of ore. 

‘“‘The Columbia, owned by Ritche & Co., a level eighty feet long has been 
driven on the vein. Oreone foot in width ; first class assays, 240 ounces per 
ton.” 

The ore is quite 

————— 
NOTES. 

Sinver Discovery IN InprIaANna.—A special telegram to the Chicago Inter- 
P rans says: ‘** During the sinking of a well on the a per f 

ee es See oe ee ae : | the means of ascertaining the general character and approximate value of farm of George Clinger, ten miles north of here, a substance was reached yester- 
day which proved to be a thick vein of galena.” : 

LirrLE FaLts AND SaAuispury (N. Y.) R. R.—A survey is being made for a | 
narrow-gauge road from the Erie Canal at Little Falls, mn: Y.,% the Salisbury | 
steel ore bank, in the north-east part of the town of Salisbury, Herkimer County. | 
The distance is about 18 miles. The ore deposit is said to be very large and of | 
fine quality. 
Coat DISCOVERY ON THE YELLOWSTONE.—Major H. M. Lazelne, of the rst | 

infantry, has lately reported to General Sheridan the discovery of lignite coal on | 
the Yellowstone, about a hundred miles from its mouth. It is reported as excep- | 
tional in purity, depth of vein, and facilities for working, and steamers plying on | 
the river can run directly to the coal beds when the water is at an average stage. 

FaTaL MINING ACCIDENT IN A NEW JERSEY Zinc MIn‘—PHILLIPSBURG, N. | 
J., June 27.—Yesterday seven miners, while engaged in drawing a bucket filled | 
with zinc ore froma mine in the mountains between Waterloo and Newtow 4, | 
Sussex County, accidentally caught the rope on a sharp stone and cut it in tv 0, | 
Five of the men were precipitated into a washed-out mine, and four of them, | 
Baxter Jones, William Garvey, Henry Peters, and Richard Atgar, were so badly | 
injured that they died this morning. 

Basis FOR MINERS’ WAGES IN SCHUYLKILL County, Pa.—The collieries drawn 
from which to arrange wages for the month of June were as follows: ; 

Wadesville Shaft Colliery (P. & R.C. & I. Co.)..........---- $x 50 
Bast Colliery ar SE a ae 
Turkey Run Colliery (Hass & Breneizer) +. I 57 50-190 
Thomastown Colliery (P. & C. & I. Co)......... an ae 
BRNO CORTE snc cones cndmssnoapecsrepenccerse so sences I 49 57-100 

The average of these prices is $1.50 21-100, and the rate of 
June, 1877, is, therefore, thirty-three per cent. below the $2.50 basis. 

Tue Brirish CotumBIA Quartz AcT OF 1877.—The government of British | 

Columbia, under date of May 31st, 1877, has issued the following announcement : | 

“The sum of fifteen thousand dollars will be paid by the Government of British | 
Columbia to ‘The Company which first erects, at some place north of the Ques- 

nelle River, within the 

wages to be paid in | 
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some well-defined Quartz Ledge, a good and sufficient Ten-Stamp Quartz Mill 
capable of crushing ten tons of Quartz per diem, to the satisfaction of the Lieu- 
tenant-Governor in Council,’ in accordance with the provisions of the ‘Quartz 
Act, 1877.’ By Order, T. ELwyn, Deputy Minister of Mines.” 
Tron WARRANTS AS COLLATERAL.—An improvement in the facilities of con- 

ducting the iron trade has been introduced . the Pennsylvania Warehousing 
Company, in the form of its “iron warrants.” These warrants or receipts repre- 
sent so many tons of iron stored in the warehouses, and are transferable from 
one holder to another, or as collateral, and thus facilitate trade. This system is 
prevalent in the iron markets of England and Scotland, and is very much similar 
to the storage certificates for grain, petroleum, spirits, and other articles, which 
are used to expedite trade in these articles. In all cases the certificate or warrant 
represents a certain amount of the article deposited with a reliable custodian, and 
the pieces of paper pass by indorsement from seller to buyer, or from borrower 
to lender, much the same as a check, whilst the actual goods that are the subject 
of the transfer remain untouched in store until they are needed for consumption or 
export. 
THE INVERNESS COAL, IRON AND RatLway CoMPANY OF Nova Scotia.—The 

annual meeting of this company, which was incorporated and organized last year, 
was held on the 15th inst. The Directors’ and the Agent's reports were read, also 
communications to and from the Local Government relating to the Broad Cove 
and Canso Railway, which the company offer to build on the terms and with the 
aid of the subsidies granted for that route by the Legislature last session. The 
company have begun mining operations at Broad Cove, C. B., and will probably 
export 3,000 to 4,000 tons of coal from their 74¢ foot seam, which is of excellent 
quality for domestic and general use, and has proved to be a valuable steam coal 
also. Owing to natural position and local facilities, this coal can be mined at less 
cost than any other in the Dominion, and having 26,000,000 tons on land and 
34,000,000 under sea on one area alone, there is no fear of the quantity being soon 
exhausted. The company’s iron mine is at Iron Mountain, Whycocomagh, C. B., 
and 200 tons of ore are now ready for shipment. The deposit of ore here (which 
is red hematite) is immense, but the Directors do not intend to work the mine 
largely until the matter of the railway is definitely settled. The ease and econ- 
omy with which a special dock or harbor for veauais can be made at Broad Cove 
will probably induce the Directors to proceed at an early period with that work. 
The financial exhibit of the company’s affairs up to date gave much satisfaction, 
> ee is a balance on hand after paying all expenditures.—Halifax Chronicle, 
June 10, 

BANK OF ENGLAND NotEs.—Few of the persons who handle Bank of England 
notes ever think of the amount of labor and ingenuity that is expended on their 
production. These notes are made from pure white linen cuttings only, never 
from rags that have been worn. They have been manufactured for nearly 200 
years at the same spot—Laverstoke, in Hampshire, and by the same family—the 
ortals, who are descended from some French Protestant refugees. So carefull 

is the paper prepared that even the number of dips into the pulp made by eac 
workman is registered on a dial by machinery, and the sheets are carefully 
counted and booked to each person through whose hands they pass. The printing 
is done by a most curious process in Mr. Coe’s department within the Bank build- 
ing. There is an elaborate arrangement for securing that no note shall be exactl 
like any other in existence. Consequently, there never was a duplicate of a Bank 
of England nute except by forgery. According to the City Press the stock of 
paid notes for seven years is about 94,000,000 in number, and they fill 18,000 boxes 
which, if placed side by side, would reach three miles. The notes, placed in a pile, 
would be eight miles high ; or, if joined end to end, would form a ribbon 1 5,000 
miles long ; their superficial extent is more than that of Hyde Park; their 
original value was over £3,000,000,000, and their weight over 112 tons.—The En- 
gineer. 
THE HEAT OF THE Sun.—In an important memoir on the mean temperature of 

the surface of the Sun in the Annales de Chimie et de Phisique, M. J. Violo 
arrives at the following conclusions: (1) The intensity of solar radiation 
at the limit of the atmosphere is equal in absolute measurement to 2°54 ; 
that is, the quantity of heat falling in one minute on one square centimeter of 
surface would be capable of raising the pres of one gram of water by 
2°54 degrees C. (2) The radiation is enfeebled by its passage through the atmo- 
— in a definite ratio, which depends upon the barometric pressure, tension of 
the aqueous vapor present at the time, etc. (3) The effective temperature of the 
sun, deduced from actinometric measures, is 1,500 degrees. The effective tem- 
perature is defined to be the temperature which we must attribute to a disk of the 
same apparent diameter of the sun, in order that it should, when endowed with 
the unit emissive power, send to us in the same time the same quantity of heat as 
the sun actually sends. (4) This temperature is confirmed by direct measures 
effected in an inclosure at an elevated temperature. (5) In estimating the mean 
emissive power of the surface of the sun as equal to that of steel in a state of fusion 
at 1,500 degrees, the mean true temperature of the surface would be 2,000 degrees; 
and taking the most probable value of the emissive power of sources of heat con- 
sisting of incandescent vapors, we find the mean true temperature of the surface 
of the sun to be 2,500 degrees C. 

ASSAY DEPARTMENT OF THE ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL. 
This department is opened for the purpose of affording to miners and prospect of 

minerals found, and, when so desired, the actual value of the ore will be deter- 
| mined by careful assay or analysis. 

Replies will be made in the columns of the ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL 
to questions asked regarding the nature and the commercial value of minerals and 
of samples sent. The results of assays will also be published in these columns, 
except when otherwise requested. 5 ote 
No charge will be made for these examinations or replies. 
Where assays are desired, the following rates will be charged. The amount 

should invariably accompany the order. 

... $2 00] Assay for Lead... Assay for Gold 
BS i ccccusce> I 50 Zinc . 

4 Gold and silver . 2 50| Control Assays. 
OOIOE | oo oases ste esees 2 oo} Zinc Analyses... 

Postage or expressage on samples must always be prepaid. 
Communications, samples, etc., to be addressed to 

Western Office, 
ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL, 

Denver, Colorado. 
OR 

ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL, 
(P. O. Box 4404.) 27 Park Place, New York. 

ANSWERS. 
ASSAYS. 

| New York Office: 
Ill. E. D. B., Cleveland—Silver 1.34 0z; gold none. 
IV. Morton, Va.—Gold 3.26 oz. 
XI. Central, Va., Copper and Gold Mg. Co.—Copper 26144. 

XII. I. S. B., Ark.—Compact antimony sulphide. 
XITl. I. T. B., Ark.—Silver 714 oz; gold a trace. 
XV. L. H., N.Y.—Iron and Rog ed pyrites, contain a small amount of nickel. 
XVI. N.Y.—Galena with blénde, contains silver 77.07 02; gold a trace. L. H., 

L. H., N. Y.—Is magnetite. 
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STATISTICS OF COAL PRODUCTION. 

This is the only Report published that gives full and accurate 
returns of the production of our Anthracite mines. 

Comparative Statement for the week ending June 23, and 
years from Jan 1st. 

1877. | 1876. 
Tons of 2,2401b. ————— 

Week.; Year. | Week.| Year. 

Wyoming Region . | | 
D. & H. Canal Co....... 50,506, 1,048,960, 51,333) 868,105 
D. L. & W. RR. Co......) 49,742; 1,051,458; 20,102 589,051 
Penn. Coal Co.......... 23,936; 593,935 55457, 404,654 
a; ee 20,482; 466,043, 10,190 412,562 
P. & N. Y. RR. Co...... 1,741; 25,250 293 12,406 
OF OP Te Osc oviesccs 25,938, 719.635 1,382! 550,390 
Penn. Canal Co......... 16,782; 151,265, 9,704, 122,538 

189,127; 3,966,546, 98,461) 2,959,706 
Lehigh Regron. | | | } 

Fe Wis ee is fo sve cees 68,587; 1,389,404, 29,792, 991,639 
C, BR. ee Oscns ieee 34,307; 697,748 1,069) 501,957 
D. H. & W.B. BR. ...... eee 6,311) 16,304 

102,894, 2,093,463) 30,861) 1,509,900 
Schuylkill Region. 

P. & R. R. RR. Co 1 128,733. 2,737,386, 
Shamokin & Lykens Val. 

4,613) 1,747,402 
290.561 17,788) 360,482 

147,868 3,027,947 22,401 2,107,884 
j | | Sullivan Region. 

Sul. & Erie RR. Co...... 35 5,069) 121, 26,314 
— ~ 

Total ..............+.-] 439,924 9,093,025; 151,844) 6,603,804 

DOE Sa ckcnc ck nes 288,080 2,489,224 | 
DOCTORS 2... 00 <0 ss0000 wee nal 5 

The above table does not include the amount of coal con- 
sumed and sold at the mines, which is about five per cent. 
of the whole production. 

Receipts and shipments of coal at Chicago, Ill., for the 
week ending June 23, and year from January 1 : 

Week. Year. 
Tons. Tons, 

Meme... ca vsccececeess 42,269 649,593 
Shipments. .......--ceccee.... 4,922 90,438 

The receipts by canal and shipments of coal at Cleveland, 
Ohio, for the week ending June 23 were as follows : Re- 
ceipts by canal, 4,272 tons ; shipped coastwise, 7,882 tons ; 
total for year, 82,641 tons ; foreign shipments, 4,054 tons ; 
total for year, 29,293. Totalof coastwise and foreign ship- 
ments for week, 11,936 ; for year, 111,924. 

Receipts of Coal at Boston, for the week ending June 22, 
and yeurs from Jan. :. 

1876. 

Year. | Week.| Year. 

1877. 

Week. 
Tons of 2,240 lb. 

From 
Alexandria and Georgetown 6,362} 22,850 1,472| 20,610 
eS eae 20,478] 249,667} 13,003] 218,716 
BNR cass ancccccnseucs 4,459! 56,522 4,191] 54,241 
NE I kcss. Keccesce 14,388] 122,465 4,414] 119,050 

eee 52 1,249 eats 3,806 
TRON I ac occas) cesacas 622 5,983 1,732 4.425 

Oss dnikeaee. as eoucan 46,361] 458,736] 24,812) 420,848 

Shipments of coal at Pictou, N.S., for the week ending 
June 23, and year from January 1 : 

Week. Year 
ep COMO iss ace ciss'sio cee cease 1,755 6,220 

‘+ United States.........-.- . 1,001 6.991 
‘“* Other Provinces........-++- 1,853 12,242 

NE 5 ssi0s Sivinces 4.609 25,453 

The Exports of Coal from Baltimore for the week ending 
June 22 were 972 tons, and since January rst, 20,462 tons as 
against 17,460 tons for the corresponding period of 1876 

Perth Amboy business ; 

Received for the week 30,707 
Shipped for the week 27,386 
CR I NO B85. soc ce sacneceps<. 4x 124,936 

The Receipts of Coal at Rondout, N.Y., by the Delaware & 
Hudson Canal for the week ending June 27 were 28: boats, 
carrying 34,911 tons. 

The decrease of shipments of Cumberland Coal over the Cum- 
berland Branch, and Cumberland and -Piedment Railroads 
amounts to 32,464 tons, as cOmpared with the corresponding 
period in 1876. 

Tons. 

Belvidere Delaware RR. report for week| Week| Year. , Year. 
ending June 23. 1877. | 1876. 

Coal for shipment at Coal Port (Trenton)} 465} 10,119] 1,615 
weiss ” * South Amboy. ....| 8,475/305,471/198,336 

Coal for distribution.................... 3,139] 83,398] 64,742 
Coal for Company's use......... voude tae 1,286| 36,563] 25,098 

The production of Bituminous Coal for the 
week ending June 23, was as follows: 

Tons of 2,000 lb., except where otherwise designated. 

Cumberland Region, Md.. Week, Tons. Year, Tons. 
DOR OE BA TB von so occ kissd heen 36,454 651,432 
Barclay Region, Pa. 

Barclay RR. tous of 2,240]b.............. 45739 156,092 

Broad Top Region, Pa. 

Huntingdon and Broad Top RR.......... 1,444 66, 
*East Broad WEE. const oc beatuccs cacen-c ta ented 

Clearfield Region, Pa. 

INN ig orichiths ade ca cose sccsasaans 676 
*Tyrone and Clearfield............. ..... 2 5,188 582,987 

Allegheny Region, Pa. 
WE POUR MB Sos 05 5 cine sein atte'sue 4,098 91,301 

Pitisburg Region, Pa. 

OE IR EE coos in coe coc cacscceene 660 
*Southwest Penn. RR.........5 >.2...... > . en 
*Penn & Westmoreland gas coal, Pa. RR.. 1 3,728 340,896 OpUmmayerNe MNEs ss 2). . 5. coe. sacs! 6,332 169,036 
*For week ending June 14. 
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The Production of Coke for week ending June 14. 

Tons of 2,000 Ib. Week. Year. 
WPM BUM feces vests. ws Uesccetas 825 29,691 
Southwest Penn. RR... cc snc cnesescs 12,551 hae 
Penn & Westmoreland Region, Penn. RR. 1,201 36,490 
Pittsburg, Penn. RR............. dei aie 1,698 63,919 

PND acca cte hy Maaeetilas! boa siwalanwsces 16,275 406,389 

COAL TRADE REVIEW. 

New York, Friday Evening, June 29, 1877. 

Anthracite. 
The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad 

Company offered at auction on Wednesday 125,000 

tons of coal, divided as follows, for which the accom- 

panying average prices were received, comparison 

being made with the previous sale: 
Average Average 

price price 
Tons. June 27. May 29. 
ID000s 5 006330 Steamer........ $2 18 $2 48 
SEDO 6-2 cee'd CUMEO se sisa5 csc ss 2 26 2 38 
PRIN isan 6 EM occle< Sates 2 41lg 2 5! 
BEOOI sce see's Ree cc caes 2 554 2 70 
SPAR ck wade Chestnut ....... 2 35 2 57 
FO0O. wee ewa Tove bh euwwee 2 00 asters 

125,000 Total. 

Without including pea size the general average was 

$2.37 as against $2.52 on May 29, and $2.49 by the 

Pennsylvania Coal Company, June 13. There is no 

doubt that through the auctioneer’s inexperience with 

coal sales some of the sizes brought less than they 
would otherwise have done. Yet, to recompense for 
this, he secured for stove size a price a little above 

what it could have been bought for previous to the 
sale, while it was anticipated that it would naturally 

go under the market. The attendance was very large, 
and the bidding, at times, quite spirited. 

Knowing its important bearing on the trade, we 
have several times drawn attention to the enterprise of 

the Philadelphia & Reading Company in extending its 

trade. We are informed that the New Haven agency 

of this company, under the charge of Mr. Wells, has 

been doing a very important business, steadily remov- 
ing the prejudices that have existed against all but a 

few coals that formerly monopolized that market. We 

have pointed to the extension of this company’s trade 
up the Hudson, passing the shipping wharves of the 

Pennsylvania Coal Company, and the Delaware & 
Hudson Canal Company, and later of its making con- 
siderable sales along the Erie Canal to Buffalo; but we 

are now informed that Mr. F, A. Bassler, who has 

been instrumental in making the late inroads on trade 
that the Wyoming companies considered secure, will 

shortly visit all the leading Western markets, and 

judging from the past we may expect to see lively 
competition as the result of his visit. 

At the present time the prices of coal in this market 

differ but little from the average cf the last Pittston sale. 

The present cost of carrying coal to Buffalo and put- 
ting it on vessels for Lake shipment, including all ex- 

penses, is not over $1.35 per gross ton. The Anthra- 

cite Coal Association’s prices per ton of 2,240 Ib. f. o. b. 

vessels at Buffalo are as follows: Stove, $4.59; nut, 

$4.37; broken, $4.20; egg, $4.31. In adding $1.35 to 

the average of the Pittston sale we get for stove, 

$3.87; nut, $3.81; broken, $3.85, and egg, $3.84. These 

prices show an advantage in the New York market of 

72c. on stove; 56c. on nut; 35c. on broken, and 47c. on 

egg. 

Many of the Western dealers see these advantages, 
and are here now negotiating for their fall and win- 

ter supplies. The effect of this state of things 

will be to send a very large part of the West- 

ern anthracite supplies’ through New York. And 
the fancied possession of the Northern and Western 

markets by the Wyoming and Lackawanna compa- 

nies no longer remains even as a fancy. The West- 

ern market is as much a competitive one as that of 

New York, and the low rates that can be secured 

from New York to Buffalo over the Erie Canal as 
return freights will probably oblige even the North- 
ern companies to send their Western coal to New 

York Harbor instead of direct by rail to the Lake 
shipping ports. 
Owing to the execution of the eleven Molly Ma- 

guires last week the production was considerably cur- 
tailed, amounting to but 439,924 tons as against 

481,622 tons for the preceding week, and 151,844 tons 

for the corresponding week of 1876. The total pro- 

duction from January 1 to June 23 was 9,093,025 tons 

as compared with 6,603,804 tons for the like period of 

last year, showing an increase this year of 2,489,221 

tons; Of this increase the Reading Company has se- 
cured about 1,000,000 tons, the combined Wyoming 

companies an equal quantity, and the Lehigh Region 
about 500,000 tons. 

Bituminous. 
The strike of the boatmen on the Chesapeake & Ohio 

Canal had considerable effect on the output of the 
region last week, the total being but 36,454 tons, as 
compared with 43,203 for the preceding week. The 
production of “this region from January 1 as compared 
with the like period of last year is, however, only 32,- 

464 tons behind. Our report of the production of Clear- 

field coal, although not so great as earlier in the season, 

is in excess of the corresponding week of last year, and 

from January 1, as compared with the corresponding 
period of 1876 is still over 63,000 tons ahead. We note 

a contract by Messrs. Berwind & White to supply 
their ‘‘ Eureka” Clearfield coal for at least half of 

the yearly requirements of the French line of steam- 
ships, the balance of the order going to the American 
Coal Co. of Maryland. That the Clearfield coals should 
be able to take from Cumberland an old and long es- 
tablished trade is not an encouraging feature for the 
striking boatmen on the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal. 

By their efforts to advance freights they will proba- 

bly diminish the business of the canal many thousands 
of tons, with the ultimate result, as is usual in such 

times of great competition, of being compelled to ac- 
cept no better terms than those which they had before 
striking. Another feature even more discouraging to 

their efforts is the prevailing low price of anthracite 
coal, and indications of a still further decline. 

New York and Philadelphia. 

Wholesale Prices of Anthracite Coal f. 0. b. at the 

Tide Water Shipping Ports per ton of 22401b. 

ae +B 
a; sie -lolg 

Eisl#| isle Sis ee a1 S Y 
Hi nl o|Rilais& 

} | oO 

| | 
Wyoming Coals. . ea 

tLackawanna at Rondout....... 2 50'2 50/2 602 6o\2 6o!2 60 
*Scranton at Hoboken ........... jess 2 18]2 26/2 41\2 55|2 5 
Wilkesbarre at Port Johnston... .| 2 652 65!2 65/2 65/2 75|2 60 
PINON Te Bn a. cancnccvseous Jess j-+++|2 65/2 65/2 85/2 70 
Susque: Coal Co., (S. H. Brown &| | | 
Co.,) At Ambof. ..5...5..020-006 |? 50,2 50/2 50!2 65/2 75/2 60 
Kingston at Hoboken............ 2 502 50/2 6o\2 65/2 75)2 60 
Pittston at Newburgh: | | 
se RR cra deacietpses. +22 |2 : 
WUE, COG COi ripe esceceses 2 

Wyoming at Perth Amboy....... Pores vce 
Lehigh Coals, 

Old Company at port Johnston)3 
Old pe orgy Be Room Run “ | 3 
Sugar Loaf, Hobok. & Amb.‘ 3 
Lehigh at Perth Amboy..........|....]- 
Honey Brook Lehigh............. 3 60 
Mount Pleasant at Hoboken...... |3 25|--«-|2 85/2 85/2 85/2 75 
Cross Creek at Port Johnston. ...;3 00/2 70/2 75'2 75/2 75/2 75 

pment pe Coals at Port 
Richmond. Philadelphia. 
Schuylkill white ash.............]... Lice 
OUMGINTIE FOG GOD 6 5 «oo 5i5.5:0:5sin< ghee ces ceiclecesfeace pe ee 
Lorberry siekedaeb ces 
Levies VAMOS: <5... cccesse ccs" rr Bee hee ass 

® tBoats towed by the D. & 1. Co, ai its expense to anc from 
New York Harbor. 3 
* These quotations represent the average prices of the last 

auction sale 
° Per ton. 

rom Hoboken and Weehawken to New York.35¢. 
“« Elizabethport & Port Johnston to N. Y.35¢. 

South Amboy to New York ane. 

Freight by the boats of the companies frem Hoboken, Ron- 
dout, Port Johnston, Weehawken, South Amboy and Perth 
Amboy to New York City and vicinity soc. 

Pittston coal at New York delivered by Penn. Coal Co.’s 
boats 6oc. per ton additional. 
Lackawanna coal delivered to carts in New York or Brook- 

lyn, so cents per ton additional. 

Wholesale Prices of Bituminous Coal. 

Domestic Gas Coals. 

Freight f: 

rr “ 

At the Ship- §_ Alongside 
Per ton of 2240 Ib. ping Ports. in New York. 

Westmoreland and Penn. at Greenwich, 
PhilndelgMs 0.0.2... 6. ecccceesawssas sae $4 50 $5 50 

| oe _ at S. Amboy. 5 00 5 50 
Red Bank Cannel Pa. at Philadelphia... 8 oo 8 50 
Youghiogheny, Waverly Co., at Balt... 4 so 5 65 

a FES a0 05 5 0 ie Satin os 45m 4 50 6 vo 
Murphy Run, West Va., at Baltimore... 4 50 5 86 
Fairmount, West Va., “ ~ za ee 5 7° 
Newburg Orrel, Md. = - - 45° 6 co 
Cannelton Cannel, West Va............ .... 10 00 

= Splint ** at Richmond. 6 oo 7 00 
- Gas Coal at Richmond...... 414 5 65 

Peytona Cannel W. Va. at Richmond... .... 10 00 

Manufacturing and Steam Coals. 

Cumberland at Georgetown and Alex- 
I EM nxn thin wawe.n waasdevevey » 2 85@3 oo 4 00 

Cumberland, at Baltimore............ 3 15@3 25 45° 
Clearfield f. o. b. Canton, Baltimore..3 25@.... 4 50 

Clearfield ‘‘ Eureka’’ at mines per ton 2,000 Ib., 75¢. ; Pah 
0.D. Baltimore and Philadelphia per ton of ae Ib., $3.25 ; f.0. 

South Amboy, $4.25 ; alongside at New York, $4.50. 
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Foreign Gas Coals. 

Sterling. Am. cur’cy 
Newcastle. at Newcastle-on-Tyne...... 8/6@10/6 5 50@ 6 00 
Liverpool House Orrel, at Liverpool... 25/ 13 00 
Ince Hal] Cannel 35/6 18 06 

as Gas Cannel es ware 25/6 10@10 50 
Scotch Gas Cannel, at Glasgow, nominal, 25/ 7 5° 

Gold. 
Biock House. at Cow Bay, N.S......... 1 75 450 
Caledonia, at Port Caledonia........... I 50 425 
Glace Bay, at Glace Bay................ 1 60 4 25 
Lingan, at Lingan Bay................. 1 75 eke 
International mines at Sydney......... I 75 45° 
Pictou, Vale mines, at Pictou.......... 2 15 rok 

Retail Prices in New York. 

Anthracite. 

Per 2000 Ibs. Grate and Egg. Stove. Chestnut. 
Pittston coal, in yard....... ........$3 25 $3 50 $3 25 
Lackawanna coal, in yard........... 3 25 3 50 3 25 
Wilkes-Barre, delivered............. 4 30 4 60 4 30 
Lehigh and Locust Monntain, del’d.. 4 55 4 85 455 
Schuylkill Red Ash, del’d........... 5 25 5 5° 475 
The Cost of delivery for Pittston and Lackawanna coal 

ranges from 4o cts. to $1 10 per ton, according to distance 
from the yard. 

Bituminous. 

Liverpool House Orrel. delivered, per ton of 2000 Ib... $18 00 
Liverpool House Cannel ‘** = TF een 

. Ty American ” = 36 - Ir oO 
Cannelton Block, or splint, ‘ * S +2. IO 00 
American Orrel - # - . IT 00 
Red Bank Cannel ~ 3 = coce 900 
Cumberland 3 - - seco) ae 

Boston. June 23, 1877. 

We quote Boston wholesale prices as follows: 
Coal is dull and somewhat unsettled. A few dealers 

have thought it advisable to increase their stocks in 

view of the strong grounds for believing that a new 

combination is about to be formed on Mr. Gowen’s 
plan for selling all competing coal through one house. 

The general trade, however, is still skeptical. Coal is 

selling at retail at $4.50. Inmany of the interior cities, 

which are easy of access to New London, Providence, 

Bedford, Newburyport, and other minor tidewater 

points, coal is selling lower than at Boston, for instance 

$3.90 at Springfield. The Reading people are making 
very great efforts, and with success, to increase their 

trade with interior New England. Soft coals are dull. 
Lingan and Block House continue to be taken for gas 
purposes at $1.75 gold, free on board at the mines. 

Freights to Boston are a trifle firmer from Philadel- 
phia, quoting $1.25@$1.40. From Baltimore the rate 
is $1.55@$1.65; Alexandria and Georgetown, $1.65@ 
$1.70; New York, $1.20@$r.25. 
We quote Boston wholesale prices as follows : 

Anthracite, broken $3 85@4 oo Cannel, English..... $16 00 
do. Cgg-.... 3 85@4 00 ©=do. Buckeye.... IO 00 
do. stove... 4 10 Lingan.......-+.+.. 4 00 

Cumberland... 4 25 Pictou .....-eee-0e 5 00 
Clearfield ..... 4 00,PEND .. oo. cccccccce 5 50 
Westmoreland . . 5 50 Youghiogheny ..... 4 50@5 50 
Caledonia........... 4 00 

—Commercial Bulletin. 

Cincinnati, O. June 19, 1877. 

Specially reported by the Consolidated Coal and Mining Co. 

AFLOAT. DELIVERED. 
Per per ton Per per ton 
bush. 2.000 Ib. bush. 2000 lb. 

Youghiogheny lump...... 7¢. $1 94 10. swat 

r UE. ..ists sae. 1 53 gc. 
* slack..... 4c. «1 25 8c. 

Camden, W.Va........... sec. 1 5 gc. 
Peytona Cannel......... 16¢. 457 20C. 
Connelisville coke....... 7c. 3 60 10€. 
penny coke..... 5c. 2 64 8c. 
Crushed coke............ .. bate 10¢. ane 
Anthracite, Wilkes-Barre or Lehigh by car load..... $6 70 

7 ” = delivered....... 8 00 

Cleveland, O. June 19, 1877. 
Specially reported by Messrs. LamBre & Bates. 

Per ton of 2000 lbs. f. 0. b. vessels. 
WHOLESALE 

ee Pe ere 3 5° 
= of OO Eee ree .+++3 35@3 40 

Beralteville Lower VEIN... 6.0. ccc ccccsccevccsess 2 So 
EE WMI so onic ccakes cas vesenssa esse sees eves 2 80 

| NS aa errr a 2 85 
Mineral Ridge (Cambria Mine) ............-....+-. 2 85 
ITD WOEIOY 60 inncsas scccscnecces wonececces ss 2 30 
PD dvavcnndccneubsssipn’:cdeeibbweseveene see 2 30 
Bret Goal, VarTIONs BrAAOS.. ... .... 2.2. ne cccsccscccsees 2 20@2 50 
Screenings, * Tvs SU dédhtesvace wassenshassUace I 35@1 75 
Youghiogheny gas Re oi eee reat 3 75@3 85 

e following are the prices established by the Coa] 
Exchange until further notice : 

RETAIL TRADE. 
1 to ro 10 tons. 

India 
eS by 

Wholesale on board cars, 

White River, per ton. ..$ 
Brazil Block, “ oe 

‘“*The market shows increased firmness for Austral_ 
ian and other cargoes steam, both Scoch and English, 

all to arrive. Spot supplies are free, and the market 

+ ay Ind. June 19, 1877. 
Messrs. Copp & BRANHAM. 

and retail delivered to consumers. 

BITUMINOUS. 

2 50 he — Saree ton.$ 5 zs fully stocked with Seattle, Nanaimo, and other Pacific 
2 25| indiana Vannel........- . : : : ° 
> = Hocking Valley........ i 25 | Coast varieties. Indications all point to an increased Highland, grate,‘“‘ .. 

Block coal, nut, per car. 1 
Highland = 

ANTHRACITE (Lackawanna and Wilkes-Barre). 

- 18 00 
Block Slack og 

8 oo | Youghiogheny ......... 45° 
Blossburg (smithing)... 6 50 
Piedmont = --- 650 
Gas Cake, per bushel... 10 

Pacific Coast production, not only from Washington 
Territory but from the mines in this State and Nevada. 
Egg size Pacific Coast Bituminous is selling by the 
cargo at $5@5.50 per ton, while coarse kinds of Seattle, 

DM, ds 5-cocck sere By 600 MME co nkcne ees n <n emake $6 70 | Nanaimo, Wellington, Coos Bay and Bellingham Bay, 
BE scnceieawsvetonewave SRT TION cs evevcecsnvacsters 6 70 |screened, may be quoted at $7.50@8 per ton, according 

Lehigh Anthracite. 
to quantity. Black Diamond and other California 

. ; Mt. Diablo Coals sell at $5.75@7.75 for fi d Broken ......... TIE a vccscbsecwsss scenes A s 5-75@7.75 for fine and coarse 
i... BEAGLE ARS " 60 | Seve eles se eee kota " ~ respectively. Prices of Scotch and English steam to 

Retail, per bushel, delivered. arrive may now be quoted at $8.25@9; West Hartley, 
oon oe ieekuseabevesn 13¢. | Block a reeks 8c. | $9@9.50.” 
RO TTS. . wie ssedeness 13 | eS, Sains hele ° 

Brazil Block... ......... 13 | Virginia Cannel......... 27 St. Louis, Mo. June 20, 1877. 
Highland Grate....... . Youghiogheny.........++ 16 | Reported by Jas, J. Sytvester. Secretary of the Anthraciteo 
Block Nut, domestic use. 11 EE 62 wavewk wns oud 26 Coal Association. 
Highland Nut, “ ogy Pac sos.0s ad aeen ab 26 Retail prices, delivered. Ton of 2,000 lb. 

“ * ‘steam..... 8 ANTHRACITE. per ton. 
GAS COKE (measured.) Lackawanna poet $8 09@8 so | Schuykill........ 8 co@ 8 50 

EE oo cksvcseceskas ie ROO coceocaeseyshar.cnns rac. | Wilkes-Barre ...... 8 00@8 s50| Lehigh............ 9 0@ 9 5? 
ANTHRACITE. BITUMINOUS. 

Wilkes-Barre and Lackawanna (all sizes)........$7 50 per ton. | Blossburg............... g oo | Big Muddy......... 3 00 
SN, SUID a nsw aachuy conve bs keeekene scene es 8 so per ton. | Pittsburg................ 4 50 | Illinois Coals....... 2 3 00 

Hamilton, Ont. June 2s, 1877. Indiana Block........ ... 4 00| Connellsville Coke. 6 50 

Specially reported by H. BARNARD. Toledo, Ohio. June 19, 1877. 
I beg to hand you state of our market corrected to Specially reported by Messrs. GosLinge & BARBOUR. 

date. There 1s no change in prices of coal at Toledo to note, 

ee $4 50] Tehigh Lump..... --.... $5 30 Ton of 2,000 Ib. 
Re heen 4 50| Mirer Hill... .......000.. 5 00 | Straitsville lump........ $2 75 | Hocking Valley nut...... 2 35 
Pn .. ctpvcstensanewwnn 6:75. 1 MEO . . 5 0. cs cesccens 4 5° ad —__ er 2 35| Massillon lump.......... 3 00 
ME ic bine ichicexiewcebeet 475 \ Blossbur6h .......... ... 5 50 Shawnee PED sosasenes 2 75 | Cumberland ............. 5 50 

Louisville, Ky. June 19, 1877. *__ mut.......... B36 | RMON. os cos eesessecc 5 50 
Specially reported by Messrs. BYRNES & SPEED. Hocking Valley lump... 2 75 

tons. upw'd. 

EE OO cas v vas beddeghaaadenss sakenbee $4 25 $4 00 
ee eh aS er 375 3 50 
Massilion and Mineral Ridge lump............. 4 00 3 7° 

re etn sae *  nut............. 375 355 
Straitsville Lower Vein, Hocking & Shawnee, |’p. 3 60 3 35 

iy it “ “ nut 3 40 3 15 

ND 5.5 nephee scan haba dene saneeues 375 3 50 
a “3 Dichanchheshioehe>aesanus ss caneers 3 50 3 25 

IED, 0.55 Gin dynes is bens susevaconss oe 3 50 3 35 
se iG ss a6 us dp gibtn yetcedeindeuh bed buen 3 25 3 00 
TID, nn denn ccoenahostesshasad 3 25 3 00 

= asap ake ceases ah seoekuhesssnanae 275 2 50 
Lacka’a., Wilkesbarre and Pittston egg and grate, 7 oo 675 

~ sed “a ETO nb as secs 7 5° 7 25 
sf * “* chestaut...... 7 00 7 25 

Lehigh $: 25 per ton higher, 
All sales to be strictly cash with order or C. O. D. 

Below find latest quotations : 

Milwaukee, Wis. June 23, 1877, 

Specially reported by Messrs. R. P. ELmore & Co. 

Retail price per ton of 2,000 Ib. 

Grate. Egg. Stove. Chestnut. 
WHOLESALE. Pittston............... $6 00 $6 10 $6 60 $6 35 

Pittsburg....... 7c. per bush. | Pine Hill....... 814c.per bush, | Wilkes-Barre .......... 6 00 6 10 6 60 6 35 
Raymond City.. 7c. ” Kentucky...... — = Lackawanna........... 6.00 6 10 6 60 6 35 

onan. I reeeeees 6 75 6 85 7 35 _7, 10 

Pittsburg....... rx¢. per bush. | Pine Hill........ set, por buch. | oe, Seeall Gemvery, Seems sot to $s porton in addition to 
Rayment City..s0c. * Kentucky....... 10C. = eee ee oe charged. ; ; Indiana Cannel..17¢. Ae Honeywell Can’i.x9¢. 55 Prices soft coal f. 0. b. vessel for Lake shipments will be from 

City Make Coke. 8c. S Anthracite $8 50 to $9 perton. ts to acc. per ton more than prices on cars. 
Freights 

Representing the latest actual charters up to June 28. 
Per ton of 2240 Ib. 

Anthracite, egg. chestnut, and stove..................... $5 50 lest 
F Jholesale price per ton of 2,008 Ib. 3 : Sea 

Lehigh lump.... ...... $6 so | Connellsville coke on RR. <- : e BS s 
ie... eee $7 25 = 5 8 |S sx 

Phijadeiphia, Pa, — June 28, 1877. | 3 E ® (e838. 
Specially reported. a 4 $ Be =8 

The tonnage over the Reading is decreasing from jae a S es + 
two causes. Several collieries in the Mahanoy Region g g £ EE 23 

have been stopped, owing to efforts being made to be = ~ = al cap 

bring a strike, but the movement is not likely to suc- | Augusta, Me.......... Pe tn 
ceed. Already the men have resumed work at some | A!Damy ............-+- Jy tees 

z z Alexandria, Va.. .... ie 
of them after losing a whole week. The main cause | Annapolis, Md....... — a 
is more serious. The individual operators find them- | B&nger, Me........-. sao . 1 00 

ee 125@140 oe I 00 
selves unable to stand the present low rates, and are | Baltimore..... ....... 65 ones es Fe 

stopping or slacking one after another. The tolls over ee 9 reno 125 @145 oe ee t 00 
the road, which appeared quite low in the beginning of Riebt E'T Revered | er a ae - 
the season, have become quite high, comparatively to | Beverly, Mass... __.. 1 27% i ee A 
the price of coal, after a series of declines which have | Cambridgeport, Hass 30@1 50 I 00 
reached such a point as never was reached before. | Charleston, 8. C...... 1 90 aoe 
There is very little hope for a reduction in the cost of | Danversport,Mass.. .. I 30 mabe 
transportation. The President of the Reading, in his we rec hnan R. I. tee 
speech in London to the bondholders, states plainly | Eryigrcksburg, Va.) --.- a ore ae 
that the reduction in prices of coal only applies to a | Gioncester..). I 30 Bete i » 
part of the tonnage, while a reduction in talls applies | Greenport, N. ¥.._...| oe 
to the whole, and that consequently there would be | Hartford, Conn....... aon bene aes ne 
no reduction in the tolls. This may be a good argu- | Hoboken ............. vane sees 1 20 35 
ment to make to creditors of the road, but to custo- , oan sPasenveces ve. tees 
mers, and on the part of a common carrier, it is un- | oT cee reeisane eo ei 35 
business-like, and the result may be that the whole a - eres F oe aes 
reduction will come or the company anyhow, if the | Middletown...” a] we a 
rates of transportation remain so that no individual | Marblehead, Mass....| mee 
cannot run. The individuals have to pay rent and | Nantucket, Mass..... ress sees Soa8 85 
cannot postpone paying their debts for five years and | New Bedford......... x 20 sere | 1 go 85 

| are at a disadvantage, though in the end they will be a Pe eeees eh Cees sees “25 
better off, the company only postponing the evil day | yoy patent A aes | Sean & FE ak ae 
and obtaining really no relief, but a temporary and | Newport............, a 7 es 
deceiving one. New Di ineeageyenl go I 25 . 

| Freights continue eee $1.25@$1.30 to Boston, | Norfolk.............. | 60 50 75 
| and 65¢. to 60°. to Washington and Richmond. Norwalk. ........+.... |} wees 50 

Sandusky, ©, June 19, x87. | Pawtucket | 28 | nae 
Specially reported by C. E. Buack, Agt. Con. Coal & Mg. Co. | Philadelphia... ... 2... iene oe - 

. ensia ana aie Portland ............: I 35 1 50 z oc We quote coal cses 08 ates , as follows : Port mouth, a 135 : és : = 

Anthracite. Ponghkeepsie, N. ¥, ? om — ” 
Grate. Egg. Stove. Chestnut. | Quincy Point, Mass.. I 25 on 

Wilkes-Barre . esses $6.00 $6 10 $6 60 $6 60 ichmond, Va........ wees snes ie 
Lackawanna ........... ... 600 610 660 660 Salem, Mass.......... 1 35 wes 1 $0 1 30 
RIE < Sib eons sks secneecnete 675 685 735 735 Saugus, Mass......... sees we 

Biteninew. ee eel, ee 
Massillon... ........... $2 go | Strattsville ............. So 6 ig ae... + 
SOUR GNEDD 0 3. w sin 00 bs00005 BOE WIG... nc cceccescs 2 65 THOY -oosi-aeeeeeeeee 
Hocking Valley.......... BE DE os << cin cde xnts 5 25 Washington, ems 

San Francisco‘ Cal, Wilmington, N.C...) 15 go ae 
From the Commercial Herald of June 21, 1877. || oes ‘ I 50 ns 

AL—Imports from January 1 to June 16: « And discharging andtowing. + And dischargin And 
alias Tons. Tons, | towing. § 3c. per bridge extra. a 

t eee 9,427)Mt. Diablo,.......... 31 
A Rees sl a3, 393|Vemconver ied... hes Rates of Transportation on Anthracite 
[oan mage preniyos tSigoinOS Mountain.... 43 Coal. 

PIANG..cccccce 7,945 Dace cdececveces 52,550 Rates Fi hi Coal 

English ....... Sesenee 37,031 Belli Bay..... 5,700 om a —— Srom Newburgh, and 
coe bevuecibines® 3,951 Tone, Me cess ad eden 139 nay prc MF. Ee oS Aan pee 



June 30, 1877.] 

Troy and West Troy; if discharged above the bridge or 
locks, or at railroad docks 

Troy and West Troy, except as above 

Albany, Greenbush and Castleton. Stuyvesant, Coxsackie, 
(lower dock), Catskill, (at mouth of Creek), German- 

CO. . cnc Ocaebh ss amneaian penis Sanh amemen echo 
Hudson & Boston Railroad Dock, Hudson, discharged to 

eee wee eee e eee ee ee eeeee 

Hudson, (except as above) 
Saugerties, (at mouth of Creek), and Glasco, Ba 

eekskill, (River Docks), Haverstraw (Peck’s 

and Grassy Point . 
(If boats are moved from Peck’s Dock to adjacent points, 

and returned there within two days, without expenses to 
the Company, no extra charge wili be made.) 
Rhinebeck, and Hyde Park. Poughkeepsie and New Paltz 

d 
Fishkill Landing, Cornwall, Cold Spring, West Point and 

TUR IY Si kon s Sat bnce caw dean been dbase seavess 
Nyack, Sing Sing, Croton Landing, Verplancks, Tarry- 

town, Piermont, Yonkers 

THE ENGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL. 

cts. foundry irons and fair demand for good mill, but with 
low offers from buyers of the latter. 
four months, is allowed on the quotations below. 

FOUNDRY IRONS. 

IRON MARKET REVIEW. 

New York. 

Fripay EVENING, June 29, 1877. 

American Pig.—The Thomas Iron Company 

The usual time, 

55 | report sales of 1,000 tons of iron on the basis of $19 for 
55| No.1 Foundry. The marketis weak, however, especi- 

55 

. 1 Southern Charcoal 
. 2 - iL. wacdkoddcdegusadiaanankenna 
. 1 Hanging Rock, Stonecoal and Coke 

ally for prompt cash, it being rumored that. good Le- . & 7 oN oan 
r Southern Stonecoal and Coke 

45 high iron has been sold on this basis at aslow as $17.50 

40 

Rates ot ‘l'ransportation on Coal via the Erie Canal, from 
i ints in its vicinity, per ton of New York and shipping 

2,240 lb., alongside at destination. 

% | Freights. 

Tolls. 
Miles from 
| Albany. 

Cents. Cents. 

To Oswego......| 204] 60 
** Rochester... . 
“ Lockport .... 

Tolls. Cents. 

. 2 

** American Scotch” 
oer eee ee ee ee eee ee eee eee ee eee eee eee ees) 

per ton. The inquiry is very light, and purchases are 
being made for only pressing necessities. 

Scotch Pig..—The business doing in this article is 
only in a small way at unchanged prices. We quote: 
Coltness, $27.50; Eglinton, $24.50, and G!enarnock 

. 1 Charcoal, Cold-short and Neutral 
h 2 Stonecoal and Coke, Cold-short and Ne utral 18 50@20 oo 
eS 

. 1 Missouri and Indiana Red-short 
White and Mottled, Cold-short and Neutral 

CAR-WHEEL ANP MALLEABLE IRON. 
Hanging Rock. and Cold Blast 
Alabama and Georgia 
MAIR CIO 2560 ce <acnssoncedeccneseacc 25 00@36 vo 

Rails.—We are reported sales of 1,600 tons of steel 
and 250 tons of iron rails on private terms. 

The market is generally very quiet and prices nom- 
inally unchanged. We quote ironrails at $33@36, and 
steel at $44@46. 

Old Rails.—We note a sale of 120 tons at $19, 
and quote at $18.50@19. 

Scrap.—We are reported a sale of 100 tons of 
scrap at a price equal to $22.50. 

June 19, 1877. 

There is nochange of any account in the state of 
this market since the date of last week’s report, 
al quietness being the usual complaint. Pricesdo not 
exhibit any quotable change, and we therefore con- 
tinue our quotations of last week: Pig Iron, Gartsherrie 
$20 to $20.50; Summerlee, $19 to $19.50; 
Clyde, $18.50 to $19; Langloan $19.25 to $19.75; Colt- 
ness, $20.25 to $21; Hematite, $23 to $ 

Eglinton and 
We quote nominally 

24; American, 

aes | 
wna 2oOMNS 

on Schuylkill Coal we refer to our issue 

For freights on Lehigh and Wyoming Coal we refer 
to our issue of June 23. 

lwania & New York Railroad 

For freights on coal via Geneva, Ithaca and Sayre 

For freights on Pen 
we refer to our issue of 

Railroad we refer to our issue of June 16, 

Rates of Toll 

On the Erie, Champlain, Oswego, Cayuga, and Seneca Canals. 

Toll is to be computed upon the weight, 1,000 Ib. per mile. 

Cents. 
Acid, sulphuric *Iron & stecl in sheets, 

bars, and bundles... o'r 
o*025 Car wheels (iron) 

Castings, all iron cast- “* ploom and pig.... 

TrrTrrrreerreer ee ee ° 

Lime, manufactured... o*: 

005 

o'25 to 1°25 "oO 
Copper en pig and 

Pe ; 

Petroleum, crude or re- 
aso ceeckissac ccs 

Powder & gunpowder. . 

‘“* manufactured 
New York State 

Iron, articles exclusive- Tin plates, going from 
ly manufactured of tidewater. .......... 0°05 

specifically enumer- 
ated when cleared at 

* The rate on these articles, when cleared at tide water, is 

Lead, bar and pig, is transported free of toll. 

Rates of Towing from New York to places on the Hudson River 
Boats of 200 tons capacity and upwards. 

cts. 
Verplanck’s Point and Manhattanville 

Yonkers & Spuyten Duyvel. 5 
West Point & Cold Spring. 16 

Nyack, Tarrytown & Sing 

ill, Croton Landing, 
Rates for bdéats of 100 tons per boat are as follows : 

Manhattanville 
$ $ 
= Sing Sing and Peekskill....20 

18 | Poughkeepsie 
Special Rates will be made for Saugerties and Catskill. 
Kast River and Sound Ports, from the foot of Twenty-third 

Street to the following points, and return, per ton of 2,240 lb. 
cts. 

New Haven and Bridgeport 1 
South Norwalk ee 

Milford and 

Branford and Saybrook. oe 3 
Derby 17 cts. per ton «ind $50 per boat extra. 
Rates to the foliowirg places and return per boat : 

cts. 

46 

> 
Westchester & Fiushing...2 
Little Rock, Pt. Wash’gton, 

** and Astoria. 3d N. Rochelle & Glen 
arlem and Mott Haven...14 

ee jove.40 
East Chester (Town Dock. .50 
Roslyn, Mamaroneck, Port 
Chester an d Stamford. ...50 

West Farms (mouth of 
creek) 20 

College Pt. & Whitestone. .23 60 
ll be charged the same 

t quantity. Boats for New Haven will be 
landed at Bell Dock, or Canal Dock only ; all towage to Derby 

D 
less than 2ro tons wi 

Dock, and to yards, to be 
rt will be landed at 

ees. Boats for 
. Dock or Houra- 

R. Dock only. All towage to yards to be paid by con- 

Mt Rates via the Hudson River are furnished to us 
1 Jay street. Rates via the East 

Transpo: Line 
VALENTINE, No 
urnished by the 

Bars—Scotch and Staffordshire 
$1.95; best do., $2.20 to $2.25; Swedes and N 
$4.50 to $5; Lowmoor and Bowling, $6.25 to $6.50,— 
Monetary Times. 

Milwaukee, Wis. 

Specially reported by Messrs. R. P. Etmore & Co. 

The market for pig iron still bears about the same 
aspects as previously reported, sales being made to 
meet immediate wants only. 

arance of the crops in the West, 
rmer feeling, or hope for a better state of things, and 

demand for manufactured goods of iron is looked for 
by the manufacturers of agricultural implements. We 
now quote sales as follows, viz. : 

Wholesale Price. 
Charcoal Iron. 

rior per gross ton 

Anthracite Iron. 

In New York there were 
, and 100 tons No.1 (an out- 
We quote $22.50@$23.50 

for No. 1, $21.50@$22 for No. 2, and $21@$z22 for gray 
Scotch pig is neglected and 

We quote $24@$30 for store lots. 
A circular received this week states 

that from Staffordshire, Lancashire, and Sheffield 
nothing is heard but Continental and American com- 

Pig is as dull as ever. 
sales of 250 tons No.1 on 
side brand) at $17.50 

rices are easier. 

kets are dull. 

owever, gives a 
Bar is dull, quotin $46@$47 for refined, and $37@ 

$38 for common. ails are in light demand at un- 
changed prices. Sheet is selling at 3@3%(c. per pound. 
Russia is quiet at 12c. currency. 
spring steel 7@8c. gold; 9@t1c. for German; 9@ Ic. 
for machinery ; 14@15c.for cast; 1o@12c.for blister; 8c. 
for American spring; «34 @14c.for cast; 9c. for blister; 
and 8c. for machinery.—Commercial Bulletin. 

Chattanooga, Tenn., June to, 1877. 
Specially reported by J. F. Jamxs, dealer in pig iron, ores, etc 

la. and Ga. Charcoal, No. 1 Foundry. ..$18 oo@19 00 
.and Ga. Charcoal, No. 2 Foundry... 
and Ga. Charcoal, Gray Forge 

. and Ga. Coke, No. 1 Foundry 

. and Ga. Coke, No. 2 Foundry 
. and Ga. Coke, Gray Forge. 

Charcoal or Coke, white and mottl 
Tenn., Ala. and Ga. Cold Blast (car wheel) 

Wrought scrap, 

No. 1 Lake Supe 

No. 1 anthracite p 

Stone Coal & Coke. 
Wholesale Price. 

Warner’s Am. Sc’th (Bk. Bend) per ton. .$25 oo@ ....—4 mos. 
Soft Silvery per ton owes ccescceccccsoces 22 0C@23 co—4 MOs. 

rior and Lake Champlain ores 24 co@25 co—4 mos. 
Sharpsville (Penn.) native es Relciieailen 24 00@25 co—,4 mos. 

Lake Superior ores per ton 

Philadelphia, Pa. 
[Weekly Report of the Philadelphia Iron Market, furnished 

NGINEERING AND MINING JOURNAL, by JusTIcE Cox, 
dr., & Co., Iron Merchants, 333 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, 
Week ending June 28, 1877.] 

Pic Iron.—Duliness continues to be the most con- 
spicuous feature of the iron market this week. The 
mills and foundries continue to shut down for summer 
repairs, making a slight increase in the stocks of pig 

Good numbers being the scarcest and gray 
forge the most plentiful, we can scarcely 
uotation this week, as No. 1 is quoted a! 
rom $18 to $20.50, as to brand; No. 2, $17 to 19; 

Some even assert they have 
offered even at lower prices. We fail, however, to 
hear of lower sales, or even as low as our lowest quo- 

Old car wheels.. 16 00@17 00 

Red Hematite oe 55 per cent. metallic iron) 
f. 

Brown Hematite (about 55 per cent. metallic iron) 

Cleveland, 0. 
Specially reported by Messrs. C. E. Brnenam & Co. 

ton, on four months’ time. 
Discount for cash 4 per cent. 

FOUNDRY IRON. 
Be L. 8. Charcoal. . .$26 00 

June 22. 1877. 

Subject to change in 

forge $16.50 to $18. 0. 

22 o0| No. 1, Mass 

CAR WHEEL AND MALLEABLE IRON. MANUFACTURED IRoN.—As the month draws toa 
| No. 5 & 6, L. 8. Charcoal$27 00 close orders become more scarce, nor do the mills care to 

have them just now, as this week will shut most mills 
for at least two weeks, and some for a longer time. 
We hear of two or three quite large orders for bars 
being placed for shipment after the first of the month, 
at full prices. Hopes are entertained that a good trade 
will spring up; whether prices are to be any better 

uote bars 2 to 2 2-10c. per Ib. ; 
Plate and tank, 2% to 6l¢c. per lb.; skelp, 2 15-100 to 

. 8. Charcoal. .. 27 00 

BESSEMER IRON. 
Nos. 1 & 2, L. 8. Char. .$26 00 | 

$19 00 | White and Mottled....$18 oo 
Cincinnati, O. 

reported by Messrs. TRABER & AUBERY, commis- 
ants for the sale of pig iron, blooms, ore, etc. 

Below we hand the closing quotations of our pig iron 

remains to be seen. We 

AILS.—We have nothing new, except the small 
orders coming on the market for steel and iron rails— OR 5 Ses cles’. .$25 0o@25 so—4 mos "1 

$ We quote steel, $46 to $50; iron, $33 not very large. 
to $36, all at mill. 
OLD Ratiis.—The supply is plentiful, with little de- 

mand. All the buyers of old rails report their wants 
supplied for the present. We quote $20 to $21. 

UCK Bars are quoted $34.50 to $36.50, with nothing 
new since our last. 2,000 tons are reported for summer 
and fall delivery. 
ScraP continues dull, with a plentiful supply. We 

quote wrought, $20 to $26; cast, $14 to $19. 
OLD WHEELS are dull of sale and quoted $17.50 to 

23 00@23 so—4 Mos 
22 00@22 50—4 Mos 
22 00@22 50—4 MOR 
20 00@21 oo-—4 Mos 
23 00@23 50—4 mos 
22 oo@22 50—4 mos 
20 00@21 co—4 Mos 

32 

Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Specially reported by A. H. Cuips. 

Any report of the metal market for this week must 
be simply a repetition of the last. But few of the 
mills are running, and the inquiry for pig iron is ex- 
tremely limited. The quotations are : 

Ohio & Ww; Va. No. 1 Foundry 23 00@25 co—4 Mos 
. 2 

Hanging Rock, c. B. Car Wheel 38 00@40 0o—4 Mos 

30 00@33 0o—4 Mos 

30 00@35 0o—4 mos 4 mos. 4 mos. 
$22 00@24 0o| Mottled& White .$18 oo@19 00 
20 vo@22 0o}/Hot blast C’coal. 22 00@28 oo 
19 co@z2t1 so|Cold ** Western 40 00@45 00 

Richmond, Va. 
Specially reported by Asa SNYDER, Esq. 

About 150 tons charcoal irons have changed hands 
this past week. Quotations as before. 

Louisvitle, Ky. ’ 
Specially reported by Messrs. Gzorcr H. Hutt & Co. 

Market heavy, but with more decided inquiry for 
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Virginia Cold Blast Charcoal Pig Iron, cold blast....$21 to $25 
os peer - “  *  neutral...... 30% 32 
7“ Warm “ “ “ “ ae 28 

© Aaterackhs Z...0..-.c00ccces ee i 22 
~ rr 2x ° 21 

2 

= Coke Quinimont 1 X 
“ oe a - 2 xX 

San Francisco, Cal. 

From the Commercial Herald of June 21: 

‘“‘The recent heavy importation of Sydney Tin was 
all taken up by the trade at 17@17\c., and the price 
isagain up to 18@18\%c. The Constitution for New 
York carried via Panama 76,183 lb. Pig Lead. The 
market for Pig and other Iron is very slow and slug- 
gish, and in the absence of peed sales prices are 
nominal.” 

St. Louis, Mo. June 26, 1877. 

Specially reported by Messrs. SPOONER & CouLins, Commission 
Agents for all kinds of Iron. 

Our market continues very dull, but little is doing, 
most of our foundries have ‘‘ shut down” for at least a 
month, and prospects are that trade will be very light 
till after September. We quote same as last. 

COLD BLAST CHARCOAL—ALL_ NUMBERS. 
Hanging Rock 25@4o |Assorted Bar Iron $2 10, rates. 
Tennessee.... - 28@30 |No. 1 W:ought Scrap 80c. cwt. 
Kentucky... + 28@30 Heavy cast os ae es 
Missouri.. 28@30 |Light “* oa 7 
Georgia esse. +e. 28@30 |Old raile....... 18 50 to 19 oo 
Alabams,.. ....-00-.....0 28@ 30 |Old car wheels. 18 00 tO 19 00 

‘ | | White 
No. 2, | Mill. and No. 1. 

| Mott!"d. 

Missouri stone coal....... | $23 00} $22 ool $21 00 
ne Charcoal. ..... «00+ 23 00 22 50' 2200 

Tennessee charcoal . 23 00} 22 50 22 Co 
Tenn. coke very soft and | 

25 00] 23 00) 
26 oo 
25 00] 24 00 

Ex No.1} No. 1. |BNo. 1. 
$25 50} $25 00) $24 50 
25 00] 24 00| 23 50 

| 

Hanging Rock charcoal.... 
“ig a cold short 

Alice Hanging Rock coke . 
Quinnimount, W.Va., coke 

METALS. 

New York, FRmpAy EVENING, June 29, 1877. 

With the exception of copper all the articles on the 

list have been very quiet, there being no inclination to 

purchase until after July 4. 

Gold Coin.—During the week under review the 

price of gold has ranged from 105}¢ to 105, and closed 

at 10514. 

Bullion.—Silver in London is 44d. higher since 
the award of India bills on Wednesday at an advance 
of 3-16d. over rate of previous week, and may be car- 

ried from here at our quotations. The Bank of Neva- 

da is reported to have sold yesterday, to go to China, 
$1,500,000 silver. We quote in this market at 1173 

per oz.; in San Francisco, 1o per cent. discount; and in 

London, 54d. per oz. Fine gold bars are quoted at 

to 14 per cent. premium. 

Daily Range of Silver in London and New York per oz 

| Lon- New 
don. |York 
Pence|Cents 

117% 
117% 
117% 

Copper.—We are reported sales of 300,000 Ib. of 

Lake copper on spot, mostly at 19}¢c.; 200,000 Ib. of 

Baltimore copper at r9c.; and about 1,000,000 Ib. Lake 
to a few manufacturers for July, August, and Septem- 

ber deliveries, at 1914c. The latter transaction eases 

up the mining companies, and will have the tendency 
of holding the market steady for some time. In the 
meantime there is a dim foreshadowing of an export 
demand, which, should it become a fact, must have a 
good effect on the price in this market. 

Tin.—This article is very quiet and weak, with no 
immediate inclination to deal in it. Straits in London 

is quoted at £68.10/@£69, which is a little better 

than a week ago. We quote, in gold, per Ib., as fol- 

lows: Straits, 16¢c.; L. & F., 158¢c.; refined, 164 c.; 

Banca, 18c.; and Australian, 16c. 

Tim Plates.—tThere is not quite as much busi- 
ness doing in these as there was a week or twoago; 
yet there is still a very fair demand. We quote, in 
gold, per box, as follows: Charcoal tins $6.621¢@6.75, 

and ternes $6@6.121{; Coke tins $5.75@5.87)4, and 

ternes $5.62!¢@5.75. 
Messrs. Robt. Crecks & Co. of Liverpocl, under date 

of June 14, sav of tin plates: ‘‘The position remains 
. unaltered, mekers holding for prices which buyers 
won't pay. There are symptcms of giving way ina 
few brands, for which oiders have nct Leen becked ; 
tut asa rule manufacti rers cannct quote for imme- 
diate, and ask the adveuce fcr fc1 ward delivery.” 
Lead.—We note sales of 90 tons at 5.60c., and ad- 

ditional small lots of «c.@:8{4. The cenflicting in- 
fluences have a steadying effect upon the market. It 

New 
York. 
Cents) 

Lon- 
don. 
Pence 

536 
-| 53% 
539-1 

Date. Date. 

POOR: < ccosesess 
= 

117%! June 27.... 
117% || a 
z17ig'l “ a9... 
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is said that 20 stacks have blown out in Utah, owing to 
the low price of lead; that in Southwestern Missouri the 

price of mineral is but $17 per 1,000 Ib., the lowest 
point ever reached by that district: and that stocks in 

the hands of consumers and dealers in this market are 

being reduced. On the other hand, we hear that 

freight on lead from Salt Lake City has been reduced 

6c. per ton, which must result in the restarting of some 

of the furnaces that have blown out, and greater ac- 

tivity at those that have continued to work. 

Spelter and Zinc.—With a moderate busi- 
ness the market is quoted at 5.90c@6!4; sheet zinc is 

quoted at 7¢.@7\4. 

Antimony, with a fair business, is quoted at 
11 c. @12, gold. 

The San Francisco Commercial Herald of June 21 
says of 

uicksilver.—‘ We are advised by letter that 
the late statement published by us and credited to the 
San Jose Mercury respecting the probable product of 
Guadalupe Mine is an unwarranted statement greatly 
exaggerated and calculated to mislead. Our correspond- 
ent writes thus: ‘That mine produced 700 flasks in 
April and 600 flasks in May. To suppose that its product 
can be increased to 2,000 flasks a month, or as much 
more as the market can take, is unreasonable and un- 
warranted. It is such wild statements that keep down 
the price of Quicksilver to the loss of the producers 
and miners and the benefit of Chinese, who this 
year, as last, are the principal purchasers.’ Our local 
spot market is strong at 42c. under favorable cable- 
grams from Hongkong and in face of the low £7 London 
quotation. We have little or no stock accumulation, 
and the product of our mines goes off just about as 
fast as it arrives here. The Constitution for Panama on 
her last trip carried to Mexican ports 866 flasks, and 
en route to Valparaiso 100 flasks. The City of Peking 
for Hongkong carries upwards of 1,400 flasks.” 

Salt Lake Ore avd Metal Market. 

Sat LAKE City, Utan, June 23, 1877. 

Argentiferous Lead Base Bullion.—$60 to $65 per 
ton for lead. $1.18!¢ per ounce for silver. $20 per 
ounce for geld. The quotations for silver are based 
upon the silver contents in the head of 70 ounces per 
ton of 2,000 Ib. 
The Inter-Ocean’s correspondent under date of the 

18th inst., says: “‘ The bullion market remains ent rely 
nominal, and every department vertaining to the ore 
and lead business exceedingly dull. 

“The shipments of ore over the Bingham Canyon 
Railroad for the week ending June 14, were 964,400 

junds. 
“The shipments of ore and bullion for the week 

were as ions: 8 cars bullion to New York, 10 to 
Pittsburg, 2 to Philadelphia; 23 cars lead ore to Pitts- 
burgh, 1 to St. Louis; bullion, 417,663 Th.; ore, sor,- 
7oo Tbs. Total, 919,303 tb. The New York bullion 
went via San Francisco.” 

Missouri Lead and Zine Ore Shipments for 1876.— 
The following exhibits the shipments of lead, tiff, and 
zine ore in pounds forwarded from De Soto and 
Cadet, Mo., during the year of 1876: 
De Soto—Zince ore, 4,881,500 th.: lead, 696,103 Th. 
Cadet—Zince ore, 600,506 th.; lead, 6,153,629 tb. ; tiff, 

3,301,125 Tb. 
Total—Zine ore, 5,482,000 tb.; lead, 6,849,732 tb.; 

tiff, 3,301,125 tb. 
The receipts of lead at St. Louis for the present year 

up to the 16th inst. amounted to 308,514 pigs; against 
273,846 pigs for the corresponding period last year.— 
Mines, Metals and Arts. 

FINANCIAL. 

New York Stocks. 

NEw YORK, Friday evening, June 29, 1877. 

During the first three days of the week under review, 
the price of coal stocks had a downward inclination ; but 
on Wednesday the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 
R. R. Co. sold 125,000 tons of coal at auction at an 
average decline of 15 c. per ton from its previous sale. 
This appears to have been construed asa favorable 
feature, as since then prices have been higher. The 
lower prices for coal certainly bring the crisis nearer 
to hand, but if this does not result in some understand- 
ing to regulate the production of coal to the require- 
ments of the market, the value of stocks will not be 
improved by it. There are indications that a new 
combination of some sort among producers will even- 
tually come, although it does not appear how it can be 
of any particular service to them this year, even though 
it were to go into effect before Jan. 1. 

** At the regular monthly meeting of the Directors of 
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Com- 
pany, to-day, the issue of $10,000,000 of bonds on the 
main line of the road was authorized by unanimous vote. 
This loan will provide for the yment of $2,800,000 
mortgage, which is the only existing lien on the prop- 
erty, and will leave $7,200,000 applicable to such pur- 
poses as may be deemed necessary. The May state- 
ment snbmitted to the directors to-day shows that the 
company earned its interest and all its leased line 
charges. The bonds run thirty years from September 
1, 1877, and bear seven per cent. annual interest. 
It appears a very strange thing that this company, 

which was represented to have several millions of dol- 
lars ee a year and a half ago, and which now 
claims that, under the lowest prices for coal that the 

[June 30, 1877. 

market had ever known, it earned in May all its fixed 
charges, should now ask for a loan of $10,000,000. A sys- 
tem of bookkeeping that constantly shows rs but 
consumes ‘‘surplus,” and necessitates rrowing, 
should have an investigation. The, eee & Wilkes- 
Barre Coal Company, although constantly claiming a 
liberal profit on its coal, was shown by a committee of 
examination to have actually lost joc. per ton. Is 
there not something of this sort here ? 

The Delaware, Lockawrenne & Western Company 
cannot think of extending its operations now, while it 
certainly secured enough on Morris & Essex bonds last 
year to meet all its improvement charges on that line. 
Baltimore & Ohio R. R. stock yesterday declined 

to 93. 
The financial embarrassments of some of the leased 

lines and roads under the protection of this Co. are 
given as the causes of this fresh weakness, it being 
rumored that the straits of the Marietta and Cincin- 
nati and Ohio and Mississippi roads effect this down- 
ward movement, and that, until they are relieved in 
some way, Baltimore and Ohio stock will continue to 
depreciate. 

Miscellaneous Sales and Quotations, 

Sales and quotations of the stocks and bonds dealt in here 
and at Philadelphia, for the weck ending the 29 h inst. are 
given in the following tables. The Philadelphia quotations 
will have a * affixed. 

STOCKS. 
| —QUOTATIONS.—— 
‘High- Low- Clos- 
est. ing. 

25 
59 
64 
55 
40 

Sales 
Shares. 

American Coal Co 
*Cambria Iron Co 
*Pennsylvania Salt Manf’g Co. | 
*Westmoreland Coal Co 
*Buck Mountain Coal Co..... 
*Schuylkill Nav. Co | 
St. Louis, I. M. & 8. RR. Co... | 
Spring Mountain Coal Cu...... | 

r BO 

& W.78, Convt., 1892)J. & 
“2d mtge., 1881\M. & 

N. J. C., 1st mtge., new... |F 
“yet mt., cons. 1899) 
< = 2 i 

L. & W. B. Coal Co., cons.) 
Am. Dock & Imp. 78 
D. & H. C. Co., 1st m., 

‘ 

5% 
30 

est 

Pera! 
» 

D., L. 

ea er 
RE A 

ue 2 pag 
1891/0. 
1877/d. 
1894|A. 

coup , 1894/A. 
St. L.I.M. & S., rst mt. 1892/F. 
Ches. & Ohio, 1st mt., 1899! 
*L. V. RR., con. m. 68, 1923'3. 

- “2d m., 78, 1910/M. 
- oi 1898 J. 

coup., 18 8d. 
*P. RR., wt mtge., 1880!d. 

“ Gen. mtge. reg., 1910\A. 
* Con. m. 68. cou.. 1905\J. 
“ “ “ reg. 195 | 

“gen M. Coup., rg1ciJ. 
“© New Loan 58 

*P. & R. RR., 78, 1893\A. 
con. M.78. COU.1911 J. 
Deb. 68, 1893\J. 
New convt. 78.1893 J > 
Con. mtge. 78. reg. \J 
68. iJ. 

“ “ a7 “ “ 

reg., “ “ 

“ wo 4 

mo POoNS 

“ “ 

Be | DOP ep Be RP Be ap Re | Be Re he Re ke ke PD 

moSuuso  SOuyy fp BP & bee Be 

1884) M. 
“ RR. loan 1897/F. 
* Con. mtge. 78. \J. 
“ Cvt. gold, 1894| 
* Gold Loan, 1897/- 

*Schuylkill Nav., 68. 1897 
*Pa, and N. Y. Canal, 78 .. 
CPR. CRO. vnc csccconee 
*Susqnehanna Coal Co. 6s. 

SOD 
x 
) 

=: 

| Be BP ep RP pp BP ee ae | 
ae HSOoe 

Total transactions for the week. ............... $107, .0o 

Philadeiphia Stocks. 

PHILADELPHIA, FRIDAY EVENING, June 29, 1 877. 

The transactions in all the stocks of the coal aires 
ing roads dealt in in this market have been, with the 
exception of the Pennsylvania R. R., about the same 
as last week, at very steady prices, closipg in all in- 
stances, except Reading,at a slight advance. The im- 
pression prevails here that low prices of coal and im- 
pending ruin must soon bring the coal carrying com- 
panies to some mutual understanding, and this opinion 
=e to give firmness to the prices of stocks. 

high Coal and Navigation ypany.—The Ledger 
of the 27th inst. says: ‘‘Weare glad to inform our 
readers that the Circuit Court of the United States for 
the Western District of Pennsylvania has approved and 
confirmed the settlement made by this company with 
the Central Railroad Company of New Jersey and the 
Lehigh & Wilkesbarre Coal Company, and that the 
Lehigh Navigation Company have in their posessions 
the order of the court directing it to be carried out. 
The varied interests which had to be consulted, and 
the delicacy of the position of the receivers, together 
with the legal points which constantly arose, have 
protracted, but the settlement now arrived at will be 
an adjustment of all the questions recently brought 
into litigation. The — which the Lehigh Coal and 
Navigation Company had steadily in view has 
been precisely the same as that stated in itslast annual 
report, viz., ‘to preserve the alliance between the com- 
panies until brighter times, in the belief that the best 
interests of all would be promoted,’ and this adjust- 
ment will give those companies which are in the hands 
of receivers ample time to perfect their arrangements 
for reconstruction, without the embarrassments of 

nding litigation. Meanwhile the Lehigh Coal and 
avigaticn Company receives the whole of its back 

rentals, including a payment in money of $400,0co and 
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940,000) May. |1876| 
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Mar. |1876 
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436,000 

Bo,000 
165,533 
185,000 
817,500 

200,000. 

495,000) 
265,000) Mar. 11876 
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COAL TRANSPORTATION AND GENERAL MINING STOCKS. 

DIVIDENDS. HIGHEST AND LOWEST QUO. PER SHARE IN CURRENCY. 
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Name and Location of Com-,Feet on} Capital 
pany. Vein. Stock No Par 

lal. va 

Coal Stocks. | oe 
Consol. Coal. ......... ‘M4, 10,250,000] 102,500 po 
Del. ? oS) ae Pa. 20,000,000} 200,000 
Del., Lac. & W.RR....| Pa. 26,200,000} 524,000 ‘o 
Lehigh Mirae sans Pa. 10,448,550} 208,971 | 50 
Lehigh Valley RR....|Pa. 27,042,900] 540,858 | 50 
Maryiand Coul.. ..|Md. 4,600,000] 44,000 | 100 
N. J. Central RR. T1.\Pa. 20,600,000| 206,000 | 100 
Fen..a. Coal.........+ |Pa, 5,000,000} 100,000 | 50 
Pennsylvania RR..... \Pa. 68,868,700 )1,377,376 | 50 
Phil. & Read. RR..... \Pa. 34,278,755| 685,575 | 5° 

General Mining Stocks! 
Alpha Cons. @. 8..... Nev. 300 3,000,000] 30,000 | 100 
PN IRE Ds censcks os iColo, | 5.300 600 000} 60,000 10 
Belcher. G.8.........|Nev. | 1040 |-10,400,000] 104,000 | 100 

Bice consestan |Vir. |645 acs 300,000, 30,000 |} 10 
Best and Belcher, Gg. s. Nev. 545 | 10,080,000] 100,800 | 100 
ee ee ee ‘Colo. | 2,500 1 736,630} 227,326 5 
Bobtail Tonnel,@....)/Colo 100,000} 20,000 5] 
Bullion. @. 8.......... Nev 043'4| 10,000,000) 100,000 | 100) 
Caledonia, a. s.......|Nev. | 2,188 | 10,000,000} 100,000 | 100 
California, G. 8....... |Nev. 600 | 54,000,000) 549,000 | 100 
Chollar Potosi, @.s8.../Nev. | 1,400 2,800,000 000} 28,000 | 100} 
Cleveland, @... ..... {Colo. | 3.715 250.000} 25,000} 10 
Cons. Hercules & Roe. !Colo. | 16,500 1,000,000] 100,000 | Io 
Cons. Imperial. 6. s..'Nev. 468 | 50,000,000; §00,000 | 100} 
Con.N. Slope & E.C.T.|Colo. | 15,000 500,000] 10,000 | 50 
Cons. Virginia, @. s..\ Nev. 719 | 54,000,000} 540,000 | 100 
Confidence, G. s......|/Nev. 130 | 2,496,000] 24,960 | 100 
Crown Point, G,.s..../Nev. | 600 | 10,000,000] 100,000 | 100 
BE ise 5 nos 4 340-va “iColo. | 21,000 1,000,000} 10,000 {| 100 
Eureka Cons. 4. 8s. L..|Nev. ve 5,000,000} 50,000 | 100 
Eureka G. Mg. a@..... i\Cal’f 1,000,000} 10,000 | yoo 
Exchequer, G.8..... "|Nev. 490 | 10,000,000} 100,000 | 109} 
Gould and Curry, 6. 8.|Nev. 62t | 10,800,000} 108,000 | 100 
Granville Gold........ IN. C. | 9,000 1,000,000} 100,000 10} 
Hale & Norcross, a. s.| Nev. 400 | 11,200,000} 112,000 roo! 2 
Henry Tonnet Bsc up {Nev. | 3,000 | 2,000,000} 80,000 | 25) 
Hukill, @.8..;. 20.04 \Colo. | 3,288 | 1,000,000) 100,000 | 10 
Indian Ques. eee \Nev. | 1,000 | 3,000,000] 60,000 | 50! 
Julia Cons.. a. s......\Nev. 3,000 | 11,000,000} 110,000 | 00! 
SME OER... 005 ceca |Nev 2,100 | 10,500,000} 105,000 | 100) 
Kentuck, a. 2........} Nev 95 3,000,000; 30,000 | 100 
Kossuth, G.8..... ...| Nev 2,700 | 5,400,000} 108,000 | 50 
ec... |\Colo. | 3.900 1,000,000} 100,000 50! 
Leopard, 1. G.8.......|Nev, | 1,500 | 5,000,000] 50,000 | Jo) 
Lucerne Mining...... |Colo. | 4,200 | 5,000,000} 500,000 | 100! 
Mariposa, preferred... |Cal 44-387 5,000,000} §0,000 | yo} 

common...|_ “ acres. | 10,000,000] 100,000 | 190} 
Meee. osc. 4 6,000 500,000} 60,00¢ { soo} 
Merrimac, s... 1,500 500,000} 50,000 10} 
Mexican,a. s 10,080,000} 100,800 | 190) 
WR rice see dZ sd 39,000 2,000, sono) 200,000 | 100! 
N.Y. & Colo.,g@ | 3,000,000! 50.000 | 929/ 
Northern Belle, Redes |Nev. 1,600 5,000,000] $0,000 | 109) 
oar ae {Utah | 3,020 wyoenney) 109,090 | ico} 

eso. ccs |Nev. 675 | 10,080,000! 100,800 | y00) 
Original C omstock.a. 8) |Nev. bec 10,000,000! 10,000 | 100) 

Overman, 4. s. _ Nev. 1,200 3,840,000! 38,400 | yo00 
Pleasant Vi iew, ‘6... Colo 1,200 200,000; 20,000 | yo) 
Quicksil. preferred. ..|Cal. | 8,500 | 4,291,300, 100,000 | ro0| 

“ common ...! “ acres, | 5,708,700) " 100) 
Raymond and Ely,a.s. | Nev. 5,000 | 3,000,000; 30,000 | 190) 
Re POG, hk 55.0 'Mo. |2600a¢s.| 1,000,000} 100,000 10| 
Santiago, @. 8........ iNev. | 2,000 | 11,200,000! 112,000 | 100 
Savage, G.8.......... \Nev. 800 | 11,200,000! 112,000 | 100} 
Seaton, G. 8.......... ‘Colo. +700 500,000' 50,000 | 10} 
Seg. Belcher. a. s ....|Nev. 160 640,000; 6,400 100} 
Sierra Nevada G@.s8.../Nev. | 3,650 | 10,000,000; 100,000 | 190! 
Silver City,@ s...... \Nev. 3,900 6,310,000) 63,100 | 00) 
Silver Hill, g.s.......|Nev 51400 5,400,000; 54,009 | yoo 
Sonth Comstock, e. s.|Nev 1,500 | 10,000,000} 100,000 | 300 
South. California, a. s.|Nev 1500 | 5,000,000; 50,000 | 300 
Southern Star. g.s.../Nev. | 1,500 | 6,000,000! 600,000 | 00 
Trenton, G. 8......... \Nev «+ | 10,000,000! 100,000 | 90! 
Union Cons.. 6. 8... |Nev 850 | 10,000,000! 100,000 | 309! 
West Belcher, g. 8. ...|Nev 1,000 | 10,000,000! 100,000 | 190! 
Yellow Jacket, g. s...|/Nev 1,200 | 12,000,000] 120,000 | 369! 
Young America,s....|Nev 1,000 | 3,000,000! 30,000 | 399! 

Boston Stocks. | 
ROIS Bo can cing !Mich. “7 1,000,000! 20,000 | 50) 
Calumet & Hecla, c..|Mich. 5 2,000,000! 80,000 | 25) 
CONNIE ee os a ws clos -|Mich. Bs 500,000] 20,00c | 25/ 
Copper Falls, c....... (Mich. baa 1,000,000} 20,000 50| 
Ma wks cxnenanssia |Mich . - 500,000} 20,000 | 25 
Dani 6. os Ont.. 4: 1,200,000} 60,000 | 20) 
Duncan, 8....6...... 'Ont.. a 1,200,000} 60,000 | 20) 
Peamkiim, ©... 622s \Mich. ws 500,000} 20,000 as! 
Humboldt, c......... |Mich. | sid 500,000! 20,000 | 25 
International, s...... /Ont. . es 1,200,000! 60,000 | 20 
WeMON 6... .5. 5s Mich. | «+ | 500,000] 20,000 | 25 
Mesnard, c...........] Mich. | ++ | 500,000} 20,000} 25 Minnesota, c.... at | 1,000, 20,000 | 50 
National, c.... . oi 500,000} 20,000 | 25 
Osceola, C......... * ‘ 1,000,000) 40,000 | 25 
Petherick, c 5 ; 500,000] 20,000 | 25 
Pewabic, ¢........ ' Z 500,000] 20,000} 25 
PIER, GC. a cc00 ee anon 4 1,000,000} 20,000 | 50 

gl ie c:da ae aie ° 200,000! 20,000 10 
MeO Or Se ‘Mich: 500,000} 20,000 | 25 

Rockland, @.. ‘ 500,000) 20,000 25 
Bi Bi 8 6s ; 500,000] 20,000} 25 
Superior, We shh Sees ee 500,000} 20,000 | 25 

G. Gold. 8s. silver. tL. Lead. c. Copper. ** Non-Assessable. 
Total Assessments levied to date 
Total Mining Dividends disbursed to date............::. 

£41 ,3754590 | 
115,767,900 | 54,488 

Total Sales of Coal Stocks for the week. ...................2200 aiigdéutiatics 235,972 shares 
Total Sales of Mining Shares for the week . 

a reduction of its debt on construction account of over 
ent $600,000, thereby relieving it of an interest 

This settlement of over $42,000 annually. 
company ina position of financial ease, an 

laces. the 
is on all 

acconnts a just subject of congratulation to its stock- 
ho!ders.” 

Ine Philadelphia & Reading R. R. Company will 
meet all its financial engagements, ma 
month of July, and the payments will incl 

y 
in the 

e@ overa 

million of dollars in cash for interest and rentals an 

leased lines, etc. 
the coupons, 
ce ipts will be 

Receipts are ns bein, 
for which scrip is issu: 
exchangeable for the coupon ‘certificates | di 

on na after the 2d of July. 
Moshannon Coal Company. 

stock of this company were sold at auctio 
week at $1 
Schuylki 

hare. 
"Navigation Company.—This company | of the following companies during the month of July ; 

given for 
, which re- 

—1,000 shares of the 
m during th - 

Buck 
vidend period of this com 

will pay its regular semi-annual dividend on the com- 
man as stock during the month of July. : 

ountain Coal Company.—The semi-annual 
y will occur in July. 

Williams’ Marble and Slate " Denatmoherton Com- 

held « July 2d. y.—The annual meeting of this company wiil be 

CoUPONS AND INTEREST are payable on the bonds 
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Allegheny Valley Railroad Company.—73-10s of 
1806; interest. 
Lehigh Coal & Navigation Company.—6 per cent. 
istered loan due in ’84. Interest. 
‘ahanoy and Broad Mountain Railroad Company. 

—Coupons are due. 
Northern Central Railroad Company.—2d mortgage 

a= 1885; do. cons. mortgage 6s of 1990; interest in 

© North Pennsylvania Railroad. Company.—6 per 
cent. and general mo e 7 per cent. bonds; 1st 
wane 6s of 1885; general mortgage 7s of 1903; in- 
te: 

Pennsylvania Railroad Company.—Navy Yard 6s, 
1881; interest; coupons. 
Pennsylvania Canal Company.—Coupons on the 

first and general mortgage bonds. 
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Company.— 

6s of 1880; do. Deb. bonds of 1893; do. New Cons. 7s of 
1893; coupons; interest. 
Reading Coal & Iron Company.—Coupons. 
Shamokin Coal Company.—Coupons. 
Shamokin Valley & Pottsville Railroad Company. 

—7s of 1901: interest. 
Chesapeake & Delaware Canal Company.—6s of 1882; 

interest. 
Delaware Division Canal Company.—6s of 1878; in- 
rest. te : 
Schuylkill Navigation Company.—2d mortgage 6s of 

1907; do. mortgage 6s of 1895; interest. 
Susquehanna Canal Company.—6s of 1918, and do. 

7s of 1902; interest. 

Copper Stocks. 

Reported by Wilson W. Fay & Co., Bankers and Brokers, 
Room 7, Traveler Building, 31 State Street. 

Boston, THURSDAY EVENING, June 28, 1877. 

The market still remains comparatively inactive and 
dull, with small sales in any of the stocks. 
Calumet & Heckla has strengthened somewhat, there 

being sales at 16914, and 169 bid, and 169 asked. 
Copper Falls remains unchanged, the company appear- 
ing to buy all the stock that offers at $3 (asst. paid), 
and not bidding a cent over that price, there being but 
few sales. 

Franklin still remains = with a slight weakenin, 
in the price, $5.50 being the best bid, and the stock of- 
fering at about $7. In Quincy there has been no 
ceptible change, $35.50 being bid, and $36.50 ed. 
Osceola remains firm, there being sales at $20, and 
closing at $19.75 bid, and $21.50 asked. Central closes 
firm at 381¢ bid. 
The smaller stocks are very inactive, their being 

scarcely a transaction in any of them. The market, 
taken all together, looks pretty firm and some of the 
stocks look a little strong. 

Gold and Silver Stocks. 

New York, Frmay EvEnNIneG, June 29, 1877. 

The principal features in the transactions at the 
American Mining Board during the week have 
been the dealing in Moose, Cleveland Gold, "Leopard, 
Merrimac, and the Best & Belcher Mining Compa- 
nies. The total transactions amount to 36,588 shares, 
a decrease of about 37,000 shares from the business 
reported last week. The stocks of the Comstock 
Lode have received a fair degree of attention, and 
the quotations are generally well sustained. There 
is no special feature to note as toprices. It may be 
well to observe that the quotations are well main- 
tained, considering the general dullness which always 
prevails at this period of the year. 

The Ontario Silver Mining Company has pro- 
duced during the week ending June 21, 24 bars of bul- 
lion, having an assay value of $41,718.66. On July 2, 
two extra dividends, Nos. 5 and 6 of fifty cents gold 
each, per share, will be paid at the office of transfer 
agents Wells, Fargo & Co. 

The Hureka Consolidated Silver Mining Company 
of Nevada.—The Eureka Sentinel says : Two thousand 
tons of high grade ore have been extracted from the 
fifth level of the Eureka Consolidated mine, from the 
various drifts, crosscuts, etc., and notwithstanding 
the extent of the explorations, the dimensions of this 
vast bonanza are yet undetermined. 
The stock of the Richmond Consolidated Mining Co. is 

quoted at from $30to$35 pershare on the London stock 
market. We note the announcement that the case of 
the Eureka Con. Richmond Mining controversy will 
be heard on the 23d of July before Justice Field and 
Judge Sawyer in the United States Circuit Court. 
Eureka Gold Mine, Grass Valley, California.—The 

San Francisco Stock Report, of the 22d inst., says: The 
shaft of the Eureka claim, at Grass Valley, has bean 
covered over and work suspended. This mine ]ias 
been one of the best paying properties in California. 
It was opened in October, 1865, and has produced about 

500,000, of which $2,094,000 has been paid to stock- 
holders in dividends. There have been no assessments. 
This is the second Grass Valley mine abandon 
within the last two years, the other being the North 
Star, once a prosperous dividend paying claim, which 
many believe has never been worked out. 

The Assessments on Nevada Mines for June, twenty- 
three in “number, amount to $553,872, about one- 
thatof May. 3 
Grand Prize Silver Mine of Nevada.—We note recent 

sales of the stock of this Company on the San Francisco 
stock market at $10}¢ per share. The May Bullion 
output of this mine amounted to $67. 200. 

Commercial Herald of the 21st inst. says : 
“The past week was a perfect field day in stock 

circles, and the old-time excitement was quite refresh- 
ing, producing an elasticity in every de ent of 
trade that is truly remarkable. We it never so 

r- 
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fully demonstrated as during the past week 
that the mining stock market is a very import-| 
ant element in our business circles, a rise in stocks 
having such a tremendous hydraulic lifting force as 
to cheer ali departments of trade. If bonanzas are 
to lead north and south from the California and 
Con. Virginia Mines in their lowest depths, as many 
suppose, we may naturally look for one of the great- 
est stock excitements this market has ever expe- 
rienced. Notwithstanding the losses and failurés 
of so many during the past year the community | 

millions of y cash to speculate with, 
and this will be poured out like water in hopes of 
rofiting by the ventures. The present movement 

already reduced the heavy balances lying idle 
in our banks, and with this and more in active circu- 
lation we may look for a brisk business revival.” 
We condense the following from the Gold Hill News 

of the 2oth inst. : 
Work is being resumed in many of the outside mines, 

and those which suspended operations during the 
great depression, and although there is new ore Sicat- 
opment to mention outside of the rich bonanza of the 

msolidated Virginia and California, yet the pros- 
pects of the deep workings at various points are good 
and of increasing interest. 
The Consolidated Virginia Mine is yielding 500 tons 

of rich ore per day. 
The north drift from the Gould & Curry on the 

1750-foot level is steadily advancing, the face in very 
hard blasting rock. This drift is east of the ore vein, 
and is now being pushed ahead to connect with the 
joint double winze now being sunk near the California 
ine. This winze is now down 33 feet, the bottom still 
in rich ore. On this level the west drift is being made 
large enough to lay a double car track when needed. 
The yield of bullion for this month is far in advance of 
the yield at the same date in May, so that the pay- 
ment of the usual dividend of $2 per share is al Vv 
an assured fact. 

Sinking the C. and C. shaft has been resumed, and 
is making the best of progress, considering the steady 
flow of water and the extreme hardness of the rock 
encountered. The compressor for this shaft is about 
four and a-half times larger than the largest that has 
yet been put in operation on the Comstock. Its 
weight is 63,850 pounds, and its air cylinder is 42 
inches in diameter. It is expected to furnish a much 
larger volume of air when running at a much slower 
rate of speed than the old machines. This will bea 
very great advantage, as the air furnished will be 
much cooler than that supplied by the compressors 
running at a faster rate. 

550 tons of ore is being daily extracted from the 
California Mine, and the mine shows well at all 
points. 
The Yellow Jacket Mine has attained the deepest 
int on the lode, being 750 feet below the level of the 

utroTunnel. The mine at that depth is very hot and 
dry. The ledge is of great width—soo feet or more— 
and the material met with is birdseye porphyry, with 
small streaks of quartz carrying ore. In fact even the 
porphyry itself is not entirely barren, but some of it 
assays as — as $6 to the ton, black sulphurets of 
silver being found sprinkled all through it. 

Justice is yielding 450 tons of ore ow day, keeping 
the mills all steadily running up to their full working 
capacities. The ore stopes from the 400 down to the 
700-foot levels are all yielding the regular amount of 
paying ore. The winze below the 800-foot level con- 
tinues in excellent ore. The ledge and ore on the 1,000- 
foot level is showing splendidly and pruomises a rich 
harvest. The east drift on the 1150-foot level has been 
somewhat impeded by the flow of water, but is now 
making steady progress. 

The header of the Sutro Tunnel is running in very 
favorable working material, which drills and blasts 
well. It is principally ledge matter, requiring careful 
timbering. Streaksof low grade ore are quite fre- 
quently met with. 

Operations in the Gould & Curry Mine are being 
prosecuted with a great deal of energy. The bonanza 
peoplé are said to have taken in a large amount of 
this stock recently. A recent report from the mine 
states that “‘every effort will be used to push both 
cross-cuts to the east vein, as we have now overcome 
the great difficulty in handling the water. In ten 
days it is my intention to start sinking the main in- 
cline to the 1900-foot level. By the time it reaches 
this point the lateral drifts will have been run from 
the winze, both north and south, and connected with 
the Savage Joint on the south and the proposed B. & 
B. joint winze on the north. When we reach the 
level from the main incline everything will be in 
readiness to cross-cut.” 

The 1750-Foot Level.—The San Francisco Post of the 
7th inst. says with rd to the continuation of the 
bonanza in this level: ‘‘The double winze now being 
sunk in the ore vein on the 1650-foot level of the Con- 
solidated Virginia is exciting considerable attention 
among stock dealers. According to the last letter 
from the superintendent the winze was down a dis- 
tance of twelve feet, all in rich ore. At a distance of 
one hundred feet the new 1750-foot level will be reach- 
ed, and if it is demonstrated that the same high grade 
ore extends to that depth we predict considerable ex- 
citement in the stock market. The new level is now 

ing opened up from two directions. A drift is being 
run from the C. & C. shaft in a westerly direction to 
tap the bonanza, and another drift (G. & C.) is coming 
in laterally from the south on the same level. The C. 
& C. cross-cut at latest reports was in a distance of 100 
feet from the shaft. It will be remembered that the 
crosscut on the level above > 1650) cut the east clay 
of the vein at a distance of 650 feet fromthe shaft. As 

the average dip of the clay on that level is at an angie 
of forty-five degrees to the east, it is estimated that the 
1650-foot level crosscut will tap the ore body at a dis- 
tance of 550 feet. At the present rate of pro , at 
least two months’ time will be required until the vein 
is reached. Mr. Robert Graves has just returned to 
this city after making a careful examination of the 
mine. He reports it to be in excellent condition, and 
says that the ore stopes on the 1650 are widening out 
and yielding a rich character of ore, the prospects of 
the whole level being more favorable than at any time 
in which he has inspected it.” 
The north drift, on the 2000-ft. level of the Alpha Con- 

solidated Mine, has penetrated to the Exchequer line, 
so that crosscutting the ore vein in that portion of the 
mine is next in order now. On the 2135-foot level of 
the Imperial the north drift has penetrated to the south 
line of the Alpha, and is now advancing in very soft 
favorable ground. 

Sinking the south winze of the Imperial, near the 
Yellow Jacket line, is making the usual fair rate of 
progress, the bottom being in very favorable quartz 
and ledge matter. 

The Belcher Mine yields eighty tons of ore per day, 
keeping the Santiago mill running, and making a re- 
serve on which it is the intention to start - the Kel- 
sey millina fewdays. Sinking the main incline below 
the 1800-foot level is making fair headway. Sinking 
the combination air and drain shaft is also making the 
best of speed. 
New York Minine Stock ExcHanGEe.—The total 

transactions of this Board for the week amount to 
23,550 shares, as against 17,910 shares reported last 
week. 

rw Stocks.—The sales for the week were about 
divided between the Atlantic and National 

ining companies, the former at a slight advance. 

Sales. 
3,600 shares $7 1214¢@ $6 8714 
3,300“ 25 @ .. 

Closing Quotations. 
Asked. Bid. 
5 00 Mesnard . 
7 25 National . 

171 00 =| Osceola .. 
Pewabic . 40 50 " 

incy .. 
Rides ee 

8 00 
5° 

INCORPORATIONS. 
We note the recent organization of the following 

companies, in addition to the announcements in our 
issue of June 9: 
Name of Company. Location. Cap. Stock. 
Alta Petroleum Co., California, $5,000,000 
Minnietta Belle Silver Min’g Co., = 10,000,000 
Echo Mining Co., oe 2,500,000 
Number One Gold Mining Co., * 000 
Cascade Water and ‘ =i 99,000 
Plumas National Quartz Mining 
Company, 

Mesteur’ Gold and Silver Min’g 
Company, . 

Gold Hill Mining Co., 
King Mining and Smelting Co., 
Pleiades Gold and Silver Mining 
Company, 

Argent Mining Co., 
Palisades Gold and Silver Min’g 
Company, 

Combination Mining Co., 
Rocky Mountain Mining and 

uction Co., 
Crow Silver Mining Co., 
Crittenden County Led and Zinc 

Mining Co., Kentucky, 300,000 
The fo ear companies have increased their capi- 

tal stock: Phil Sheridan, of Nevada, from $2,400,000 
to $10,000,000; Star Mining Co., of Nevada, from 
$2,000,-00 to $6,000,000 ; Akron Iron Co., of Ohio, has 
increased its capital by $75,000. 

Gas Stocks, 

New YorK, Fripay EVENING, June 29, 1877. 

The market for gas stocks is extremely inactive, and 
prices still tend downward. 
The following list of Companies in New York and vicinit 

are corrected weekly by Grorce H. Prentiss, Broker an 
Dealer in Gas Stocks, No. 30 Broad st., N. Y. 

Atlantic 
National 

Asked. 
I 00 

35 
19 00 «620 00 
100 200 
33 00 35 00 
225 350 

Allouez.. 2 00 
Atlantic... 6 75 
Cal’tHecla169 00 
Central .. 39 25 
Franklin. 4 00 
Madison . 25 

25 

” 1,000,000 

96,000 
5,000,000 
10,000,000 

“ 

“ 

Nevada, 

“ 1,000,000 
“ 5,000,000 

6 1,000,000 
e 10,000,000 

1,000,000 
500,000 

Colorado, 

Dividends. |Quotat'ns 

Semana Se te a ork and vicinity.| Stock. "|\Date of',: . 
last. “ As’d 

244/ Apr. 
346|Feb. *77| 
5 |May °77, 125 

5, [June 77/339 
7 “ oe ad 

% 14 |Feb. 77) 98 
--.-$/*5 [July *77|/188 
ass, +5 isaly 77\150 

- +4) 4 a 
336 |May °77 
3}4\Jan. 76 

jJan. °77 
- *77| go 
:77| 65 

-*77\t20 
. °77 100 

+ .77| 7° 
334 Apr. °77| 95 
5 (Jan. °77\160 

51000,000 |$ a ‘7 94 
= QO,000 1,000 Gold Bonds 

10% 

10% 

10% 
7% 
7% 
8% «| 1,850,000) — 

4,000,000] 50) 
.|2,000,000} 52) 
.|1,000,000} 25]. 

700,000 | 1,000} 
-|1,000,000] 10}....f 

300,000/1,000) 7% 
325,000] ....| 7% 

1,000,000 10) 5% 
1,000,000! 50) 10% 

| 7) 3) 
et ae. i 
* Certf. 7% 

J.C.,N.F 750¥ | 10% 
Cent. Westch.N.Y| 466,000} 50) 7% | 4 Jan. °77| 85 | 90 
Subur'n “ “| 295,000) 50! 7% | 344 Apr.~77!| 90 |100 

*Ex-Dividend. }Paid irregularly. 

95 

80 

Citizen's 
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company at from $100}4 to 104 per share. 

People’s Gas Com 

of 0 

ample means and fair prospects. 

ADVERTISERS’ INDEX. 
Air Compressors: 

é. 
Clayton, James, Brooklyn, N.Y........ iii 
Norwalk Iron "Works Co., South Nor- _ 

WOIK, COMM, . oo. oc cice. cccccccccccssvce il 

Assaying Tools and Chemicals: 
Benjamin, E. B., New York 
Best, John, Denver, Colo. ... +. 47° 
Durbin, J., Denver, Colo....... «+ 470 
Kalb, Theo., St. Louis, Mo....... .... vii 
Riethmann J. J., & Co., Denver, Colo. 470 
Taylor, John & Co.,San Francisco, Cal. 470 

Attorneys and Counsellors : 
Bloss, John B., Washington. D. C..... Vv 
Britton & Gray, Washington, D.C..... Vv 
Mendenhall, W. K., Washington, D.C. v 
Morrison & White, Georgetown, Colo.. v 
Riley, Henry A., New York........... v 

Auction Sales: 
Delaware, Lackawana, & Western RR. 

v 

Bankers and Brokers: 
Tracy, Arnold & Co.. New York....... 467 
Van Deventer & Patton, New York.... 467 

Blasting Powder: 
Laflin & Rand Powder Co., New York. 
Oliver, Paul A., Wilkes-Barre, Pa...... 
Miners’ Supply Co. (Blasting Squibs), 

vi 

Ns MSMR WO Has «tak dd acde chboevcess A 
Miners’ Powder Co , New York........ viii 

Blowers: 
Keystone Portable Forge Co., Phila., Pa. 469 

Books and Periodicals : 
pis and Labour, London, Eng...... v 
Colliery Guardian, London, Eng..... .. Vv 
El Minero Mexicano, New Yor 
La Houille, Paris, France....... 
Spon, E. and F. N., New York 
Tekuish Tidskrift, Stockholm, Sweden, 

and New: YOUR. 5655 dccpse veces Hebedd 
Van Nostrand’s Engineering Works... 
Van Noetrand’s Eclectic Magazine, N.Y. 

< 

470 
vi 

Wiley, John, & Sons, New York...... 469 

Cement: 
Fieming, Howard, New York....... .. i 
Merchaut, Anderson, & Co., New York.. vii 

Coal: 
Berwind, White & Co., New York ..... vi 
Borda, Eugene (Koh-i-noor Coal), : hila vii 
Borden & WEE, OWE SOc cinvcen- svc vi 
Brown, 8S. H. & Co., New York........ vi 
Cannelton Coal Co., Philadelphia...... vii 
Coxe Bros. & Co., New York.......... vii 
Onx'& Boyes, New TORR. «0... 6cccveses vi 
Heixsenbuttel & Wells, New York.... vi 
Hoboken Coal Co., New York......... vii 
Kanawha Coal Lands For Sale, Rich- 

is nk acini tn combedces caees vii 

FIRE BRICK © 
B. KREISCHER AND SON, 

Foot of Houston 8t., East River, 

NEW YORK. 

Blocks, Slabs, and Clay Retorts. 
Branch Works at Kriescherville, Staten Island. 

EsTaBLISHED 1845. 

ROWORTH & LA 
OENTRAL CITY, COLORADO, 

HAVE THE LARGEST STOCK IN THE TERRITORY 

MINING TOOLS 
And General Hardware. 

GAS AND STEAM FITTINGS, 

Belting, Hose, Packing, Manila 

Rope, Brass and Iron Wire Cloth 
——o— - 

General Agents for 

GIANT POWDER. 
Orders by Mail Promptly Attended to, 

San Francisco Gas Company.—We note recent 
transactions of some 300 shares of the stock of this 

ny, of Baltimore, Md.—We note 
recent quotations of this stock at 12)¢ bid, and $14 per 
share asked as against $26 per share eight months ago. 

St. John, N. B., Gas Company.—The - Telegraph 
of the 26th inst. says, with reference to the resumption 

rations by this company: ‘‘ Atan informal meet- 
ing held yesterday afternoon, the Directors decided to 

on with their works at once. They expect to have 
t. John supplied with gas in ten weeks from date. 

The step is a bold and noble one, and will do much 
good indirectly as well as directly. The compnny has 
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31, 1877. 
Lightin 

Lighting Com 

ae 
shine an 

night during the week, $2. 

Kittaning Coal Co., Philadelphia...... vi 
Lehigh Valley Coal Co., New York.... vi 
— land Coal Co., New York......... vii 
Pardee, A. & Co., New York........... vii 
Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron 

Co., Philadelphia.-...... Se 
Swords, A, 8., New York... 
Williams, R. H., New York. 

Coal and Ore Separators : 
Bradford, H., Philadelphia............. 
Fraser, Chalmers & Oo., Chicago, Ill.. 
Krom, Stephen R., New York..... 
Wetmore, George C., New York..... 
Copper Works 
Pope, Cole & Co., Baltimore, Md....... 

Engineers andjChemists : 
Courtis, Wm. C.. Wyandotte, Mich.... viii 
Garbutt, Abbott Bros., & Woodward, 
pO | SR Se vii 

Tlale, A. NOUNS osc ussceuceies Vv 
Hartieben, Otto. Georgetown, Colo..... v 
Hill, John W., Hamilton, O............ v 
Johnson, Albert, Georgetown, Colo....  v 
Keyes, W.S., San Francisco, Cal...... v 
Marsh, George E., Georgetown, Colo... Vv 
Morton, J. H., Brooklyn, N. Y....... Vv 
Nicolls, William J., Baltimore, Md..... v 
Reichenecker, Albert, Fairplay, Colo...  v 
Rothwell, Richard P., New York....... v 
Sayr & Parmelee. Georgetown, Colo... v 
Smith, J Alden, Boulder, Colo......... Vv 
Teal, Foster & Co., Georgetown, Colo. v 
Vinton, Genl. F. L., Denver, Colo...... i 
Wilson Bros. & Co. Philadelphia...... Vv 
Wurtz, Professor Henry, Hoboken,N. J. v 

Engineers’ Instruments: 
na egg N. H., Philadelphia......... 
Heller & Brightly, Philadelphia........ 

Fire Brick : 
Colson, Chas. D., Chicago, Ill.......... 467 
Evens & Howard, St. Louis, Mo....... _— 
Kreischer, B., & Son, New York....... 467 
Mauer, Henry, New York.............. v 

Gas Process: 
Stevens, 8S. A. & Co. (Lowe Process), 

PP RRREBOL RIO es, inte 90. d:s sng bo 4s cake o ii 
Hoisting Machinery : 
Crane Bros. Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill 
Copeland & Bacon, New York 

Hot Blast Stoves: 
Whitwell’s, Philadelphia 

Hotels: 
Crawford House, Colorado “p’ngs, Colo. 467 
Teller House, Central City, bois hase seas 467 
Victoria Hotel, South Pueblo, Colo.... 

Hydraulic Jacks and Punches: 
udgeon, Richard, New York a 

Lyou, E., & Co., New York 

Injectors: 
athan & Dreyfus, New York......... i 

etc., for 

Montreal Gas Company.—We note recent transac- 
tions in the stock of this company at $149 per share. 

Lighting the Twenty-fourth Ward of New York.— 
Comptroller Kelly invites proposals ig gas 
or any other illuminating material for lighting River- 
dale (twenty-fourth ward) from July 16 to December 

the Camden, N. J., Streets.—The Globe 
ny have proposed to the Lighting Com- 

mittee of the Camden City Council to light all lamps be- 
longing to the city in which gas is not used, at the 

prices: On nights when the moon does not 
extinguish them at 1 oclock, $2.34 per 1,000 

feet; each night until 1 o’clock, $2.25; all night for each 

he Chicago Gas Question.—The Special Committee 

Vv 

iv| Railroads and Transportation 

BAS. “3D. 
108 & 110 Franklin Street, 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

FIRE BRICK 
‘* Savage,”’ “ Jersey,” ‘‘ Laclede,” “‘ Scioto,” ‘‘ W. Va.,” etc., 

last Furnaces, Rolling Mills, Steel Works, Smelting 

for furnishin; 

per cent. 

—Coupons. 

Wilde, R. W., New York 

Locomotives : 
Burnham, Parry, Williams & Co., Phila.. vii 

Metal Brokers : : 
White, Edward P., New York......... iii 

Mining Tools and Goods 
Roworth & Lake, Central City, Colo.... 467 
Tritch, George, Denver, Colo........... 

Machinists? Tools & Machinery 
Wood & Light Machine Co., Worces- 

ten, MagO Si. vines BaBesoess cee 

Mineral Wool: 
Elbers, Alexander D., New York 468 

Mining, Crushing, Stamping, and 
melting Machinery : 

Adams, B. C., Denver, Colo............ 69 
Aitchison, R. & Co., Chi yf Besos 468 
Baugh & Sons’ Ore Mill, Phila., Pa.... iii 
Black Hawk Foundry and Machine 
ROU MIOUD nav vs acest Genves vcaeee 47° 

Blake’s Crushing and Breaking, New 
PURUOO Oeics «nonin Ba ducens tbaes iv 

Bruckner’s Revolving Cylinders, Cin- 
CONN an, oo iSite Sed ot ovens 468 

Copeland & Bacon, New York.... .... viii 
Council Bluffs Iron Works, Council 
I a ie isso won kc sink d iv 

Ensminger & Davis, Denver, Colo...... 47° 
Fraser. Chalmers & Co., Chicago, Ill... iv 
Frue Vanning Machine, Chicago, Ill.... 470 
Hartford Foundry & Machine Co., Hart- 

Tepe, COMWE ib. sade sks ule den sods cass iv 
Hendrie Bros & Bolthoff. Central, Colo. 470 
Krom, Stephen R., New York ii 
Morey & Sperry, New York.... . Viii 
Morgan Iron Works, New York... eee 

Oils : 
Partridge, George, & Co,, St. Louis, Mo 467 

Patents; 
Stetson, Thos. D., New York 

Power Hammers: 
Hull & Belden Co., The, Danbury, Ct.. i 

Pumps: 
Carr, A., Selden Direct-Acting, N. Y... 
Cameron, A. S., New York..,......... 
Clayton, James, Brooklyn,............. 
Crane Bros. e Co., Chicago 
Harris Steam Pump, New York .. .... 
Knowles Steam Pump, New York 
National Steam Pump, 
io tS Sater ee pee ae ee 

Niagara Steam Pump, Brooklyn, N. Y.. 468 
Norwalk Iron Works Co., South Nor- 
WD cine ck cede natanescesece 

Worthington, H. R., New York 

New Bruns- 

ii 

Lines: 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R.R 

COLSON, 

and Refining Works, Zinc Works, Lime and Cement Kilns, etc. 

3877. 

KE,|Gas Retorts 
Special sh 

MRS. V. JONES, Prop. 

Blacklead Orucibles, Retorts, &c.; Hydraulic Cements, 

VICTORIA HOTEL, 
JULIUS HERBERT, Manager. 

First-Class in Every Respect. 
South Pueblo, « 

and Settings. 
apes of Fire Brick, for any purpose, made to 

order from patterns or drawings. : , : . Cc. H. Van D 

ts. 

Colorado. 

W. 8S. BANKER, Prop. 

CRAWFORD HOUSE, 
Colorado Springs, Colo. 

H. B. JENKINS, Clerk. 

Special Rates to Families. 

Central City, 
TELLER HOUSE, 

W. H. BUSH, Proprietor, 

2 Our Miners’ Oil costs but 70 cents a gallon, and less in 

lots, and will give satisfaction for burning in mines. 

712 North Main Street, St. Louis, Mo, 
Colorado. 

of the —— 
inst to consider the question of burning oil or gasoline 
instead of gas in the streets. 
ae 

—We note the recent organization of this com 
with a capital stock of $200,000, sisi 
Harlem Gas Company.—We note a recent auction 

sale of a small lot of the stock of this company at 1001 

COUPONS AND INTEREST are due on the bonds of the 
following companies during the month of July ; 
Champaign and Urbana, Ill., Gas Light Company. 

Kankakee, Ill., Gas Com 
Lawrence Gas, Coke, & 
Omaha, Neb., Gas Company.—Coupons. 

Ht: 

MINING AND MANUFACTURING STOCKS, 

Information respecting stocks and mining properties, cheer- 

fully given upon application. 

\J an Deventer & Patton,— 
Successors to Luptow Patton & Co., 

EVENTER. 
Stocks, Bonds, Gold and Government Securities Bought and 

Sold on Commission. Loans negotiated. 
Dividends and Interest Warrants 

GEORCE PARTRIDCE & CQ., 

Wholesale Dealers in Miners’ Oil 

Lubricating and Burning Oils, Paints and 

467 

Common Council will meet on the 30th 

Gas Company, of San Jose, California. 

ny.—Coupons. 
‘oal Company.—Coupons. 

Page 
Colorado Central RR. ................. 468 
Denver & Rio GrandeRR.............. 468 
Denver, South Park & Pacific RR. ..... 468 
Pennsylvania I fads cotthgadcecenaseh i 

Roofs, Girders, etc. : 
Scaife, Wm. B., & Sons, Pittsburg, Pa. i 

Rock Drills: 
American Diamond Rock Boring Co., 

EE ONE chs acs necdtangdaesy«esdete vi 
Burleigh Rock Drill Vo., New York.... 
Ingersoll Rock Drill Co., New Yerk... 
a Diamond Drill Co., Potts- 

fi 

Rubber and Belting : 
Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.,N. Y. 
N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., New York 

Safes and Scales: 
Marvin Safe and Scale Co., New York.. 

Smelting and Refining Works: 
Crooke Bros., New York 

ii 
ii 

Steam Engines: 
Wilde, R, W., New York............... 

Steel Works: 
Crescent Steel Works, Pittsburg, Pa... 
Edgar Thomson Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 
Park, Bro. & Co.. New York, Boston, 

Pittsburg and Cincinnati............. 
Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa... 

Tubes and Pipes: 

vi 
iii 

: Abendroth & Root Mfg. Co., New York viii 
National Tube Works, Boston, Mass... iv 
Worthington, H. R., New York ....... ii 

Ventilators : 
Keystone Portable Forge Co., Phila., Pa. 49 
Marphy, Francis, Philadelphia. ....... 

Water Wheels: ; 
Leffel, James, & Co., Springfield, Ohio.. 468 
Stout, Mills & Temple, Dayton, O.... . 468 

Wire Rope: 
Channon, H. & Co., Chicago, Ill........ iti 
Hazard Mfg. Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa... {ii 
Mason John W. & Co., New York... .. i 
Reebling, John A., Trenton, N. J...... iv 

Miscellaneous: 
Collection of Minerals for Sale......... i 
First National Bank of ee ;Colo 470 
Gold and Silver Mine for sale........... i 
Vickery, P. O., Augusta, Maine..... .. 468 
Wan a Situation as Blast-Furnace 
CREME. 65. Eo. ccc cccccncensauppanes i 

Arnold & Co.,— 
Brokers in 

57 Broapway, New YorgE. 

Bankers and Brokers, 
No, 6 WALL STREET, New YORK. 

ILLIAM LUDLOW PaTTon. 

Interest allowed on 
collected and re- 

AND ALL KINDS OF 

Linseed Oils. 
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Colorado Central Railroad. 
es The only line for Central, Idaho Springs, Georgetown, 
Sas Boulder, Longmount, Golden, and the famous resorts and 
| | Parks of Colorado. Trains leave depot, foot of 16th Street, 

i " i Denver, at 8.30 A. M., and at 4.00 and 6.00 P. M. 

O. H. HENRY W. G. BROWN, 
Supt., Golden. Gen. Freight & Passenger Agent. 

Notr—The 4.00 P. M. train runs daily, except Sunday. 

Denver & Rio Grande Railway, 
For Colorado Springs, Manitou, Pueblo, and Canon City. 
Connecting at Colorado — with stages for Pueblo and 
vicinity ; at Pueblo with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe 
Railway, for all points East. This forms the new and pictur- 
esque ‘through Line from Denver to the Missouri River ; at 
El Mora—southern terminus—with stages for Cimarron, Las 
Vegas, Santa Fe, etc.; at La Veta for Saguache, Del Norte, 
oat the famous Gold and Silver Mines in San Juan District. 

For further information apply to Ticket Agent, City Office, 
249 16th Street, Denver. 

D. C. DODGE, Gen. Freight & Passenger Agent. 
W. W. BORST, Acting Superintendent. 

Denver, South Park and Pacific 
RAILROAD. 

Connecting at Morrison with South Park Stage Co. for Hall’s 
Gulch, Hamilton, Fairplay, Alma, Dudley, Oro City, California 
Gulch, Breckenridge, Montezuma, and Swan River. Also 
connect with A. B. Dicken’s Fast Freight Line. 

Morrison Springs offers unusual attractions for tourists 
pleasure seekers, and invalids. One of the finest hotels in 
the Territory is located here, in full view of the Snowy Range. 

Will run extra trains for all kinds of Excursions. 
Low rates given business men summering at Morrison, who 

visit the city daily. For further information apply to 
A.3 HUGHES, Gen. Freight and Passenger Agent. 

biel 

Rees Sane e a TR A a 

SOMETHING WORTH KNOWING. 
Colorado has a new line of railroad extending from Pueblo 

down the Arkansas Valley through Southern Kansas City and 
= Atchison on the Missouri Kiver, where connection is made with 

> = ——— = : : F all the great trunk lines for all points inthe United States and 
i = > Canada, avoiding tedious delays and vexatious transfers. 

aa ee 

This is the best built and best equipped road in the West. 
® . * Our new line of Pullman Sleepers are the most Inxuriant in 

the country. The only line equipped with air brakes and 
rl C ner S é V 0 V le y 1] Cr, safety platforms. Try it. For detailed information, maps, 

a ae ae 

ee eer 
, —— 

time tables, ** lron Trail,” and San Juan Guide, address 
L. H_NUTTING, as S a 

For Roasting, Desulphurizing and Chloridizing Ores. re eden tow Yak. 
ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF emt tence. Gensel Pesnenger Agent, 

Steam Engines, Boilers,Saw Millsand Mining Machinery. | Pueblo, Colorado. Topeka, Kansas. 

Illustrated Catalogue and Prices furnished on application. "Teettediiiie UEiimenst Wiel 

LANE & BODLEY CO. Sole Manufacturers, | /ICOMDIsIbIe Minera! Wool. 
Be Bewane or Ixvnincewet. JOHN AND WATER STS., CINCINNATI. THE BEST AND CHEAPEST 

NIAGARA STEAM-PUMP WORKS, “"™™725 22 2zAz°=c0= 
MANUFACTORY, 23 ADAMS STREET, BROOKLYN, New York. MegeniterD. Riera, 

264 Broapway, NEw York. 

ESTABLI SHED 1862. P. O. Box 4461. Agent for the Patentee. 
THESE PUMPS HAVE TAKEN seaneninatinanhiypcnctanipe namaste Seererammmmatete 

FIRST PREMIUMS THE AMERICAN TURBINE 
On Practical Tests at Various 

Hoa Sco lt PLO MN sS. 
PATENTED IN THE UNITED STATES, ENGLAND, FRANCE AND BELGIUM 

CHARLES B. HARDICK, Manufacturer, WATER WHEEL 
No, 23 Adams Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Depot in North-West : 38 and 4o S. Canal Street, Chicago, Ill. 

For Jigs, Sizers, Ore Washers, Rockers, Concentrators, Stamp Batteries, Revolving Screens, Separators, RECENTLY IMPROVED. 
Riffle Boxes, Maltkilns, Grain Driers, Drive Wells, Pump Filters, and Riddles, in Iron, Steel, 

Oovver: Brass. Zinc, and other Metals. 

; 
- 

i 
; 

serge annem 

roe 

_ 

— eee AO 

a a Lemay 

Produces Higher Average Results than any Turbine 
ever known. 

The American Turbine Water Wheel utiltzes a higher per 
centage of the water than any other Turbine, which has been 
demonstrated by Scientific Tests, and also by daily comparison 
with others. 
The Workmanship is of High Order, and every Wheel ts 

Guaranteed. 
We also make a ae of Paper Mill, Flour Mill, Saw 

Mill, and General Mi Furnishing Machinery, with Plans and 
Specifications. W ill furnish all kinds of Mining Machinery to 
order. A report of tests, with catalogue of machinery, sent 
free on application to 

STOUT, MILLS & TEMPLE, 
MAWUPACHURES OF pee orem eeie: 

at WATER WHEELS 
‘PERFORATED SHEET METAIS teers 

ee 

Prices Groatly Reduced. 
7000 in successful operation. 

FINE NEW FAMPELET FO2 1877, 

Sent free to thése interested. 
. James Leffel & Co ’ 
| Springfield, O. ys 

= wa 109 Liberty St.. N. Y. City. * 

Wonicaco, iy Street, $55 g $7'°7%1 Week to. | ts. oo ae Free. P.O 

ee ee enn 
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IMPORTANT WORKS 
FOR 

Civil and Mining Engineers. 
BODEMANN, T. ON THE ASSAYING OF 
LEAD, SILVER, COPPER, GOLD, AND 
MERCURY. Translated by W. A. Goodyear, 
Ph. B. 1 vol. 12mo. cloth, plates............. $ 2 50 

BOLLERN, P. PRACTICAL TR EATISEON 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF IRON HIGHWAY 
BRIDGES. For the use of Town Committees. 
Together with a short essay upon the applica- 
tion of the principles of the Lever to a ready 
analysis of the strains upon the more custom- 
ary forms of Beams and Trusses. With many 
fine wood engravings. By A. P. Boller, A.M., 
C.B, -s:voli-Sv0. Cloth iis ccsitiee ci ete. 

BRESSE, M. WATER-WHEELS OR HY- 
DRAULIC MOTORS. Translated by Lieut. 
F. A. Mahan, and revised by Prof. D. H. Ma- 
han. 1 vol. 8vo, plates. 1876...............- 

BRUSH, G. J. MANUAL OF DETERMINA- 
TIVE MINERALOGY. With an introduc- 
tion on Blow-Pipe Analysis (constituting the 
Determinative Part of Dana’s Mineralogy). 
By Prof. Geo. J. Brush. 
1 vol. 8vo, 2d edition, with corrections....... 

DANA, J. D. DESCRIPTIVE MINERALOGY. 
Comprising the most recent Discoveries. 
Fifth edition. Almost entirely rewritten 
and greatly enlarged. Containing nearly goo 
pages, 8vo, and upwards of 600 wood engrav- 
ings. By Prof. J. D. Dana. Aided by Prof. 
Geo. J. Brush. Including Appendices by 

Profs. Brush and E. S. Dana, completing the 
work up to 1875. Cloth.........seeceeeeeeeee 

DANA, E.S. ATEXT BOOK OF MINERAL- 
OGY. Based upon the System of Mineralogy 
of Prof. J. D. Dana. Embracing an extended 

Treatise on Crystallography and Physical 
Mineralogy. By Edward §. Dana, Curator of 
Mineralogy, Yale College. With upwards of 
800 woodcuts and one colored plate. 
Seth. CINUL vosncsns casas ah Mei <0>< crete wns 

HATFIELD, R. G. THE THEORY OF 
TRANSVERSE STRAINS, and its Applica- 
tion to the Construction of Buildings, includ- 

ing a full discussion of the theory and con- 
struction of Floor Beams, Girders, Headers. 

Carriage Beams, Bridging, Rolled Iron 
Beams, Tubular Iron Girders, Cast Iron 
Girders, Framed Girders and Roof Trusses, 
with TABLES calculated expressly for the 
work, etc., etc. By R.G. Hatfield, Archi- 
tect. 

1 vol. 8vo., fully illustrated, cloth............ 

KERL. METALLURGY. 3 vols............. 

2 50 

2 50 

3 00 

5 oc 

MITCHELL, J. A MANUAL?0F PRACTI- | 
CAL ASSAYING. By John Mitchell. 
Fourth edition, edited by William Crookes. 
With numerous plates, 
X VOL. CANON VO, CURE s 05.0:06 00 ctw ccicacveeyars 

WOOD, DE VOLSON. A TREATISE ON 
THE RESISTANCE OF MATERIALS, 
AND AN APPENDIX ON THE PRES- 
ERVATION OF TIMBER. By De Volson 
Wood, Professor in Stevens Institute of Tech- 

nology. Second edition, thoroughly revised. 
BVO. COG ans 5 haces kaye ds caaks that ete Ds 

— A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGES AND 
ROOFS. Designed as a Text-Book and for 
Practical Use. Illustrated with numerous 
wood engravings. Second edition, revised 

and corrected, 1876, 
E WOR, BVO. 08 cds dese cs Fee's bP dba tea 00 0c 

~——THE ELEMENTS OF ANALYTICAL ME- 
CHANICS. With- numerous examples and 
illustrations. For use in Scientific Schools 

1o cc 

3‘CC 

3 00 

VERONA TOOL WORKS. 
Metcalf, Paul & Co., Pittsburg, Pa. 

Manufacture all sizes of SLEDGES, HAMMERS and PIOKS, from the BEST SELECTED CAST 

STEEL “solid.” Making a specialty of these, we warrant them the best in the market. 

“Brice Vist" ANY DESIRED PATTERN MADE. 

MINING MACHINERY. 
B. C. ADAMS, 

24544 Lawrence Street, 
DENVER, - - - Coro. 

P.O Box 2,249, 

Agent F'or 

Tift Engines, Selden and 

Blake Pumps, Wire Cables, 

Crushing and Hoisting 

Machinery, Blowers, Ete. 

TRON FRONTS, MILL AND MINE 

CASTINGS, INGERSOL ROCK 

DRILL AND BOWERS COM- 

PRESSOR. 

Keystone P Pressure Blowers. 
Anti-friction and Noiseless; run without oil; maximum blast tand 

minimum power. 

All sizes for Forges, Founderies, Rolliu g Mills, etc. 
ALSO, 

Keystone Exhaust Blowers, 
Made on same principle, 

For Ventilating Mines, Buildings, etc.; 

Removing Dust, Shavings, etc. ; 

Drying Wool, Lumber, etc. 

EVERY BLOWER GUARANTEED. 
2 Send for circular, or call and see them in operation. 

KEYSTONE PORTABLE FORGE COMPANY, 
120 Exchange Piace, Philadelphia. 

Also, Sole Manufacturers of the celebrated Keystone Port- as 
able Forges, for all classes of work, from the lightest to the Bese ee 
heaviest. 

r 

ML CULL CULL LALLA UAL A 

THE SHAPLEY ENGINE. 
The most Complete! 

Compact! 
Durable! 

and Economical! 
The BEST and CHEAPEST for all purposes where a RELIABLE 

POWER is required. 

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE LIsT. 

R. W. WILDE, Gen’l Agent, 

108 Liberty St., New York. 

Agent for the Ecli ed Injector, Clark’s Blowers, 
Leonard’s Grist Mills, ’s Brick Machines, Portable 
and Stationary Engines and Boilers, Saw Mills, etc. 

ESTIMATES FURNISHED. 
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THE DIAMOND DRILL, 
FOR PROSPECTING LANDS, 

Produces cylindrical sections, or cores, the whole distance bored. A true record guaranteed. 

PRICES REDUCED. 
Artesian Wells bored round and straight. Deep Blast holes bored for sinking Shafts and Driving Tunnels by the new pro- 

cess. ens Drills and improved Diamond Quarry and Channelling Dri 
Ad N £NNA. DiAMOND Drit Co., PoTTsviL1E, Pa. 

HEY! nore l 

R R 

W. WEAVER, 

PHGENIXVILLE, PA. 

Address 

With this machine two men can do the work of six or eight 
by hand. Since the ** Vietor®? Rock Drill was brought 
to the notice of the world at the Centennial Exposition in 
Philadelphia in 1876, where it was practically tested, drilling 
more than 1,000 holes of various sizes from é inch up to 
6 inches in diameter, and at various angles, it has been sent 
to many States in the Union, and also to Canada, United States 
of Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Brazil, Guatemala, San Salvador, 
Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Ayres, England, Germany, Saxony, 
Italy, Australia, and Egypt. 

A number of parties who at first purchased but one for trial 
have since ordered two, three, five, eight, twelve, and even as 
high as twenty-four more. 
An emery wheel, nextly geared, is now attached to the hind 

leg of each machine for grinding the bits when dull, which 
saves much time, labor, and expense. 

For Machines, Agencies, or Circulars, address as above. 

FRU VANNING MACHINE, 
SLIME CONCENTRATOR. 
Especially adapted to the treatment of ‘‘ Slimes *’ or “‘ Dust ” 

produced in all concentrating mills. Will operate on ores of 
all the heavy metals—Gold, Silver, Copper, Lead, Mercury 
Tin, Zinc. ailings from amalgamating pans successfully 
concentrated, saving not only the undecom sulphurets, 
but also floured quicksilver and finely divided amalgam. Ores 
carrying finely divided mineral, such as telluride of gold and 
silver, or finely disseminated gold-bearing pyrites, after fine 
stamping can be operated on to advantage. ill produce clean 
mineral from the finest slimes with the minimum quantity of 
water, expenditure of power, and superintendence, 

FRASER & CHALMERS, Makers, 
» ” 145 Fulton Street, Chicago. 

Or L. OC. TRENT, 
Local Agent, Boulder, Colo. 

WALTER McDERMOTT. 

J. DURBIN 
“Vholesale and Retail Dealer in 

Assay and Mill Chemicals. 
BONE ASH, 

QUICKSILVER, 
CUPEL MOLDS, 

SCALES, RETORTS, 
MORTARS, 

SCORIFIERS, 
CRUCIBLES 

MUFFLES, ETC., ETC. 
At Lowest Market Prices. 

366 Blake Street, 
DENVER, COLORADO. 

s made and sold with right to use. 

ESTABLISHED 1852. 

JOHN TAYLOR & CO., 
Importers and Dealers in 

ASSAYERS’ MATERIALS 
AND GENERAL SUPPLIES FOR 

MINES, MILL OWNERS, ETC., 
Including a full supply of 

Chemicals and Acids. 
Bone Ash popent expressly for Asseayers, at lowest rates, 

by the barrel, ton or car load. The best Crucibles and other 
| articles in the line in large stock, such as frem lomg expe- 
| rience are known to be of the best make. 

Having been made Sele Agemts for the Pacific Coast 
for the Patent Piumbago Crucible Co. Hatter- 
sea Works, London, oo we are prepared to sell 
their Crucibles, Muffies, Scorifiers, Dry Cups, Furnaces, etc. 
at lowest prices. 

ALSO A FULL SUPPLY OF 

Druggists’ Glassware and Sundries. 

JOHN TAYLOR & CO., 
512 to 518 Washington St., 

San Francisco: 
&~ Our Gold and Silver Tables, showing the value per eunce 

Troy at different degrevs of fineness, and valuable 
tables fur computation of assays in Grains or 

Grams, will be sent free upon 
application. 

The First National Bank of Georgetown 
GEORGETOWN, COLO, 

Capital, $75,000. Surplus, $125,000. 

WM. H. CUSHMAN, Pres.; WM. M. CLARK, Vice-Pres. 
Wm. L. Hapiey, Cashier. Grurs HarrineTon, Ass’t Cashier. 

Does a General Banking Business. 

&2” Collections promptly attended to. 

HEADQUARTERS 
FOR 

Quicksilver, Cyanide, Acids, 

Mill Chemicals, 
CRUCIBLES, SCORIFIERS, BONE ASH, MUFFLES, 

And everything necessary for 

MILLING AND ASSAYING PURPOSES. 
Bottom Figures at all times. 

Send for Prices to 

JOHN BEST, 
OENTRAL OITY, - - - OOLORADO. 

J. J. RIETHMANN & CO., 
Corner 15th and Larimer Streets, Denver, Colo., 

Wholesale Dealers in Drugs. 
Importers of Assaying Materials and Apparatus. 

We have in stock English Scorifiers and Crucibles, our own 
importation from the Patent Plumbago Crucible Co., Battersea, 
England. Black Lead, Crucibles, Bone Ash, Cupel Molds, 
and Glassware, Chemically Pure Acids, etc., etc. Prices 
reasonable, and prompt attention to all orders intrusted to us. 

George Tritch, 
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in 

SHELF HARDWARE, 
Iron, Nails, Steel, Horse Shoes, 

Fence Wire. Pumps, Agricultural Implements, Shingle Mills 
Engines, Saw Mills, Circular Saws, Hose and 

Wire Rope, Scales, Hoisting Barrels and Ore 
Cars with Trucks, all kinds of Steam Engine 
Brass Goods, Gas Pipe, Etc., Etc., at Lowest 
Market Price. 

Corner Wazee and Fifteenth Streets. 
Denver, -= 2* = = = Colorado. 

[JUNE 30, 1877. 

Engineering ‘Works. 
Published by D. VAN NOSTRAND, 

23 MURRAY AND 27 WARREN STREETS. 

FANNING. Water Supply Engineering. A Treatise 
on the Theory and Practice of Gathering and Storin 
Water for Power and Domestic Use, Clarifi cation 0: 
Water in Pipes and Canals, Raising of Water by 
Power, and on the Practical Construction of Reser- 
voir Weirs, -— and _ Systems. By J. T. 
Fanning, C. E. With 150 illustrations. 8vo, cloth. 

ANKINI RA NE (W. J. MACQUORN). A Manual of 
Applied Mechanics. Numerous illustrations. Crown 
8vo, cloth 
“Cannot fail to be adopted asa Text Book. . . . 

The whole of the information is so admirably arranged 
that there is every facility for reference.—Mining 
Journal. 
— A Manual of Civil Engineering. With numerous 

Tables and illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth...$6 50 
— A Manual of Machinery and Millwork. With 

nearly 300 wood-cuts. Crown 8vo, cloth $5 00 
‘*Professor Rankine’s ‘Manual of Machinery and 

Millwork’ fully maintains the high reputation which 
he enjoys as a scientific author ; higher praise it is 
difficult to award to any book It cannot fail to bea 
lantern to the feet of every Engineer.”—The Engineer. 
— A Manual of the Steam Engine and other Prime 

Movers. With diagram, tables, and illustrations. 
Crown 8vo, cloth $5 00 
— Useful Rules and Tables for Architects, Builders, 
a ae Surveyors, ete. Crown 8vo, cloth. .$3 50 
‘*Undoubtedly the most useful collection of engineer- 

ing data hitherto produced.”—Mining Journal. 
** A necessity of the Engineer. . . . Will be use 

ful to any teacher of Mathematics.”—Atheneum. 
— A Mechanical Text Book ; or, Introduction to the 
Study of Mechanics. By Professor Rankine and 
E. F. Bamber, C. E. Crown 8vo, cloth $3 50 
‘‘ Likely to prove invaluable for furnishing a reliable 

outline of the subjects treated of.”—Mining Journal. 
CLARK. A Manual of Rules, Tables, and Data for 
Mechanical Engineers. By David Kinnear Clark. 
1112 pages 8vo, cloth, $7 50. Half mor 

HAMILTON. Useful Information for Railway Men. 
Compiled by W. G. Hamilton, Engineer. New 
edition. Revised and enlarged. 562 pages, 
form. Morocco, gilt. Ready shortly 

WEYRAUCH. Strength and Calculation of Dimen- 
sions of Iron and Steel Constructions, with refer- 
ence to the latest experiments. Translated from the 
German of J. J. Weyrauch, Ph. D., with four fold- 
ing plates. 12mo, cloth 
+, * Bales sent free by mail on receipt of price. 

ENSMINGER & DAVIS, 

Foundry, Machine Shop, 
AND BOILER WORKS, 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Portable and Stationary Engines and Boilers, 
Ore Crushers, Pulverizers, Stamp Mills 
Rotary ens Ore Cars, and Genera 
Mining Machinery. 

199 Larimer Street. - - - - - DENVER, COLO. 

HENDRIE BROs. & BOLTHOFF, 

CENTRAL CITY, COLORADO. 

Manufacturers of all kinds of 

Ber Ta 
tren 

FOR MINE, MILL, AND SMELTING WORKS. 
A Specialty of Wet and Dry Pulverizers, 

The most effective and oes reducing machinery in use 
for gold and silver ores. No fortune required to build a mill. 

IMPROVED PORTABLE HOISTING AND PUMPING 

ENGINES. 

Agents for Knowles's Steam Mining and Feed Pumps, Halli- 
die’s Wire Tramway, Root’s Blowers, Blake Crushers, Fried- 
mans Injectors, Steam Jet Pumps, etc.. etc. We also keep 
on hand a la assortment of d second-hand Engi nes. 
Boilers, and other Machinery. e will centract to put up nad 
start our machinery. 

Eastern Works, 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA. 

BLACK HAWK FOUNDRY 
AND 

MACHINE SHOPS, 
SILAS BERTENSHAwW, 

MANUFACTURER OF 

MILLING AND MINING MACHINERY, 
and all kinds of Iron and Brass Castings for Steam Engines, 
Stamp and Saw Mills. Also all kinds of cas for metal- 
h A liberal patronage is Cash 

for old iron. 




